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certs are not as large as formerly. It is to be sincerely 
hoped that they are not, and that the money will be used 
for truly artistic and beneficial musical events. 

The corner-stone was laid,of the new building of the 
St. Cecelia Society of Grand Rapids, Mich., November 
6. The building is to be devoted to musical purposes. 
It is the first of. its kind. Miss Amy Fay delivered an 
address on the occasion. 

The usual war regarding vocal methods is npw raging 
fiercely; this time in regard to whether Lamperti’s pen 
had created a method. Of much more value to the 
average student is the matter of being really taught to 
sing with a properly placed voice, correct vowel, and 
consonant pronunciation and breathing. 

The meeting of the New York State M. T. A. will be 
held at Buffalo in Jane, and the programme, fis at pre¬ 
sent outlined, will include three large orchestral and 
choral concerts, recitals of piano, vocal and organ music, 
and miscellaneous concerts. A regularly drilled sym¬ 
phony orchestra, of forty to fifty members has been 
secured, as well as the co-operation and male chorus of 
eighty members. " ‘ 

HOME. 
Musin, the violinist, and his company of artists are 

renewing their triumphs. 

The Eneisel String Quartette have opened a new 
season of artistic chamber concerts. 

The Ohio M. S. A. hold their thirteenth meeting at 
Dayton, Ohio, December 26th, 27th," 28th, 29th. 

A reception and mnsicale took place at the new resi¬ 
dence of Xaver Scharwenka, at which many mhsical 
celebrities took part 

Emil Pare, the new conductor of the Boston Sym¬ 
phony Orchestra, haB made the impreBBion that he is a 
strong, scholarly musician. 

W. J. Henderson, the eminent, author and critic, is 
to give twenty lectures upon the history of music for the 
New York College of Music. 

The • programme of the First New York Philhar¬ 
monic Concert included Schumann’s third or Rhenish 
Symphony. Materna waB the soloist 

Matebna remains with ns till Jane. Then let us hope 
farewell before her great reputation as an artist is 
killed by.a too persistent lingering on the stage. . 

The meetings of the M. T. N. A. and the N. Y. 8. M.? 
T, A. are both to be held in New York this coming 
summer. It ib to be hoped they will not conflict 

Guilmant’s visit has resulted in a decided advance 
-movement in organ playing in this country. His work 
was a revelation of thepos8ibilities of . the king of instru¬ 
ments. . 

Adels Aus deb Ohe will be the soloist at the Second 
Philharmonic Concert. She played a Tschaikowsfey 
concert under the composer’s direction at hiB last pub¬ 
lic appearance. 

It is reported that the advance sales tor Patti's con- 

Mapamk .A, Pupin has been giving recitals on the 
Janko Keyboard in New York Stated A Rochester cor¬ 
respondent writes that “ Madame Papin is a pianist of 
high rank, and explains the workings of the new device 
with perfect lucidity. The audience were warm in their 
praise of the artistic work, and in their enjoyment of the 
pieces rendered forgot that there was any bat an artistic 
signification to the occasion.” 

American singers and pianists are making very pro¬ 
nounced successes abroad. Madame De Yere Sapio, 
well known as having received the largest salary in 
America for church services, has just made a very suc¬ 
cessful debut at the Berlin Singakademic, and Mrs. 
Bloomfield-Zeisler has created a decided Bensation with 
her piano-playing. Franz Rnmmel is also covering 
himself with glory by his great pianistie work. 

' FOREIGN. ' 

D1 Albert has completed a second opera. The sub¬ 
ject is of a tragic nature. 

Carl Reinecke celebrates this year the fiftieth anni¬ 
versary of his settlement in Leipsic. 

The Janko keyboard is not a success in Leipsic, there 
being only one male pupil studying it there, j 

Four hundred thousand rubles have been appropri¬ 
ated for the alterations in the Moscow Conservatory. 

Tnwflast work written by Gounod was an “Ave 
Maria,” on September 80th, for his daughter’s birth¬ 
day. 

A Hbbbew troupe !b giving operatic performances at 
Sofia wjth great snceess. Only the Hebrew language iB 
used..; ■ 

The opcmpg concert of the new Gewandhans, in Leip- 
sio was thelcdebration of the 160th anniversary of the 
institution. 

Gounod’s “ Faust ” was given at-Windsor, by the 
command of the Queen, with Albain as “ Marguerite,” 
and Davis as “Faust.” ' 

A volume entitled “ Famous Pianists of the Past and 
Present,’’ containing one hundred and ‘sixteen bi¬ 

ographies, and one hundred and fourteen portraits, has 
just been published. 

A fao simile of Wagner’s “ Meistersingers ” has re¬ 
cently been tesned by the publishers, B. Schotts’ Sons, 
of Mainz. 

The new National Theatre at Cracow was solemnly 
inaugurated October-14th,. in the presence of the gov¬ 
ernor and various bodies of the state. 

A Citizen of Bonn has made a collection of pens of 
various thickness and with different kinds of points for 
music writing, There are eighteen kinds of pens. 

The celebrated critic, Edward Hanslick, has pub¬ 
lished in newspaper article form a series of personal 
recollections, those concerning Meyerbeer and Schu¬ 
mann being of especial interest. 

Gounod, whose death was chronicled last month was 
given a state funeral. The body lay in state, and at the 
funeral Saint-Saens presided at the organ. The musical 
service was simple but impressive! " 

It is reported from Buda-Peath that the Royal Opera 
under the directioh of Arthur Nikisch, late conductor 
of Boston Symphony Orchestra, "has begun a new era 
and is in a fair way to regain its former splendor. 

Paderewski's latest composition, “Polish Fantasia,” 
for piano and orqhestra, as.played by the composer, has 
proved to be a decided success. It is intensely National 
and characteristic, and is written in three movements. 

F- Wkingabtner, conductor of the Royal Orchestra 
at Berlin, was fined 800 marks for writing to the papers 
denying statements of the Intendant, Count Hockberg, 
and, because he took the music of 4 4 Cavalleria Rustr- 
cana” faster than another conductor, he was fined 120 
marks for “bad conducting, which betrayed an antipathy 
against Mascagni.” They do things rather forcibly on 
the other side of the water. 

■ ■ _ ■ • ' ■■ • • .-.1+ . ■ 

Musical circles have again been shocked ;^ this time 
by the death of Peter Tschaikowsky, of Russia. This 
celebrated composer was taken away by cholera, caused 
by drinking a glass of unboiled water, in a restaurant at 
St. Petersburg. He is rated as Russia’s greatest national 
composer. He has wjritten many great works inclu ; ;; 
in the higher forms, symphonies, operas, and chamber 
music. He had jnst finished a 6th symphony, which was 
to be first presented in America by Walter Damrosch 
and New York Symphony Orchestra. It will be recalled 
that he made, a few years ago, an American appearance 
in connection with t his organization, during which his 
eminence as a composer and conductor were shown. A 
truly great loss has come to musical life. 

—Get the pupil interested and then his taste will im¬ 
prove. Some pupils have to learn that there is good 
mnsic” that is expressive rather than merely pretty, 
and that all “ pretty ” music is not always good. 

—Many amateur teachers are not only doing poor 
work, but by teaching at all they are crowding out some 
worthier and better teacher who dependsyipon teaching 
for a living. There is altogether too much of this 
“ teaching for pin money,” teaching till meeting, one s 
««fieatiny* Give I taee tc youi betters and if must 
earn ** pin money,” do it outside of the music teaching 
profession. 



-A'TIMELY WASHING, 

BT MADAME A. P0PIN. 

Miss Ethel Rivers took lessons on the piano. Her ' 

father was a man of wealthy and though not at allinter- 

eated in music, he bought a handsome piano and gave t 
his daughter lessons, merely because other wealthy peo- 1 

pie did the same. Miss Ethel practiced in a desultory l 
manner and took her two lessons a week with far- leBS i 
interest than she took in puttiug up her hair at night in i 
crimping pins; she looked upon each task as necessary t 
and she was glad when it was done. * This state of affairs 1 
might have continued indefinitely, but for one circum- I 

stance. ^ 
Ethel’s particular friend was Amanda Malvina TabbB, i 

whose father was also wealthy. The amount of money i 
spent by the fair Amanda Malvina for gloves, bombons 
and other trifles would have supplied some families with 
food and clothing. When Amanda Malvina’s father died < 
suddenly and the shocking discovery was made that 
Amanda would have nothing per week to live on, it was 
of course imperative that she should earn her own living; 
but as her accomplishments were of the slenderest sort, 
they were not available for self-support, and the dainty 
Amanda war* obliged to take a position as nursery gov¬ 

erness, and so sank out of view beneath the social hori¬ 
zon. This horrifying circumstance had such an effect 
on Ethel, that it set her to thinking seriously what she 
should do in a similar position, and she resolved, then 
and there, that whatever she learned in future should be 
done thoroughly and well. In consequence of these re¬ 
flections she surprised her teacher at the next lesson 
with_some question about a part of the piece she was 
playing, to which question the teacher replied that she 
did not know. Ethel said nothing at the time, but cogi¬ 
tated on the subject as she was putting up her hair at 
night. “ Well, if ever I am a music teacher, I will bet 

I’d never tell a pupil I didn’t know; I'd make up some¬ 
thing, or I’d tell them I’d explain it at the next lesson 
and before that I’d find out, but I’d never say I didn’t 
know; ” and at the word “ never,''1 Ethel gave her hair 
such a vicious pull that Bhe came pear losing a lock. 

At another lesson the teacher spoke about a wonderful 
piece—Lay Campanalla by Lits, the next day Ethel 
heard this piece referred to as La Campanella by List. 
(LiBzt)“ Lit8 or List; I wonder which is right. I begin 

to think Miss Strummer does not know all she ought to,. 
to be a teacher.” Thereupon Ethel began to propound 

questions to Miss Strummer which greatly confused the 
poor woman. “What does sireito mean, Miss Strum¬ 
mer? What is the meaning of stargando f ”—to which 
questions Miss S. replied that they were foreign words 
and didn’t mean anything in particular. 

About this time Ethel received invitations from three 
of her cousins to spend a portion of the winter at their 

-respective homes.- Cousin Ada lived in Boston, Cousin 
Emma lived in New York State, while Cousin Bella was 
a resident of New York City. 

- Ethel started first for Boston to visit her Cousin Ada, 
whom she found taking piano lessons at the New England 
Conservatory of Music. Ethel decided to take advan¬ 
tage of this grand opportunity to improve herself in 
music and take lessons too, remembering poor Amanda 
Malvina, and mindful of the fact that Bhe herself might 
some time have to earn her own living. For the pext 

three months she practiced diligently at the piano, took 
lessons in harmony, attended concerts and musical lec¬ 

tures, practiced foar-hahd music—-prima vista playing— 
with her Cousin Ada, learned the proper pronunciation 
of Italian musical terms, and the names of the com¬ 
posers, and read a great many books from the Conserva¬ 
tory library. At the end of three months she and Ada 
set out to visit Cousin Emma in New York State. The 

fame of their musical acquirements had preceded them 
and they found themselves invited out every evening, 

where they met all the musical people, both professional 
and* amateur, that, this lively little inland, town could 
boast of , - . ■ ' - . 

Their havjng received an urgent invitation from Bella 
to spend the next two months with her in New York 

city, the three cousins started off, with most delightful 

anticipations; for the city of Gothasji; The four cousins, tl 
not having met in two or three years, talked and chatted, sr 
as only girls can, till nearly midnight on the first even- tl 
ing of their arrival. At last, pausing to take .breath* as st 
if by one accord, there was1 suddenly a lull in the con- a 
versation, and Ethel startled her cousins by saying: c 
“ Girls, I’ve been thinking.” “ Good gracious, Ethel 1” h 

t cclaim d together, * wha( ha come to ou 
You ,never used to do any snch thing.” “Well, I’ve b 
been thinking seriously, and I’m resolved never to talk 

about what I don’t understand ; for instance, if ever I talk i: 

about music, I’m going to know about the composers I’m g 
talking about, and how to pronounce their names and t 
the names of their works, and I’m going to know,some- 1 
thing about a good many other things, too. You know ( 
how much I admired Prof. Blanco at the conservatory, t 
aside from his magnificent playing; he was so manly, 1 
and yet his manners were so refined and as gentle as a j 
woman’s; he was so exquisitely neat in his dress, but i 
not a bit of a fop ; he could talk about the current events i 

of the world with as much intelligence as about what i 
Liszt used to do and say; and no matter who entered j 

his room, he could Bpeak to them in French, German, ] 
or Italian, with equal fluency; and the strange thing i 
about it was, that he didn’t seem to think this was any- i 

thing; he was so modeBt as—well, I don’t know what, i 

Now, you remember that Mrs. Reynolds we met at your 
house, Emma, and the ridiculous airs she put on, just * 
because, as Bhe said, she had been the head of the i 
musical department of a college in Tennessee with 
ninety-four pupilB, and of another in Central Indiana - 

with 1^8 pupils; and yet she said Lits, Shoppin (Cho¬ 
pin), Zerny, Pafta, Rubensteen, and talked about 
ee tudes, and shirt- zos, and sonatinas, the i prononnced 
long. If ever I’m a music teacher—•” “ Whatl ” in¬ 
terrupted the cousins, “you’d never think of such a 

thing ! ” ■ 
Here Ethel related the episode of Amanda Malvina 

and her terrible fate, and told her own reflections on the 
subject. “ So,” said Ada, “ that was the secret of your 
unflagging energy in Boston ; well I must say that it waB 
your ardor that inspired me to practice as I never did 
before.” “Well” resumed Ethel, as if thinking aloud, 
“ When I think of that little fellow with the long black' 
hair at the Conservatory, who was such a musical genius 

and yet he knew nothing but music, didn’t know - 
whetherEnglandwasgovernedbyaking oraqueen; 

never heard of Cuba, nor Napoleon, nor Dante ; and 
. when I think of that stout girl who could play the most 

difficult concertos, and how dirty and^imtidy she was, 

and of Mrs. Reynolds, and how little she could have 
known and how conceited she was, and then think of 
Prof. Blanco and that other charming piano teacher, 
Madame Larne, who has travelled so extensively and 

spoke bo many languages and' knew a good deal about 
everything, just like Prof. Blanco, why I think there is 

nothing bo grand in the world as a broad culture ; and it 

must be a liberal education just to have the privilege of 
associating with Bueh people. Most of the men I meet 

sink into insignificance compared with Prof. Bianco, 
and women seem uninteresting in comparison with 

1 Madame Lame;. How careful, they are of their time 

and how punctilious in things which most persons call 
t trifles. Yes, it is ‘ the small which is the infinitely 
i great.’ I understand that now; and I begin to agree 
b with Victor Hugo, or was it somebody else, who said, 
fc. ‘ A man is as many times a man as the number of lan- 

i guages he speaks.’ Now Ethel appeared to come put of 
- her reverie and exclaimed with emphasis, “ GWh, I’ve 
- made np.my mitad never to lose the chance of learning 

i whatever comes in my way, even if I think I shall never 

- have any qpe for it. Nowhere”—taking up one of the 
New York Dailies—“is an advertisement,—Berlitz 

a School of Languages—-and another—French, German, 
e Italian, Spanish, by the Natural Method,—while Ihm here. 
a in New York I’m going to furbish up my feeble French 
;, and begin German. ” 

il After some; diisjsfifcsion the enthusiasm of Ethel in- 
d spired the other girls and they agreed to join her in the 

language lessons.' 

a A few days after, Ethel received a letter from her 

k father, in which he said, “ Sixty dollars for piano les- 
il sons and twenty for French and German! Don’t you 

think that is a good deal to pay fojrjriano lessons? You 
must try to be a little economical, deaf.” Following 
this came another letter, in which her father wrote, “ I 
suppose you are.going to the grand ball. If you haven’t 
a proper dress, juBt let me know and I’ll send you a 
check for $800. I should like you to have, something - 
handsome,” “ Poor father,” mused Ethel, ‘‘$800 for 
a flimsy baH dress andnothing to furnish my poor 
b; juiqisL’* , - 

Ethel remained over two months in New York, study¬ 
ing and attending lectures in* French and German, and 
giving two hours daily to her piano practice. About 
six months after her return home she wrote her cousin 

Bella as follows “ A little more than three months 
agp l became convinced that a musiciih, and especially 
a piano teacher, could not: possibly get along without a 
knowledge of the French, German-and Italian languages, 
and, there being no Italian teacher here, 1 set about to 
study it by myBelf. 1 borrowed three old Italian grammars 

and read them through, to get an idea of the construc¬ 
tion of the language; then JL bought a dictiopary and a 

modern grammar, and began to study systematically, 
my training in the languages in New York helping me 
wonderfully. , I wrote down the conjugation of the three 
regular, and twenty-five of the irregular verbs, in micro¬ 
scopic letters, on a small piece of paper; then I studied 
whenever I had a spare moment, whether on the boat 
or on the train, or when I was waiting for somebody or 

something. And what do yon think, Bella, the other 
day I wrote a letter m Italian to our delightful Prof. 

•• Blanco, and this morning I received such a charming® 
letter from him, written in simple Italian, so I could 
understand it, and he compliments me on my courage, 
and says he knows I shall succeed in anything 1 under¬ 

take. Father is so worried about the many failures in 
the business world that I thought I'd try and get a few 
piano pupils, just to get. my hand in if anything did 

happen. I found four girls only too happy to take les¬ 
sons of ‘ the aristocratic Miss Rivers,’ and I assure 

you, Bella, we are a‘mutual admiration society.’ They 
are delighted with my teaching; they say the lessons are 
a pleasure and not a task, and that they learn a good deal 
more than music; and I am delighted with their interest 
and progress, and think a.mnsic teacher’s life must be 

a happy one. I suppose you will laugh when I tell you 
that two months ago I joined a cooking-class,, and now I 
cook the dinner every Mohday, for the maids are so 
cross and careless when the laundry work is going on. 

So you see I’ve stuck to my intention of learning every¬ 
thing that comes in my way. I do not go to many parties, 

i as my time is so taken up with my music and other 

: studies, yet I’m happy as a lark. I heard the other 
day that somebody said that that Rivers girl was a great 

i deal nicerthan she used to be. ' Ha! ha ! ha! ‘To see 

; ourselves as others Bee us.’ ” 
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' -BOOSEY' & GO SOME DUBIOUS HABITS nr PUPILS, AND 
-V REFLECTIONS THEBEON. 

NEW YORK. LONDON. ' :: 
- - BY ®. B; STOBT. ■ 

The following is a selection of our recent and success- .;v,' : 
ful Ballads, Songs,- etc., etc.:— It is one of the interesting experiences in the life of a 

The Holy City. .Stephen Adams............... 76c. teacb<5r to notice that from whatever locality the pupils 

Adieu, Marie! Stephen Adams .........60c. .seem to bav® the same average of faults. 
Never a Bose. F. A. Cowen..........60c. 1 48 18 Popularly .true in institutions whose patronage 

Listen to the Children. F. A. Cowen ....60c! .C°meS *om 811 secti.on8 bf ^e country; for not only is 
Auf Wiedersehn. -> . Been that many pupils are playing the same temporarily 
Queen of all the Boses. / ^■0PE Temple.60c. popular pieces, but also that curious habits are the same 

Love’s Nocturne. Hope Temple.  60c. in^e WeBt as in tke East. 
Ae Fond Kiss. A. S.,Gatty.....60c. Ihere baye been *ave8 of music rolling across the 
The Carnival. J. L. Molloy.......60c! conEtlT> in one decade predominantly flavored with 
Love Comes to All. J. L. Molloy...60c. Thalberg’8 “ Home, Sweet Home; ” in another, with 

Bose of Kenmare. Fred. Bevan.......60c. .“The Last HoPe 5 ” in one witb “ The Shepherd Boy; 
Easter Eve. Ch Gounod...76c. in anotber with the “ Traumerei,” but such waves 
Old Navy. C. V. Stanford.60c. finaJly subside. The peculiar faults, however, seem to 
Love Me or Not. Seoohi...  60c. be indigenous everywhere, and inasmuch as a knowl- 
Queen of My Days. Ellen Wright.  60c. edge .of *te poor habits is of great assistance in the 

Wisdom and Love. A. L... ..60c. 8eenring of the better (forewarned, forearmed), the 
Knight’s Leap. F. Corbett.....60c. offers some suggestions that have come from wide 

City Beautiful. P. Rodney..76c. exPerience. 
Pilgrim or Nazareth. P. Rodney...fOc. L An andience is always eager to see a performer, 
Now or Never. J. L. Roeckel...60c. and 1aickly discovers any peculiarity of figure, of dress^ 
No for an Answer. J. L. Roeckel.....60c. of performance. One popular artist with bushy hair 
Eventide of Best* Milton Wellings.60c. will set a hundred students eager to imitate not the ex¬ 

quisite beauty of his performance, but the unusual 
adornment of his head. One revered teacher unconsci- 

wrw rnnn A TTflM A T wnuir ously swaying forward in useless bodily motions will 
JNL W JjUUUA11UJN All WUJ&K. cause scores of thoughtless pupils to imagine that such 

Now being used by the Leading Masters in motions are a component part of the expression of deep 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal Bentiment, The curious thing is that so many are in- 

Coliege; etc., London, England. fluenced by the objectionable features in the performer 
„ _ vm/i m * , or the teacher. The word of suggestion is obvious 

. H® SO - JL. "T enough. Let the young teacher, or the student who is 
now preparing to be a teacher, beware of uncouth and 
useless mannerisms that distract the mind from the real' 
beauty of his work. 

2. The pupil is always liable to hiB own unconscious 

mannerisms. Sympathetically, while using his fing'ers 
he works his shoulders, his head, his lipB, or tongue, 
swayB his body, beats time with his foot, and thus falls 

into the similar laughable habits. It is the teacher’s 
privilege and duty to kindly mention. Such disturbing 
elements in* the pupil, and thus free him from future 
mortifying experiences. ;lv 

3. It seems a little strange to many teachers that 
pupils so frequently, and with such an expectant air, 
ask for certain pieces, and object to others that are given 
them; ask, for instance, for the Beethoven Sonata 

Pathetique when unable to play well a simple' Mozart 
Sonata ; for some highly-Bpiced' modern music, when 
only able to fairly digest a simple Song Without Words 

of Mendelssohn. The teacher is not merely a merchant 

with goods to Bell, exchanging his experience and skill 
for the dollars of the opinionated pupil; he is a-member 

of one of the worthiest of professions possessing some¬ 

thing more valuable than money, hamely,'the :power to 
aid in the development of character. He knows, from 

larger experience, what pieces are best for: the technical; 
intellectual, and emotional development of the pupil, 
and as the pupil is in a great degree susceptible through 

the 'music to influences for good or ill, it is the teacher’s 
privilege to decide all questions concerning the course 

of study. While; therefore, the teacher may be glad to 
know.of the desires of the pupil aS indicating; hiataste, 

it is wholly the province of the latter to loyally abide by 
the decisions of the former, so long as they continue in 
their present jelationB of pupil and teacher. 

4. The pupils who object to the pieces given by the 
teacher are closely related to those who ask, “ Is it ‘ 
pretty ? ” The teacher quietly wonders what difference 
it inakeB whether “pretty” or not. The pupil some¬ 
times says, “I can’t learn a thing unless I like it.” The 
teacher is inclined > pity the weak brain that has so 
little will power; he is well acquainted with the spacious 
statement, but he knows that the trouble is not so much 
“ I can’t ” as I won’t,” and he has the- right: to: urge - 
th« pupil oy every argument to conqoer such an easily- 
besetting sin—a rin ao ruinous to character and bo hin- 
defing to all. musical progress. ■;; 

By F. P. TOSTI. 

IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. 

These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tosfl for the middle reg¬ 
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices. 

They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious In charac¬ 
ter as to be practically songs without words. 

J USTPUBLISHE D. “ ‘ 

ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. 
(English and German Words.) 

By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL. 
These Songs are considered to be the finds! work ever produced by 

this Eminent Composer. 

Paper Cover, $1.50. Cloth, $2.00. 

GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS 

CANTA TA. FOB CHILDREN, 

“THE SWEETEST SONG,** 

; By J. L. ROECKEL. 

LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. 
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6. Venturing in to play a new piece, many pupils 

strike at the noteB with no very definite idea of the clef, 
signature and time mark, the three fundamentally im^- 
portent things upon which success depends. The mari¬ 
ner starting on a voyage without chart, rudder and com¬ 
pass, three equally important things, would run constant 
risk of shipwreck; many a pupil has found himseli 

stranded in a region of flats when he should have been 
in sharps ; ,has found himself moving in waves of six- 

eights, when the underlying current should have been 
in eight-eighths. He who is wise makes careful and 
adequate preparation for his musical voyage before 
touching a note. 

6. One of the most prevalent and distressing habits is 

that of striking the hands separately instead of together 
in doable chords and octaves, and the same fault is 

frequently heard in passages of single notes, where two 
hands should strike simultaneously. The incoming of 
the right hand a quarter or half second after the left 
gives a peculiar effect to the music allowable and neces¬ 
sary in some passages of earnest or tender Bentiment; 
but, used unintentionally, or with false judgment, it is 
exasperating in the extreme to the sensitive ear. Why 
the right hand should always, follow the left in such 

manner is one of the mysteries (the writer has heard 
among hundreds of pupilB only two players who used 

the left hand after the right), bat the habit should be 
avoided at all cost. 

7. A very natural tendency among papils iB one that 
is not confined to the lesson hours. There it is expected 
that more or less of nervousness will be felt by the pupil; 
who, in his excitement, will hurry the movement of his 

work; but-even in practice hours anxiety may over¬ 
throw his balance and-cause, especially in hard passages, 
the same hindering haste. Too much cannot be said in 

favor of slow, steady practice; it cures digital stammer¬ 
ing and stumbling; it gives opportunity for accurate 
comprehension of the contents of the page for honest 
planning ; it largely secures command of all one’s fac¬ 
ulties, so that improvement is sure and continuous. The 
pupil may be kindly invited to remember. that the 
teacher has passed through all the trying experiences of 

the former, and consequently has a true sympathy for 
him ; and feeling assured of such sympathy he may the 

more easily lay aside the embarrassing nervousness and 
all resulting faults. 

MUSICAL ADVANCEMENT. 

BY M. W. CHA3E. 

[In a correspondence regarding the work of music schools, Mr. 
Chase writes the following.—Editor.] 

In reply to the questions, I haye to Bay to the first, 
that with ns -1 think the public recitals, given every 

two weeks, which are attended by people who seem to 
make it a rule to he there as often as possible, have a 
strong influence in favor of a better taste. The con¬ 
stant dropping of good music, though but inadequately 
performed by .the hand of pupils more or less immature, 
wears away the stone of prejudice. 

? The artist’s recital seems to dazzle, and the hearer 
says it is “ immense,” but is beyond me. The music 
played or sung by students is not so often so much be¬ 
yond their capacity to understand. They are led on by 
gradual familiarity, to wish for something better. 

2d. The influence of the graduate, who teaches of 
course in proportion to his executive ability, his own 
fineness of feeling, and conscientious devotion to truth 
in art. I think it is generally in the right direction. 

Those who go ipto the country places are sowing good 
Beed, butit is often in such Btony ground that it is some 
time ere it can bring fqrtb much fruit. They do this 
one thing, which is useful. They find, out those who 
have talent,, and encourage them to go away from home 
for study. They should be commended for this, for the 
cpuritry fYaelier foriserly did not do this, preferring to 
keep them all under, his own limited influence. 

3d. The student now coming to college for a music 
course -often has a start in the right direction. There 
has been-great gals in ten years i nov more fre 
qoently have some idea what is * jfore hem a. .* are 
pr< pare I for i - orlc. Th( n am ri.e not » rived 

just yet; bat the future is brighter. 
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Music students, and young teachers as well, should < 
make it a rule to attend musical concerts and recitals ] 
given by artiBts of reputation whenever possible. ' i 

For the development of tested judgment, and power of i 

analysis, there is probably no better school than the con- "< 
cert robm, and no better educator than the trained artist, t 
It is by intercourse with others, aad observation, that we ] 
grow. The man who shuts Mmself up to the creations 
of his own fancy, and hears nothing but his own utter? 
ances, must of necessity become narrow-minded and 
prejudiced. To such an one all performances are meas¬ 

ured by his own very imperfect understanding, and the 
mmmum bmum of all musical excellence is confined to 

hiB own limited appreciation. ' * 
Granted, then, that artistic concerts offer advantages 

to ambitious students, the question arises, how may we 
derive profit from them? First, negatively; not by 

listening in a desultory manner ; nor should we listen 
merely for pleasure or entertainment. Such concert 
going, when excessively indulged in, amounts to nothing 
more thaa what might be termed musical dissipation. 
The physical strain from business and family cares may 

'be relaxed; by snch indulgence, but the benefit is purely 
physical and not masical. In making this last statement 
there is no intention to disparage the soothing effect of 
music upon the mind. Blessed is the art that can exert 
snch a magic influence upon poor tired humanity. But 

the earnest student is inspired with a higher motive. It 
is instruction and not entertainment that he seeks. To 
be thus profited, it is necessary that the compositions 
performed, whether vocal or instrumental, be carefully 
followed, the variations of tempo and expression pbserved, 
and all the various points that help to make a correct in¬ 
terpretation critically considered. If the programme is 

a classic one, it will pay to look over' the numbers 
before the concert, and note their form and construction. 
Get your own idea of them, and then see howyonr concep¬ 
tion agrees with the artistic performance. It helps 
wonderfully to have a copy of the music before you dur¬ 
ing the performance; in fact, unless you are familiar 

with the composition, it is positively necessary. Of 
coarse this applies particularly to standard classic pro¬ 

ductions,^ and _ not to anything !of. an-ephemeral char- - 
acter. 

Then in the case of solo artists, study their technique 

and points of excellence. All do noTexcel in the same 
particular; hence, much is gained by hearing many. If 
listening to a pianist yon will notice the touch, grada¬ 

tions of tone, clearness of accentuation, phrasing, etc. 
Notice also the expression, whereby the anatomy of the 
composition is clothed as with a beautiful garment in¬ 
vested with life, and made to express ideas and senti¬ 
ments that find a responsive chord in yonr own breast. 

If the artist is a singer, your attention will be directed 
to the breathing, quality of tone, attack, nse of registers, 
phrasing, articulation, etc.; or if an organist, to the 
registration and clearness of execution, without whiph, 

in the intricacies of a fugue, one fails to recognize the 
motif in its multiplicity of repetitions, now occurring in 
one part and now in another, or possibly running 

through two or more parts at the same time, the whole 
enriched with a wealth of harmony that, to a less dis¬ 

criminating ear, wonld be nothing more than a succes¬ 
sion of meaningless chords or unintelligible jargon. If 
listening to a symphony, instead of folio tfing one par¬ 
ticular instrument, take the work as a whole and get the 

combined effect of all the instruments. Notice the 
interweaving of the parts, the modulations, the recur¬ 
rence of the theme, now in the dominant or possibly in 
an inverted form, or suddenly breaking upon the ear 
like the she bursting through the clouds near^the close 
of day and bathing the western horizon in a flood of 
golden glory. Observe the tone-color of the different 
instruments^8eir adaptation to the tonal effect; the 
richness of the violins, the passionate, soulfnl pleading 
of the ’cellos, the soft, subdued, pastoral quality of the 
wood wind instruments, the martial effect of the brass, 
the stately dignity of the contra-basses, and the grandeur 
of the whole combined in the climaxes. 

If possible, make it a religions duty to attend the 
performance of Handel’s Messiah every Ghristmastide. 
Its majestic chbrnBes, beautiful boIob and rich harmony 

will do much to educate the taste, beside making yon 
acquainted and familiar with one of the grandest com¬ 

positions of anyagd. ''Embrace, then, every opportunity 
for hearing good muBic. Studying the compositions of 
master minds and hearing them artistically interpreted, 
expands our mnsical perceptions and enlarges onr 
capacity for scholarly enjoyment. The snail knows bat 
little of what is going on in the outside world; therefore 
do not, like the snail, shut yourself np in yonr shell of 
self-satisfaction. Look aronnd you and see what others 
have done. Ton will find that all musical excellence 
is not confined to yonr own dwelling. Schumann tells 
ns that there are people who live beyond the mountains. 
It is a fortunate day when we makethat discovery and 

are willing to acknowledge it. 

tsohaieSowsky dead. 

St. Petersburg, Sunday, Nov. 6, 1893.—The great 
Russian composer, Pierre Htisch Tschaikowsky, died of 
cholera six hoars after contracting the disease by drink¬ 

ing unboiled water. — i- 
The news of bis passing away, following so close on 

that of Gounod, will be received with deep regret in 
music centers the world over, for his orchestral works 
have won a recognized position in the concert reperto¬ 

ries of the leading orchestral organizations of Europe 
and America. His visit to New York added considera- " 
bly to the eclat attending the opening of Music Hall, 

May 6, 1891. 
Tschaikowsky was seventeen years old when he made 

the acquaintance of an Italian singing master, Piccioli, 
the first person who interested himself in his musical 
talent, and who gained Wonderful influence over him, 
learning him to love Italian music, and disregard, if not 
dislike, German. However, as far as this last fact is 
concerned, Tschaikowsky had long since overcome the 
influence of his first teacher, nnder the thorough 
training of Rudolf Kundinger, of St. Petersburg, who 
used to take his pupil with him.to concert and opera. 
Tschaikowsky’s prejudice against German mnsic soon 

-began to give wayyand a performance of Mozart’s “ Don 

Giovanni” came to him like a revelation, almost as it 
did to M. Gounod. It is impossible to describe the 
delight, the rapture, the intoxication with which it in¬ 
spired him. He says: “ For weeks I did nothing but 
play the opera from the vocal score. Among the great¬ 

est masters Mozart is the- one to whom I feel myself 
most attracted; so it has been with me np to the present 

day, and so it will always remain.” 
Up to the present time Tschaikowsky had no idea that 

. mnsic was to be the business of his life. He had passed 
through the law school, and served three years as an 
under-secretary to the Minister of Justice. Then, at 
the age of 22, he entered the Conservatorium founded by 
Rubinstein and began the study of the theory'of music, 
in which he made rapid progress. Rubinstein, how¬ 
ever, thought he detected in the promising pupil a cer¬ 
tain proclivity toward the style of Berlioz and Wagner, 
and most carefully impressed upon him the necessity of 
a thorough study of the classical writers. On leaving 
the Conservatoire, in 1866, he was at once appointed 
Professor of Composition at the Moscow Conservatoire, 
then just founded by Nicholas Rubinstein,'to whom he 
became profoundly attached, and to whose memory he 

dedicated the fine Piano Trio in A-minor, Op. 60. For 
11 years he continued to hold the post of teacher of 

composition, a period of his life which he looked back 
upon with horror, so painfnl to him was the task of 
teaching. In 1877 a serious illness of the nervous 
system caused him to resign his professorship, and 
since then has lived exclusively devoted to composition, 
occasionally conducting performances of his works. 
Rubinstein, through his transcendent ability as a pianist, 
is far better known throughont Europe?; but in the 
Dative land of the two composers, the workB of Tschai- 
kowBky are, on the whole, far more popular than those 

of Rubinstein. 



THE ETTJ DE 
THE MAKO nr LISZT'S LETTEES. 

BY HKKBT T. STOCK. 

Thi recently published correspondence of Franz Liszt, 
in two volumes, of which Miss Constance Bache, sister 
of Walter Bache, the great English champion of Liszt, 
has made a translation, is fascinating from many differ¬ 
ent points of view, the briefest consideration of which 
would take up several pages of The Etude. In the 
present article I Bhall confine myself'to,-that aspect 
which more especially interests readers of this paper, as 
indicated by the heading I have chosen. / 

The fact that Rossini, when he was the most popular 
of all opera composers, suddenly ceased composing and 
abstained from writing another work for the stage during 
the last thirty-nine years of his life, is justly looked on 

as (one of the oddest things in the history of music; but 
it is hardly less remarkable than the fact that Liszt, 
when he wsb the mdst popular and most honored pianist 
in -the world, suddenly closed his instrument, and during 
the last thirty-nine years of hislife refused to play any 
more in public, except at some charity concerts. As 
early as March, 1845, we find him alluding to the prob¬ 
able'end of his career as a virtuoso; and in a letter to 
Marie LipBius he writes, that since 1847 he has played 
only twice at Rome, at the Pope’s desire, a few times at 
Pesth and Vienna, in Pressburg and Qedenburg, “and 

nowhere else.” This waB written in T879, seven years 
before his death; and in the same letter he says: “ Since 
1847 I have pot earned a penny by pianoforte playing, 
teaching, or conducting.' All these things, on the con¬ 
trary, have cost me time and money.” 

Not only did he neglect playing during the last four 
decades of his life, but he frequently gives vent Jn his 
letters to his annoyance at being still treated and regarded 
as simply a performer, when he had so long been giving all 
his attention to the more ambitious task of composing. The 
greater number of the letters belong to the period when 
he had already formed this aversion to playing the piano. 

-There are a few, however, in which we still find him in 
the idle of a virtuoso. In one of these (June 4, 1889) 
he gives the programme of one of the “ musical solilo¬ 
quies ’’ which he gave in Borne, and which, he adds, he 
would be impertinent enough to introduce even in Paris, 

with the motto, “ le Concert c'est moi ” :■— 
• (1) Overture io William TeK, played by.M. L.~ 

(2) Reminiscences of The Puritans, Fantasia com¬ 
posed and executed by the same. 

(S) Etudes and Fragments, by the same. 
(4) Improvisation on Given Motives, always by the 

same. 
A charming domestic picture of Liszt at the piano is 

given in one of his letters to Schumann, in which he 

tells him,of his three-year-old daughter Blandine: “ As 
for your ‘ Scenes of Childhood,VI owe to them one of 
the keenest pleasures of my life. . . . My dear Mr. 
Schumann, three or four evenings every week I play to 
her your ‘Kinderscenen,’ which enchant her, and me 

self has assured us that there are symphonic passages in 
Beethoven which, Owing to defective instrumentation, ] 
were not made perfectly clear till Liszt had made his 
version for the piano. Vet here we find Liszt bo modest 
about his work that he actually asked the publishers to 
submit his manuscript for correction to David and 
Mpscheles: “ The minute familiarity they have acquired 
with Beethoven’s symphonies will reveal to them at 
once the errort, oversights, misconceptions and misdo¬ 

ings of which I may have unconsciously made myself 
guilty. Please assure them that their suggestions jin this 
matter will be highly appreciated by me, and that I shall 
not fail to profit by them, for the benefit of your edi¬ 
tion.” The publishers, of course, were sensible enough 
to intimate to him that there was no need of any such 
“ editing.” When it came to the last part of the Ninth 
Symphony Liszt found the task of arranging it so fornr- 
idable that he actually abandoned it, but was induced to 
reconsider his decision. With his attempts to arrange 
Beethoven’s quartets he was vexed, too: “ After several 
trials I produced something which was either unplayable 
or commonplace.” 

As regards the playing of Beethoven, the world agreed 

in giving the palm to Liszt; but he himself put forward 
Btilow: “ He is the true Beethoven-player; he has the 
knowledge and the power.” In another letter he writes 
that “ Billow’b edition of Beethoven is more instructive 
than a dozen conservatories.” On one point Liszt 
strongly insisted with publisher-in his own editions: 
“ Although one ought to presuppose on the part of 
pianists a knowledge of the proper use of the pedal, my 
ears have been subjected to so many painful experiences 
that I have returned to the most minute indication of 
the pfidaLmarks.” (See also Letter 169, vol. n.) 

Concerning the -tempo rubato, he has-this significant 
suggestion: “As regards theinsid’GUE tempo rubato, I 

have for the present disposed of it in .a short note (in 
the finale of,Weber’s A-flat Major Sonata) ; other appli¬ 
cations of the rubato may be left to the taste and the 

rudimentnry inspiration of talented players. The metro¬ 
nomic style of playing is no doubt disagreeable and in¬ 
correct ; time and rhythm must follow, and identify 

themselves, with the melody, the harmony, the accent, 
and poetic content. . . . But how is this to be indicated 

in thenotation ? It makes me shudder to think of it.” In 
another place he Bays: “ Concerning the tempi of my 

own modest pieces, I am very accommodating and ready 
to let well-disposed artists have their own way.” 

In a letter dated Nov. 24, 1874, Liszfc-makes some 

suggestive remarks on the desirability in transcriptions 
of songs for the piano, of printing the poem under the 
lines, to aid the pianist in reproducing the proper poetic 
mood. This hint, unfortunately, Ib seldom followed by 
publishers^ In another letter (Aug. 28,1868) he dwells 
on the plan he. adopted in his Beethoven transcriptions 
of noting the different orchestral instruments in the ver¬ 
sion for piano. “It would be ridiculous,” he says, “to 
pretend that a pianist can reproduce the magic and variety 
of orchestral hints on his instrument; but he can do 

even more, as you can imagine—so_. much bo that I : something in that way, and the hints thus given will aid 
often repeat the first part twenty times without going him in the proper accentuation and grouping of motives.” 

farther. Truly, I believe you would be satisfied with - Apart from his araangmentB for pianoforte, Liszt has 
this success if you could be a witness of it.” little to say in his letters of his compositions for that 

Two of the earliest letters are addressed to his teacher, instrument, for the simple reason that, as I have already 

Carl Czerny, “ the master to whom I owe my talent and hinted, most of these letters were written after his pian- 
my success,” and whom he endeavors to induce to try his. istic period of virtuosity,. when compositions for the 

Wagner-worship it is not necessary to speak here. Of 
his Chopin adoration, his book on the Polish composer 
is an eloquent though rhapsodic testimonial. We learn 
with, astonishment that , this book , had to wait twenty- 
eight years before it was translated into German ] In 

1872 Liszt wrote to Lenz: “ I think you exaggerate the 
influence of the Parisian' salons on Chopin.. His soul 
was not affected by it, and his artistic work remains 
lucid, marvelous, ethereal, of incomparable genius—be¬ 
yond the errors of scHbols and the frivolities of the 
salon. . . . Nowhere has the heroic chord vibrated 
with more passion and energy than in his polonaises.” 

Elsewhere he says: “Chopin’s waltzes are indeed 
charming, elegant, and rich in invention, .... yet his 
polonaises and mazurkas have a much greater signifi¬ 
cance.” r2 

Next to Wagner and Chopin no composer has so great 
an influence on Liszt’s Own genius and works as Schu¬ 
bert. Actions are more eloquent than words. We all 
know what Liszt did for the popularization of the im¬ 
mortal song composer at the( piano, in the absence of 
great singers. In the letters he indulges in several out¬ 
bursts of enthusiasm, calls attention to the rare original¬ 
ity shown even in Schubert’s waltzes, and writes a sen¬ 
tence which I wish that concert pianists would take to 
heart: “ Our pianists have scarcely an inkling of the 
glorious treasures hidden among Schubert's pianoforte 
compositions” 

Liszt’s relations toward Schumann have been hitherto 
involved in some obscurity. In 1838 he wrote to Schu¬ 
mann : “ To speak plainly and frankly, there are abso¬ 
lutely no compositions but yours and Chopin’s which 
have a strong interest for me.” Yet it is known that for 
many year&-Liszt strangely neglected Schumann- in his 
concert programmes. In vol. i of the corresponde (No. 
172), we how have a long and circumstantial narrative 
explaining the situation. He shows that he by no means 
overlooked Schumann; that, in fact, during his conduc- 
torship at Weimar, he was one of the first to produce 
Schumann’s Orchestral and choral works. On the other 
hand, he confesses frankly that the reason why he had 
ceased playing Schumann at his piano recitals, was be¬ 
cause he nowhere succeeded in winning sympathy for 
him: “Schumann’s music was then ‘ music of the future.’ 
I made a mistake,” Liszt confesses, “ which subsequently 

I sincerely regretted, when I had learned that for an 

artist this danger of displeasing the public is a much less 
serious matter than that of allowing himBelf to be de¬ 

termined by its moods and preferences.” 

—Czerny has stated that many pupils, as soon as 
their fingers have acquired some little facility, are led 
astray by the charms of novelty, and run into the error 
of attacking the most difficult compositions. Not a few 
who can hardly play the scales in a decent manner, and 
who ought to practice for years on easy studies and easy 
and appropriate pieces, have the presumption to attempt 
the concertos of the great composers and the most bril¬ 
liant fantasias. The natural result of this overhaste is 
that such players, by omitting the requisite preparatory 
studies, always continue imperfect, lose much time,- and 
are at last unable to execute either difficult or easy pieces 
in a creditable manner. 

This is the cause why (continues the great pianist), 
although so many talented young persons* devote them¬ 
selves to the pianoforte, we are. still not so oyer and 

him in the proper accentuation and grouping of motives.” "are at last unable to execute either difficult or easy pieces 
• Apart from his arrangmentB forpianoforte, Liszt has “ a creditable,masher. / 

, . ,. , ... . - - • This is. the cause why (continues the great pianist), 
little to say in his letters of his compositions for that aith6Pgh so many talented young persons* devote them- 
instrument, for-the simple reason that, as I halve already selves to the pianoforte, we are. still not so over and 
hinted, most of these letters were written after his pian-. above rich in gdo.d players, and why so many with su- 

luck in Paris (1829). Twenty-seven yearB later he writes 

to Pruckner: “In the twenties, when a large part of 
Beethoven’s. yrorkB were to most musicians a sort of 

Bphinx, Czerny played Beethoven exclusively with not¬ 
able intelligence, and adequate, effective technique; nor 
did he subsequently repudiate such progress as was 
made in technique, but assisted it with hia teachings and 
works. It is a pity that he should have weakened his 
influence by excessive productivity, instead of continu¬ 
ing in the line of his noble first sonata.” 

Although Liszt closed the lid of his own piano at so 
early a period in his life', he still continued to write for 
that instrument, - and to make arrangements for it of 
various orchestral compositions. We come across him 

repeatedly at one of these tasks; and cannot help admir¬ 
ing his conscientiousness and thoroughness, coupled 
with his characteristic modesty. Richard Wagner him- 

orchestra and the voice monopolized his attention. We : 

thus touch upon the curious paradox that the .world's 
greatest pianist really did his best and most mature work 
in regions apart from what everybody considered as his 1 
specialty. In:trnth, the piano never quite satisfied his 
impetuous Hungt&ian spirit; he craved the orchestra, . 

with its dynamic powers; and in several Of his letters 
there, are allusions to an attempt which he made to ap¬ 

proximate the piano at least to the organ. He had a * 
“giant-grand” built, according to his own directions, 
with three keyboards, pedals, and registers. 

Who were Liszt’s six favorite composers? He no¬ 
where gives us a list of them, but everyone can read be¬ 
tween the lines of his correspondence that They were, .4 

perior abilities and often with enormous industry still 
remain but mediocre and indifferent performers. Many 
other pupils run into the error of attempting to decide 
on the merits of a composition before they are able to 
play it properly. From this it happens that many ex¬ 
cellent pieces appear contemptible to them,, while the 
fault lies in their playing them in a stumbling, incorrect 
and unconnected manner, often coming to a standstill 
•on false and discordant harmonies, missing the time, 
and making mistakes too many to mention. 

• —The average piano student, after a few years (or 
even months) of study, is desirous only of playing the 
great pieceB most recently played by the popular virtuosi 
of the day. This ambition leads to a waste of time 
beyond calculation, and results in disappointment almost 
always. The teacher weakly submits for. tear of the 1 oss 
of his . pupil, and all interested- suffer in consequence 

in chronological order, Bach, Beethoven, Schubert^ f the refusal of the general public to look upon music 
Chopin, Schumann, and Wagner. Those dearest to his study with the same rationalism with which they con- 
dieart were Wagner, Chopin, and Schubert. Of his Bider any other branch of education. 
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GRANDS and UPRIGHTS 

CHASE BROS. PIANO CO., 
Factories; Srand Rapids and Uuskegen, Michigan, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

1 nest 

GBiffl, SQUARE, M UPRIGHT 

These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 

have attained an 

UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as • ' 

UNEQUALED 
—nr— 

Tone, tel, ¥ortaslip, and Durability! 
17S17 Piano Fully Warranted for 5 Years. 
| r — ■ 

WM. KNABE ft CO., 
22 and 24 E. Baltimore gtreat, ^ BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth. At®., near 20th St* HEW YORE. 
817 Pennsylvania Ar®^ WASH2UQTOM, D. C. 

WHY NOT TEY LEOTUBE BECJITALS ? 

BY PHILIP G. HUBERT, JR. 

I have been much interested during the laBt year or 
two in following the achievements and fortunes of the 
half dozen music teachers among my acquaintances who 
have plunged with great enthusiasm into what is known 
as the recital-lecture. This seems to bd quite a new fad 
among our beBt teachers, and it is a good deal ridiculed 
by the older members of the fraternity. And yet I 
confess that, bo far as I have seen, unlike most other 

fads, this one appears to result in something tangible 
and good. Go wherever you will now, in this city and 

neighborhood, and if you have any taste for music, or 
even if you have not, and agree with Dr. Johnson as 
looking upon it as merely the least unpleasant of noises, 
you mil be invited to join some class or other, or- , 
ganized by this or that teacher, who proposes to tell you 
all that you are likely to want to know about music and 
musicians, and probably a great deal more. I have 
watched the growth of the recital-lecture business'with 
a good deal of interest, wondering sometimes whether 
it was not likely to develop the smattering which is said 

to be worse than total ignorance. 
At first the teachers who launched ont into this new 

branch of activity were few, and only those best 
equipped for the work undertook it. I have in mind 

Mrs. Jessie Pinney Baldwin, some years ago a brilliant 
concert pianist, and now one of the most valued teach¬ 
ers of the piano in the National Conservatory of Music— 
Mrs. Thnrber’s institution. Mrs. Baldwin, or Miss Pin¬ 
ney, as she was then, taught for several years among the 
very best people of New York, and was often impressed 
with the really extraordinary ignorance of her pupils 
concerning musical matters. Girls of more than twenty 
would struggle for months over a paraphrase of “ Tke 

Evening Star” song in “ Tannhanser,” for instance, 
and then ask if Wagner was still alive. Not one of five 
intelligent yonng women gathered in a certain drawing¬ 
room last winter knew for a certainty whether “ Lohen¬ 
grin ” was written ten, twenty, or fifty years ago. GirlB 
of eighteen would ask Miss Pinney whether Chopin was 
an American, and- what operas he had written. This 
sort of thing to a woman of education must be simply 
maddening as a constant every-day reminder, and it was 

-partly in self-defense that she began-in-1885 to give lec¬ 

tures upon musical matters with illustrations upon the 

piano. 
All young women who pound upon thd~piano for a 

certain number of hours every day, year in and year out, 
may not become pianists—very few do. No matter how 
much time and conscientious work are devoted to the 
piano, it seems to need something more, and to some 

extent the pianist is born and not made. With regard 
to general information about musical matters which 

every one should know,, the case is different, and while 
a girl may not be able to play a Beethoven sonata, Bhe 
certainly ought to know something abont the compo¬ 

ser. The idea that an otherwise intelligent young 
Woman conld work for months, persistently and even 

enthusiastically, over a sonata of Beethoven and actu¬ 
ally not know more than that the composer was a Ger¬ 
man and lived some time within the last few hundred 
years, is inconceivable. One would imagine that the 

girl’s first idea wonld be to find ont when this piece, 
over which she devotes so much hard labor, wbb written, 

how it was written, in what circumstances, who Beetho- 
TTdm lx n 1 iT»nd li -i li rt 1 > (1 1—1 i-1, nnfn ven was, when he lived, how he lived, what soft of a 
man was he, and every incident connected with the bit 
of his music she happened to study v 

One wonld imagine so, and yet those of ns who con¬ 
cern ourselves “^rith music know that it is otherwise. 
Miss Pinney began with a class of a dozen yonng 
women, taking up each of the great figures in musical 

history, of course devoting most attention to those'1 
who had written much magic for the piano. If I remem¬ 
ber rightly, there waS ine lesson devoted to dementi and 

Hummel, two to Mozart, three to Beethoven, three to 
Chopin, two to Bnbinstein, two to Schumann, one to 
Brahms. All the great composers, whether they had 
written piano mnsic or not, were brought in, more or 
less fully. 

Of course, such lectures are really no more than an 
intelligent student may find in the encyclopedias and 
popular books of the day; bnt this information was 
gathered at the coBt of much time and presented in an 
attractive fashion. At the end of the course of I think 
twenty lectures, I do not believe that any one of the 
listeners who had followed it conld have failed to know 

something definite abont all the great figures in mnsic— 
the time they lived in, their surroundings, the character¬ 
istics of their work, and of the most famous of their 
compositions. Half the lecture was devoted to music 
from the works talked abont. 

From this beginning seems to have sprang the big 
crop of imitators who'now flood our music stores with 
their circulars. A teacher who ought to know, told me 
yesterday that she had counted forty-two persons in the 
profession, men and women, who proposed to give lec¬ 
tures of this kind this winter. MisB Pinney found the 
work exceedingly profitable, so mnch so that she went 
to Yonkers, Newark, New Haven, Brooklyn, and other 
places every week. Although the prices charged to 
pupils were not large—$20 a course, I. believe—a large 
class paid well, even better than ordinary teaching. The 
same idea was taken np in a more ambitions afad pre¬ 
tentions way in the conservatories. At the National 
Conservatory Mr. Henry T. Fincb, the musical critic of 
the Evening Post, has delivered lectures on mnsic for 
the last four years. At the New York College of Music, 
Mr. W. J. Henderson, of the Times, has done the same 
thing. Mr. H. E. Krehbiel, of the Tribune, has con¬ 
tented himself with lectures upon special men or move¬ 
ments in mnsic, and has given as many as forty lectures 
in one season, almost in as many different towns. 

To illustrate the real need of such lectures as may be 
given by a teacher who has made no very great study of 
the matter, a friend of mine picked np the other night 
an ordinary concert programme, and said that she had 
made it the subject of her last- lecture, but found that 
out of the thirty or forty lines on the programme she 
conld only get down to the tenth line before her time 
was np. It was the programme of the last Symphony 
concert here. The very first line gave an opportunity 
for remarks npon the word “Symphony.” Where did 
the word come from ? What did it mean ? Then came the 
enumeration of the different pieces. The first name on 
the programme happened to be Beethoven-—Symphony 

—No. 5 in G minor, Opr 67v~ Allegro; Andante,1 and again 

Allegro. Here alone is enough matter for a long lec¬ 
ture. Then "followed compositions by Massenet, Dvo¬ 
rak, Mozart, Berlioz. To go through such a programme 
word by word would show almost any teacher how igno¬ 
rant most people are of the terms they see day after 
day. Only one girl ont of ten knew what “Op. ” 
uieant. - 

The same friend was enthnsiastic as to the good which 
even the least competent of the many lecturers now 
plnnging into this work are doing. No one with any in¬ 

telligence and love for mnsic conld fail to make some 
sort of an interesting talk out of Beethoven, or any one 
of the dozen great composers. Such a talk might re¬ 
quire a week’s work in the way of preparation ; but after 
all, that is not mnch, and the books of reference neces¬ 
sary are to be found in every library. It was also re¬ 
marked that sneh lectures given once or twice a week »o 
one’s pupilB serve as a welcome break in the ordinary 
routine of teaching. And they certainly do good to a 
teacher’s reputation. Take, for instance, the article 
“ Symphony,” in Grove’s Dictionary of Music, and see 
how mnch there is of interest to be told to a class ; all 
that is too technical may be omitted, but enough re¬ 
mains, and when the teacher can illustrate the compo¬ 
nent parts of a typical symphony upon the piano, it be¬ 

comes doubly interesting, v 

—Music teachers should always have a pencil and 
note book with them. In this write down the titles of 
all the good music that can be learned about. In thiB 
way one can soon get a fide selection to use in teaching. 
Also, whenever an improved way of doing a thing, or a 
better way , of presenting a truth occurs to your#mind, 
note it down, and that at once. Nothing will slip from 
memory like thoughts that are worthy of preservation. 
Later on write out these practical thoughts for the read¬ 
ers of The Etude. 
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[For The Etudb.] 

A SIG1J OF THE TIMES. 

by geo. o. now.. 

piano. tsuftio... ,•:* 
„ PIANO 80L0. 
Hollnender, Y. Love Romance, Op. 57. Eight instructive 

pieces, carefully fingered:— 
No. L Ball-room Whispers.........SO.40 

2. Serenade ...;.......          .40 
3. On the Ice.        .40 
4. Love Whispers...     .40 
5: Paternal Severeness.        .40 
6. Engagement..     .40 
7. Bridal Song.      .40 
8. Wedding March.  .40 

Holst. Ed. The School Festival. Six easy and instructive 
pieces:— 

No. 1. March.......$0.40 
2. Walt*.......i.... .40 
8, Polka.        40 

J* Masurka.  40 
5. Gavotte......   40 
6. Menuet,..      .49 

Novara* L. Musical Cameos, Op. 76. Easy pieces:— 
, No. 1. Spinning Wheel................    .....$0.40 

2. Gipsy Life...        .40 
& Marionettes..     .40 
4: Gavotte Antique...  .40. 
5. Little Bolero.    40 
6. Neapolitan Dance.        .40 

Smith, Wilson G. Polka Rococco, Op. 41...60 
' jf* Chase of the Butterflies, Op. 46..... .76 

Cradle Seng, Op. 47, No. 1... .50 
Danse Melodieuse, Op. 47, No. 2....,.....60 

VSylvan Dance, Op. 47, No. 3.....60 
Valse Caprice(Strauss-Tausig), Op,51... 1.00 
Caprice Espaghole, Op. 52....75 
TMrd ¥AiiS do Concert, Op. 53....... .75 

Sternberg, C. Frivolette, Valse de Salon, Op. 48.. .75 
Italian Scenes, Op. 49:— 

1. On the Lagoon..  60 
2. Tarantella.   .75 
3. Lullaby.     .60 
4. Punch and Judy.....    .60 

Love Song, Op. 59, No. 1...... .60 
Historiette Musicale, Op. 50, No. 2.... .60 
Staccaiaiia, Caprice, Op. 50, No. 3... ,60. 
Arabian Nights Nocturne, Op. 54 ..... .60 
Fatte-Chatte,- Morceau de Salon, Op. 55...... A0 

Streleztci, A. Mosaic, Album Musicale, Op. 60:— 
No. 1. Minuet....... .40 

2. Chanson Triate.-.... .40 
3. Petite Mazurka...... .40 
4. Little Secrets...>...... .40 
5. Petite Melodie........-. .40 
6. Scherzit.0.   .40 
7. Valsette.......    4S 
8. Historiette ..     ,40 
9. Doll’s Waltz.......'.....-.. .40 

10. Little Ballade..... .40 
11. Melody......... .40 
12. Ennui Valse...... .40 

__18. JSpringjgoiig,.,.............................»wwW"*_J0, 
14 Marehe Triomphale. .40 
15. Fairy Tale.   .40 

- 16. Valse Rococco..v..... .40 
17. Bock Me to Sleep....     .40 
18. Tarantelle...    .40 
19. Little Theme.   .40 
20. Valse Gracieuse.   .40 

FOUR HAND8. 
Kolling, C. Rosebuds, Op. 813. Twelve instructive pieces with¬ 

out octaves:— - 
No. 1. Slumber Song.  $0.25 

2. Conveiwtion..............  .25 
8. jSoiian Harp..:..,......... .40 
4...Children’s Dance .. .40 
5. Out in the Green..... .40 
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy ....... .40 
7. Village Scene....*... A0 
8. Friendship........... .40 
9. Bogueiy............40 

10. In the Meadow.... .40 
11. Cossack Dance.....-... A0 
12. -Ball-room Memories...50 

PIANO STUDIES, ETC. 
Biemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piano Sohool, theoretical and 

practical, A guide to the study of the most Important educational 
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of. selected 
material. Materials in four books:— 

Book 1. Elementary School.......$1.50 
2. Preliminary Technical • Studies for developing strength, 

independence, and fluency in the fiDgera,'for producing 
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of 
dynamic shading.,.   ~........$1A0 

3. Melodic Ornaments. Directions tor executing the orna¬ 
ments of melody correctly and in proper style.$1.60 

4. Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes. 
Quintettes, etc..,.,.      _..$1A0 

VOCAL STUDIES. 
Hanptner, Th. Voice Culture. A new theoretical and practical 

school of singing for the use of all voices according to the most 
approved principles........$2A0 

ciiAM. 
The Organist’s Album. A collection of classical and modern 

music for the organ in the church' and home, selected and 
adapted by D. F. Stillman. 

Two volumes, each..............................$1 A0 
The first olume in in. 7S differ sat choice pieces on 82 pages 

of music. 
The second 78 pieces on 87 pages of mnsio. 
Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge 

on application. 
Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for exami¬ 

nation. 

Mistes-WM. ROHLFING & SONS-Impite. 

There are three events which have occurred within 
the past few years which, interesting as they may be in i 
themselves, have special significance when put into rela- i 
tion to one another. i 

They are, the invention of the Janko Clavier, the 
publishing of the Engleke System of Notation, and the 
Writing of the prelude to 4‘ Friend Fritz.” 

Without undertaking to pass judgment upon the ab¬ 
solute valne of any one of these, taken together they 
are extremely interesting as signs of the “ trouble in 
the air,” which so invariably precedes any new and mo¬ 

mentous step in the evolution of art or science. 
When the musicians of, the eighth century and later 

were carrying on ceaseless experiments to provide an 
adequate means of saving to the world, in a notation, 
their dreamB of beauty, both their thoughts, and therefore 
their instruments, were committed to the seven sounds 
of the so-called natural scale as the normal material of 
music. Other sounds than these were the occasional 
ornaments of melody, and needed therefore only excep¬ 
tional place in a scheme of notation. Looking at the 
field of music as it then stood, the system of notation 
which emerged was almost flawless and a wonderful 

monument to the genius of the men who formulated 
and adopted it. At once, and inevitably, it freed the 
wings of creative energy, and with instruments and 
voices able to test their thoughts, and a written language 
to hold them, artists everywhere arose and entered the 
land of promise, absorbing themselves, in the great and 
glorious task of creating a new world of- tone. The 
flaws, which later discovered themselves in both notation 
and instruments, were such as either to admit a readily 

effected remedy, or to allow of patient endurance. 
But in this half of the nineteenth century signB have 

not been wanting to show that musicians are beginning 
to be impatient of the notation which now holdB the 
musical treasures of the world. The amazing freedom 
of harmonic and tonal effects which all modern writers 
demand has brought the twelve Bonnds of music into 
impartial use and shifted the norm from seven to twelve, 
until the old notation seems both cumbersome and illogi- 

. :. " 77.7" ~ — 

The difficulties of notation have, of course, been felt 
mainly by teachers; and this century has witnessed the 

proposal of hundreds of measures of relief, thorough¬ 
going and radical, of all sorts; and at least one system, 
the Tonic Sol Fa, has had and still retains a large fol¬ 
lowing of complete or partial advocates among the most 
thoroughly cultivated musicians of the day. 

But since keyed instruments have mostly been based 
upon the old system of notation, inevitably some of the 

serious defects of the notation have been felt by virtuo¬ 
si as finger difficulties, and here, too, attempts have 
not been wanting to devise new and- flawless "keyboards 
for the execution of the increasingly elaborate and diffi¬ 

cult conceptions of the composers. 
As for the composers themselves, aside from the pet¬ 

ty drudgery of having to scribble out their ideas in a 
bulky and involved notation, and the vexation of hav¬ 

ing to do their works, or hear them done, imperfectly be¬ 
cause of inadequate instruments, the difficulties would, 

be mainly in unconscious hampering of their oyn 
thought, after musical expression had covered-.Jfche 
ground suggested by an existing notation on the existing 

instruments. Unless music has exhausted her domain, 
it must be natural to . expect every new - instrument and 
every new device of notation to open doors and give 

wings to the composer’s fancy. 
In .view of what the preceding paragraphs have so 

hastily sketched it is extremely interesting to find from 
three different and independent sources, a notation, a 
keyboa d an d a composi ion; each beiqg expre isioi of 
the same d< sin to fin ) a m i y ont from he f rt lent b mdi 
and each so perfectly adapted to the other as to lead one 

to suppose, Burely, that the' one occasioned the others. 
Mr. Engleke* from the teacher’s standpoint, has 

worked ont a system of notation that takes as normal the 
whole twelve toneB, and brings enormous simplification 

to all writing, since it does away with Sharps and flats 
and all the enharmonic agonies, with clefs, leger lines, 
etc., and retains in perfection the staff,advantage of 
indicating pitch to the eye. 

Mr. Janko, from the executant’s standpoint* has pro¬ 

vided a keyboard Which has instantly compelled the : 
respectful attention and hearing of all musicians^ in 
spite of the fact that it antagonizes the present system 
of notation. ' 

The principles of its construction are, of course, well 
known to the readers of Thb Etude ; and it is signifi¬ 
cant that the Engleke notation is so perfectly adapted to 
the Janko keyboard that it seems amazing that they 
should have been independent creations. 

Mascagni, the author of Friend Fritz, is one of the 
most f&mons exponents of the modern spirit in music 

, which seeks ever after new effects, and is none the less 
delighted that they sometimes seem more new than 
beautiful. It is not surprising to hear the prelude to 
Friend Fritz moving in whole tone progressions of ma¬ 
jor chords of the sixth throughdLt an entire section of 
melody. But it might surprise even the composer him¬ 
self to learn that in his desire forfreshness he had pro¬ 
duced music that to one familiar with the Engleke nota¬ 
tion an,d the Janko keyboard would seem made almost 
necessarily to be written in the notation and played on 
the instrument. 

Straws show which way the wind blows. It would be 
preposterous to prophesy that the next generation will 
be heir to the delight of reading all their music from the 
enchantingly simple Engleke Notation, playing it upon 
the Janko piano, and that they will honor Mascagni as 
the founder of a new school of composers. But all stu¬ 

dents of musical theory and history may find food for 
thought in the appearance of all.these three geniuses, 
and grounds for belief in good things in store for the 
future of our beloved art. 

Northampton, Mass. 

MUSIC IH THE HOUSEHOLD. 

BY ALBERT W. BOHST. 

That music is no longer regarded as a mere social pas¬ 
time, but is taking its just rank as . the greatest moral 
educator, apart from religion, will be generally admitted. 
And unless we-are-to -witness the-same-schisms in its 
domain as were made by teachers of religion, the time 
will not be far off when every child will receive mutrnc- 
tion in this life-giving art as a matter of conrsae^Whether 
this will be supplied by the State or through extraneous 
sources, one thing is certain, that unless the home in¬ 
fluence be greater than it is just now, real progress will 
remain slow.' At present the duties of parents in this 
direction appear to be confined to giving an apathetic 
sanction to a minimum number of lessons in the year, 
during which time returns, in the form of show pieces, 

are often expected. 
Is this all that music is to do for your children? Pray 

listen to what the great modern seer, Herbert Spencer, 
says'about it: “In itB bearing upon human happiness, 
we believe- that the emotional language which musical 
culture develops and refines is pnly second in impor¬ 
tance to the language of the intellect; perhaps not even 
Second to it I” 

Then parents are not doing their duty if they take 
merely a negative interest in the musical education of 
their offspring. Whilst it is. not practicable to draw up 
fixed rules for each household; there are certainly many 
general ways in which a child can be encouraged during 
its daily straggle at the keyboard. The habit of con¬ 
centration might be fostered. Rewards could be offered 
for zeal shown, as is often done when a student is pro¬ 
moted to a higher grade in the school. The whole en¬ 
vironment of the home could he made more harmonious. 
The social musical evening might be allowed sometimes 
to exchange visits with progressive euchre. ' The tin¬ 
selled monstrosities of Borne of the Christmas presents 
might be exchanged for some well-written book. All 
children like fairy tales. These will prove a help to 
cultivate the imagination, without which art is a lifeleBB 
sign. ; 

Everything in life repeats itself; 
The imagination only is ever young. . . 

SchiUer. 

It art be the outward manifestation of an inherent 
human desire for something loftier than mere material 
things, then sorely no pains ought to be spared towards 
encouraging its followers. 
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KNOWN TO 

PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 

tonished to see what a very little of good and helpful 
reading can be fonnd in these journals of musio, There 
is nothing published in the Old World that is in any way 
at all like Thb Etude, a journal to help teachers and 
pupils. . 

The editors of Thb Etude are personally acquainted 
with nearly every musician of note in our country, and 

each. 

Thb different issues are planned and arranged for 
months ahead. Music is selected and sent to well-known 
musicians to be specially and carefully edited for its 
music pages, care being taken to give our subscribers 
only such pieces as they will be most likely to use and 
enjoy. After a manuscript has been accepted, and per- know well the excellencies and specialties of 

haps sent back to its composer for suggested improve- New books for review; are sent to such musicians as are 
meats and changes, it goeB to the engraver. He counts, best prepared to review the given book. Questions for 

out its measures, estimates the amount of room wanted the Question and Answer Department are Bent to ape-* 

BY DR. WM. MASON. 

THEODORE PRESSES, 1708 Chfistnat St 

' PIMeljMa, Pa, MMer. 

IN FOUR BOOKS: 
PART I.—The Two-Finger Exercises 

(School of Touch). 

PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated (School of SrUliant Passages). 

PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (Passage School). 

PART IV.—School of Octave and Bravura 
Playing. 

PRIDE OF EACH $1.00. 

THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch, and Technic 

comprise an original system for the development 

of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 

, finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 

are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 

cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorcmgh 

development; the application of accents, thus 

evelpping.a true rhythm; a discriminating touch : 

that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 

mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 

practice that secures the necessary facility and 

speed of execution. All of which is applied to 

the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 

compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 

umes. in order to enable teachers who are still 

dependent upon some other system of technics to 

add to their present stock the particular part of 

Mason’s System which they happen to need. 

Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 

in their estimation of the relative value of the 

four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 

cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 

every one to select the particular part he desires. 

The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 

plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 

by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 

technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 

theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer. 

of the principle, no application of it has been so 

ingenious and thorough as his. 

This work is a wholly new exposition of the 

subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 

ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 

and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 

We have never offered teachers more valuable 

works than these. 

for each, and “ lays it out,” that is, settles and marks 
down which measures go on each plate. It is then en¬ 

graved. • The staff lines are eat by a machine. With a 
pair of dividers the distances of the notes are marked 
off, and measure bars placed and cut into the plate, 
The note heads are struck in with punch and hammer, 
the stems are cut or engraved with a cutting toed. 
Flages are punched, and the bars of continuation for 
eighth and sixteenth notes are made with either a punch 
or engraving tool. It requires a very careful and accu* Etude in mind, and constant! 
rate calculation of space and number of notes to make out something that will be 
each brace look uniform and read clearly, each note 
over its fellows of corresponding time place and values. 
Much care .is given to have the pages end at places where 
they can be turned without breaking the time, such as at 

ends of movements and periods, at long rests, etc. 
After the plate is engraved, it 1b made smooth and pol¬ 
ished, and a proof taken. This is corrected by from 
two to four proof-readerB, and from this proof-sheet cor¬ 
rections are made. 

The plates then go to the lithographers. Here the 
plate is warmed over a spirit lamp, and its indentations 
all filled with ‘ * transfer ink. ” On this a sheet of special 
paper is plaeed and run through a press, andthen taken 
off, with the music on this special sheet.- This sheet is 
placed on a lithograph stone, a stone large enough to 
hold eight pages, each plate being placed in its correct 

place, and then pressed upon the stone. Chemicals are: 
used somewhat, and the sheet is palled off the stone, 
leaving its ink on the stone, and coming off clean and 
free of ink. The notes are now on the stone, and each is 
carefully looked over, and any imperfection corrected, 
and the whole are hardened and brought out with chemi¬ 

cals. Then the press is set to work, bat, all of this has 
taken a great deal of the time and work of a skilled and 
.high-priced -workman.- This -workman -stands-by-the 

press and carefully watches the impressions, frequently 
stopping the presB and keeping every note perfect and 

clear. After leaving the printers, the sheets go to the 
bindery, where machines fold them ready to be put into 
the edition. 

The mechanical work of the letter-press part of Thb 
Etude need not be particularly described. Each article 

is proof read at least four times. Articles sometimes 
stand in type for many months awaiting a place of the 
right dimensions to fill. It will be noticed-that Thb 
Etude never turns a leaf for the remainder of an article 
(unavoidable mistakes excepted). That it is very seldom 

that an article goes over on to the right hand page even, 
each page being complete in itself. Now itmust be 
known that types do not stretch of compress, but are 
wonderfully stubborn things in this respect, hence the 
necessity of having many articles in type, and. for them 
to await their turn for a place that will exactly fill out a 

column or page. It is a very difficult thing to take 
proof-sheets, and from them make np columns and pages, 

. for the proofs are taken on damp paper, and the paper 

will sometimes shrink enough to undo one’s calculations 
as to Bpace. 

The above will show many contributors and some of 
our subscribers why their articles and questions are so 
long in appearing. The editors are constantly keeping 
the readers of The Etude in mind, and are as constantly 

on ia careful lookout to find material that will be as help¬ 
ful as possible—thinking up subjects, and sending oat '* 
an outline of them to well-known writers; asking for 
contributions on special and timely subjects, and writing 

themselves of the thoughts and experiences that fall in 
with their own best lines of thought. Our foreign ex¬ 
changes are all looked over, and sometimes articles are 
sent to good translators for being pat into English, and 
so given to oar readers. But onr readers would be as- 

cialists. Manuscripts are condensed, sent back to their 

authors iwith requests for taking ont paragraphs and fur¬ 
ther developing them into articles, and for a re-writing of 
parts of the article. It will not have escaped our 
readers’ notice that articles in The Etude are never long. 
It is extremely difficult to write such short articles, and 

yet have them full and exhaustive of the subject under 
treatment. There are about two hundred contributors 
who are keeping the interests of the readers of The 

trying to work and think 
elpfdl. Yet very often 

some of the best and most helpful ideas come from a 

new contributor. We always especially invite the con¬ 
tributions of new writers. Therefore if yon have any¬ 
thing to say of your ways of working, studio hints, or 
ideaB that will help teachers or pupils, send them to The 
Etude. 

SOME OUBIOUS THINGS ABOUT SOUND. 

It is sometimes difficult for us to judge by the power 
of hearing when a sound has ceased to stimulate the ear. 
When, for example, a bell has been ringing for some 
time and then Btops. the sonnd gradually dies away, and 
it isalmost impossible for us to tell the exact moment 
when it has ceased. It may seem to have died away 
entirely, and we cease to Btrain the ear to catch its faint 
tone. Yet, if we listen again we seem to hear it faintly. 
This may be due to different causes. It may be that the 
ear has became fatigued for the special sound, and that 
the momentary withdrawal of the attention has rested 
the ear, so' that it can respond to tones previously inau¬ 
dible. On the other hand, it may be due to a vivid form 
of auditory memory. There is no doubt that there is 
some physical change in the anditory center when the 
sensation of soundis excited ; and that when the center 
has once acted in a particular way, it does so more easily 
when similar circumstances again rise, or even as the 
reBult of a mental effort. Sometimes it may require re¬ 
peated attempts before we areable to recollect a sound, 
as when, after hearing a new song, we -fail for a day or 
so to remember the music of it, hut gradually note by 
note and line by line it returns, often withont conscious 
effort, until we are abie to place it all together again 
more or less correctly, according.to acuteness of ear and 
receptivity for muSical impression. 

The power of receiving sounds varies much with the 
state of the mind and the nature of our environment. 
As a rule, We pay no attention to' and do not consciously 
hear such customary Bounds as the ticking of a clock, 
the noise of street traffic, and the like, although they 
must be constantly beating upon the ear. They eonsti- 
tute onr basis of silence, so to speak ; for if the clock 
should stop, or if we pass to the solitude of the country, 
we seem to hear the silence which ensues. Again, just 
as some people are color blind, so others may he deaf to 
the pitch of sound. Some ears are adapted only for 
sounds of comparatively low pitch; others for those of 
high pitch; they are deaf to all the rest. If we take the 
lowest limit for pitch at sixteen vibrations a second, and 
the highest at about 40,000, we have in all a range of about 
eleven octaves. The ear has thus a much wider range 
for pitch than the eye for color, for it will be remembered 
that the lowest red rays of the spectrum have a vibra¬ 
tional frequency of four hundred and thirty- five millions 
of millions a second, while those of the ultra violet vi¬ 
brate at the rate of seven hundred and sixty four mil¬ 
lions of millions, that is to say, less than twice the 
number at the lower end pf the spectrom, or'less than 
one complete octave. Nevertheless, the power of dis¬ 
tinguishing tones of varying pitch is with some persons 
so Blight that they are unable to discriminate one tune 
from another, and othera who can recognize the differ¬ 
ence are unable to sing more than one or two notes of 
different pitch.—Musical Visitor. 

ni 

—Every teacher has more or less pupils who do not 
come np to the average attainment at each lesson. 
With these draw the lines closer and closer; demand 
work accomplished in place of profitless excuses^ Show 
the necessity of good playing,’ the chagrin of failure, the 
pleasure of success. Help such pupils to form a habit 
of regular practice, and to keep this hour Bacredly de¬ 
voted to practice.' . 



^ [For The Etude.] 

VOCALIZING AND SINGING. 

BY H. E. KREHBIEL. 

If what I propose saying (in response to Mr. Presser’s 
request to say something) should turn out to be a jere¬ 
miad peculiarly offensive to teachers of singing, perhaps 
it will reconcile them to me in a measure, if I confess at 
the outset that I have always had more or less prejudice 
against the vocal instructor. I say vocal instructor ad¬ 
visedly; I mean not that rare bird, the singing 

teacher. . This prejudice for a while kept pace in its 
growth with iny love for singing. I cannot remember 
the time when I did not believe that it was the province 
of music to increase the emotional contests of poetry. 

In my callower days I was fond of hearing certain women 
sing ballads and sentimental ditties. Supposing them to 
be sensitive to the charmB of music in iny own unedu¬ 
cated way, singers and listeners swelled with the same 
emotion, and music seemed to'be an agent of, most 
gracious ministration, though no one in the party had 
ever given a thought to larynx or pharynx, soft palate or 
registers. No doubt every vocal sin in the category was 
committed in those meetingsyet if the lasses who sang 
the songs of Ciaribel and Millard to me in that far¬ 
away time were now to sing them for me again with the 
same honesty and naturalness of expression, I feel that 

. I would be glad to send down blessings, along with abso¬ 

lution , from the top of the j udicial tripod on which inscrn- 
stable circumstances have kept meperehed during the laBt' 
twenty years. But that golden age could not last. It 
was Eden, and the tempter came. The young women 
began to take vocal instruction, and at once there 
was an end to the ballads and ditties—not because 
they were no longer performed—they were performed 
—but because they were, not sung. My sweet friends 
had quit singing and begun to vocalize. They 
“placedtheir voices,” and “formed their tones,” and 

made painful selection among those registers in the 
ignorance of whose possession we had all been so happy. 

Since then the inscrutable circumstances already men¬ 
tioned have obliged me to listen with more or lesB dis- 

„ crimination to singers, not by the score, but literally by 
V- the thousand. Cinder Shoebuttons, my cat, has scarcely 

recovered from the terror inspired by the last irritation 
this^ery afternoonr i shall not say hoiFimalFis the 

proportion of all these thousands who have shown an ap¬ 
preciation of the primitive and true purpose of singing ; 

*Hffnas been small, as a rule. What pleasure I have re¬ 
ceived has come from good vocalization merely. Not 
being a singing teacher, I have wondered whether there 
may not be a shortcoming in the prevalent systems 

of instruction. 
I have wondered thus, because of the Wonder which I 

have seen so often on the faces of artists when I have asked 
them .about the poet’s meaning or the composer’s mean¬ 
ing in a.given phrase. Why is it that so many profes¬ 

sional singers who are pupils of singing teachers of un¬ 
questioned excellence never attempt an operatic rdle, or 
a serious new concert work without “ passing ” it with a 
specialist ? Is there such a difference between vocalizing 
and singing that the arts required two specialists to teach 
them ? Surely there ought to be one art—not two. In 

. the palmy days of singing, which we read about j and the 
traditions which every teacher of the Italian method 

professes to preserve, there was no such thingas learning 
to vocalize, but not to sing. Singers were then, indeed, 
expected to be much more than is asked of them by 

Wagner in his latest lyric dramas. With voice, dramat¬ 
ic skill, and instinct and training, one can get along with 
Wagner’s music; but in that early day when pure musi¬ 
cal beauty was the aim of the singer, one was expected 
to be trained in theory, counterpoint; harmony, and the 
laws of composition, as well as in the art of vocalization. 

Every musical student is supposed to be familiar with 
the old stories of vocal training in the Italian schools. 
Some are moldy with age and threadbare from use, like 
that of the page of scales set as a three years’ task to a 
pupil by Porpora. But it might surprise even some 
teacheiB to learn that by far the smaller proportion of the 
hours in the many years devoted to the study of Binging in 
the old Roman schools was given to Btudy and practice 

of the technique of singing pure and Bimpfe. According 

to the statement of Bontempi, descriptive of the daily 
routine of these schools, the number of hours thus spent 
compared with those deyoted to studying the art of sing¬ 
ing, was as three to five. There can be no harm in recal¬ 
ling Bontempi’s record. He is speaking of the Papal 
singing school in Rome—the school in which Farinelli was 
educated. “The pupils of the Roman schools were 
obliged to practice one hour daily in difficult intonations 
to secure an easy execution; another hour was devoted 
to the practice of the trill; another to rapid passages.” 
Thus far we have what I have called the technique 
of singing. Now, observe the other side of the picture s 
“ Another hour was spent in the study of literature, and 
still another to cultivating taste and expression; all this 
in the presence of the maeBtro, who urged them to sing 
before a mirror that they might study to avoid all grim¬ 
aces Or unbecoming movements of the muscles of the 
face, all winking of the eyes or distortions, of the 
mouth; This was the occupation of a forenoon. In 
the afternoon half an hour was spent in the study of the 
theory of sound; another in that of simple counterpoint; 
an hour was devoted to learning the rules of composi- 

conduct of that brook in Schubert’ b music. Observe how 
its movements reflect the emotions of the people of the 
Btory—their light-hearted joyouBness, their grief, their 
coquetry, their deep, unspoken passion. Hear the ten- 
derest of lullabies which it sings over the unhappy 
wanderer who has found rest under its waves. Take the 
songs thus into your intellect, and if yon have the 
requisite voice and technical training you cannot sihg 
them uninterestingly. 

But this is the least part of what I set out to urge when 
I began this disjointed screed. It is only when it is a 
vehicle for feeling that singing really becomes singing. 
All that begets sympathy in the listener is almost unvo- 
litional in the singer. The very root of dramatic 
expression lies in tone quality—timbre which, more than 
any element of singing, is dependent upon the singer’s 
capacity to feel. But how can one feel what poet and 
composer felt, what it is desired the audience shall feel, 
unless he has taken the wings of love and gone clear to 
the heart of the composition? Once there, once filled 
with the feeling of the work, the bodying forth of it in 
tone is almost automatic. More than this : the techni¬ 
cal rules which have been laboriously learned, supposing 

tion laid down by the maestro and applying them in them sound, are applied unconsciously. Tones are cor- 

. written exercises; another to literature, and the remain¬ 
der of the day to playing on the cembalo, composing a 
psalm, motet or song, of any other work congenial to the 
taste and genius of the pupil.” 

It would be trite to say that general culture is a valu¬ 
able adjunct to specific culture in £ny province. All the 

things mentioned by Bontempi were then absolutely 
essential to good singing. If we would understand this 
fully we must learn how much composer and public ex¬ 
pected of the singer-in that day. To ornament anair 

so that its beauty should be heightened and monotony 
avoided was the duty, not merely the privilege of the a 
singer. Such ornamentation was conditioned upon* as 
perfect a knowledge of harmony and composition as 
that possessed by the composer. A few years ago, when 
I called upon my eminent friend, Dr. ChryBander, at 
Bergedorf; near Hamburg, I found him hard at work on 
a score of one of Handel’s oratorios which he was try¬ 

ing to write out, as it was doubtless sung in the time of 
the composer. To supply the ornaments, as the singers 
were expected to supply them, was a Work of great care 
on the part of the famous historian, and it was con¬ 

ditioned on a long course of curious atudy. YetThave 
said, what everybody knows,that not dramatic effect, but 
purely musical beauty, was the aim of composers and 

Bingers at this time. If the teachers thought7^'neces¬ 
sary then to atudy literature, how much is it necessary 
now to penetrate to the literary heart of a poem which 
has furnished a text to a composer! Now, if we would 
body forth the intention of a compose*, we must learn 
how the poem which he has set moved him. We must 
get into the poet’s intellectual work-shop, and also the 
composer’s. Since the romantic movement took pos¬ 
session of music its capacity for expression has increased 
marvellously. The simple has grown complex; the 
homogeneous has become heterogeneous, according to the 

law of evolution. Many things which would have 
caused amazement even a century ago are now not only 

strange, but actually conventional. The purposes of the 
composer in applying them must be known to the singer. 
Why does the humming accompaniment in Gretchen’s 
song, “Meine Ruh’ ist hin,” as set by Schubert, sud¬ 
denly break off at the words “ ,Und ach! sein Kuss!” 

Why the use of those harmonies ? Why the appearance/ 
in the postlude of fragments of the accompanying fig- 

ure? Who that: will read the poem intelligently and. 
sympathetically, and picture the dramatic situation, can 

be in doubt as to the composer’s purpose; and who, 
knowing that purpose, and warmed by sympathy with it, 
can fail to sing the. climactic phrase as it ought to be 

sung? 
How many of The Etude’s readers who have sung 

Schubert’s “ Miillerlieder ” have taken the trouble to 
grant in its totality the touching little story which the 
poems tell? How many who can call up theBtory have 
noted how graphically and tenderly the composer has 
pictured its personages in his music—the maid of the 
mill, the wandering journeyman miller, the huntsman, 

az^i, above all, the brook ? Do but note, some time, the 

rectly formed when formed under the sway of the feel¬ 
ings of which they are the unconscious expression. 
They have the proper timbre because they can have no 
other. Difficult intervals become easy when under the 
stress Of feeling,—they become natural expressions. One 
phrases correctly without reflection when one iB under 
the necessity of uttering a phrase to give voice to a 
feeling. I once ventured to remonstrate with Madame 

Lehmann because of a prodigal use of her voice at a 
private rehearsal of “ Die Gotterdammerung.” She 
was, as always, little perfect in her part, but with the 
greatest good nature sang scene after scene over and over 
again in full voice for the benefit of her less ready col¬ 
leagues. “ You will weary yourself against to-morrow, ’ ’ 
said I “why sing as if you were making your American 
dSbut to-day?’’ “Man muBS probiren” (one must 
rehearse), replied she quietly, and on my again ex¬ 
pressing my solicitude for her voice, she said, very sig¬ 
nificantly, “ I can sing the whole Nibelungen with less 
weariness of voice, than ‘Norma’ once;” yet we all 

know that there were few points on which Madame 
Lehmann was vainer than her performance of “ Norma” 
and her skill as a “ Mozart singer.” The anecdote con¬ 
tains in a nutshell what might be spread over columns 
of argument and explanation. Know and feel—then 
sing. And now to get back to my old querulous query. 
Cannot vocalization and Binging be taught by the same 

master and at the same time ? - 

Habit.—The success of the student of music depends 
largely upon habits forced at the beginning of that 
study, and it depends mostly upon the teacher whether 
these habits be'good or bad. If good, the student’s 
advancement will,bB Bteisdy; but if bad, he is very un¬ 
fortunate. The art of; acquiring a good touch, correct 
fingering, phrasing, etc., becomes habitual only by 

cartful painstaking practice, under a good teacher. If 
this habit of careful and regular practice becomes 
formed at the beginning of the student’s musical studies, 
he has won half the battle, and his future success will 
be most certain. A wrong beginn; & has been the 
cause of more failures than any otKer circumstance.— 

Fred. A. Williams. 

^ , —Examine, think, reflect. There is an immense 
difference between studying and thinking, learning and 
cogitation. Hence, the student must observe hours of 
solitude when all company would be an intrusion; in 
long, solitary walks he must think, for it is only in the 
“ Valley of Silence,” as Father Ryan says, that one may 
hear “ songs that never shall float ,into-speech; ” have 
“dreams too lofty for language to reach,” and see 
thoughts that stirthe depihfi —«7. M. Buckley. 

—Much that passes for a dislike of practice and lack 
of-muBical taste in pupils is due to pianos hehqp 
out of tune and’ repair; " The child rightly expects <)ome- 
what of delight if not of pleasure from his sthd^of 
music, but if. it is all a distress Qf em^ml nej^ca+aiEAa 
worn out patience, he can hardlysioh Buppo&S to be 
especially fond of practice, certainly not if he really is 
'musical. r :■ 
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violiist. 
By G. DANNREUTHER. 43 Pages. 4to. $2. 

Especially designed for theuse of young students, ena¬ 
bling them to gain a dear and accurate knowl¬ 

edge of all the major and minor scales, keys, 
and chords. It may be used in con¬ 

junction with any method. 

Breitkopf & HarteFs VIOLINS. 
. (Made in our New York workshops 

by Herm. Glaesel)., 

The Highest Grade Violins in the market. $IOO; $l5b. 

Theory of the New Keyboard. 
By WINKLER & KEELER. 50 cts. 

Gives in a comprehensive, concise form. Scales and 
Chords On the Janko Keyboard. 

Students* Violins, 
$5 to $25. Style 231, Maggini Model, strong, 
. sonorous tone. Teacher’s price $10. 

School of Modem Piano Virtuosity. 
By ROSENTHAL & SCHYTTE. Complete, $5.00. 

3 Books, $2 each. 
Technical Studies for the highest degree of develop¬ 

ment. 

American Mandolins. 
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Machines. Prof. Price $7.50. 
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ByHERMANM0HR,0p.66. 
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LETTERS TO TEA0HE|S, 

i? > helm v. mm s. 

“ How would you. proceed with a young lady (say 16 
years of age who was fitting herpeif to teach knew 

thing cf me rr nor the simple t rules of * am t o si 
tion . ... is far advanced in the LitollFs * Spin- 
uerlied’ ‘Last.Hope’ class of pieces, but has never 
culti ited a t ate for i nythin | better an 1 is i in if gn > 
rant in the matter of technique? Shall, I. begin with 
good bu easj nnsic r.the gradual cultivation 'of tas 

destroy the vines so effectually, that the fruit, in the. 
shape of hours of recreation among books and music, 
is not forthcoming. 

In the evening, when some of the “ cares’’ are tucked , 
away in slnmberland, the leisure that comes finds' mind 
and body too weary to do the amonnt of practising neces¬ 
sary to keep up the fingers and voice, without some addi- 
ti'i nil stimnlahti 

The average husband also, is too apt to forget to ask 
for the music that before: marriage charmed him so com- 

>r hard t nsi will i the ca tcity f her iigital *' *.> » , , ,, , „ _ „ __, 
ity, whether the brain keep pace or hot? What pieces P1?®1* henice- aJera«e ff6 merf8 her vocal ski 1 
shall I use ? How much ©£ Harmony should ehe know?— into sweet, low Inllabies, and her technical finger Bkill 
L. R. P. into the fashioning of tiny garments, and the setting of 

American Guitars. 
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. 

$12.50. Our 
$10. No. 76, Rosewood, 
Our own make. 
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By E. BRESLAUR-GANS. 75 cts. 

Edition of the New England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston. Practical exercises for music writing. 

Artists* Violins. 
$20 to $100. 

Made after the best models of the old masters. They 
possess the sympathetic, sonorons tone of 

the originals. 

Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony. 
Translated by PAtH.TOREK and H. B. PASMORE. 

258 Pages. Cloth, $2.50. Prof. 
Price $1.50. 

Imported Mandolins. 
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweet tone. No. 25, 

Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Price $10. 

Please Write for Catalogues of Sheet Music, Music 
' Books, and Instruments. 

BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 
NEW YORK. 

shall f use ? . How much of Harmony shonld she know?— 1 
L. R. P. . ■ i 

Ah exhaustive answer to this letter would form an ] 

essay of such dimensions that I can only answer in a i 
sketchy way'what seems the most vital question—the 1 
cultivation of taste. As to what pieces to use for this * 
purpose, I find that pupils who possess a moderate 
amonnt of mnsical sensibility, like, and will stndy al- : 
most any melodious piece that is beautifully played for 1 
them. I think one reason why people do not like “ clas- : 
8ical music” is because they often hear it so mangled i 
in tl^ performance that it suggests nothing bat noise to 
them. As tastes differ, I do not force a pupil to study ; 
anything simple because / consider it beautiful, but play . i 
for her if necessary fifty pieces till she finds one that is. j 
pleasing. As I reqnire the piece selected to be played 
from memory in as artistic and finished a Btyle as possi¬ 
ble, I think it better to use compositions fully within 
the powers of the pupil rather than more difficult ones. 
The piece chosen is analyzed and its form explained so 
that the pupil has a clear insight into its construction. 
Once in a while I introduce a piece of my own selection 
which, if not pleasing to the pupil at first, frequently 
becomes so after it is learned. Aside from this, I have 

no ent-and-dried plan, as I find the taste for good music 
“ grows by what it feeds upon.” Here are a few pieces0 
that I have found favorites with all classes of pupils:— 

Heller, selected EtudeB, Presser. 
Mendelssohn, Songs Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 30, 34. 

Henselt, Morning Serenade, Cradle Song, Petite Yalse 
in P. 

Handel-Mason, Bonrr6e. 

Bach-Mason, Gavotte in D. 
Bach-St. Saens, Gavotte i_n,B, minor. 
BachHeinze, Lonre. fe* . 

_Schumann, Romance in P, sharp, Night piece No. 4, 
Novelette in P, Warum, Des Abends, Arabesque, Gril- 
len, Faschingschwank, 

>«»Schnbert,r.Momens Musical, A, flat. \— 
Chopin, Vaises, Nocturnes, Impromptus, Preludes. 
Grieg, Lyric Pieces, Sonata in E, minor. 
Liszt, Liebestraneme, Gondoliers. 

Rubinstein, 5th Barcarolle, Kamennoi Ostrow. 
Raff, Etude Melodique in A La Fileuse. 

Beethoven, Sonatas, op. 10, No. 1; 27, No. 2; 31, No. 
3 ; 49, No. 2. 

Of coarse many of these works require considerable 
technique, but then any piece does that is to be played 
beautifully. 

In this cultivation of taste the brain must “keep 

pace,” as an intelligent love for good mnsic depends on 
something more than being impressed by its sensuous 
beauty alone. Hence, the teacher spoken of above 
shonld understand all of Harmony and Musical Form, 
and if possible something of counterpoint. It goes 
without Baying, that every opportunity shonld be taken 
to hear good music well rendered, and the literary taste 
should not be forgotten. 3 ^ 

In answer to the qnestion in regard to her other pupil, 
the correspondent is referred to my article in The Etude 
for October, 1891. 

THE PRACTICAL USE OF MUSIC CLUBS. 

BILE. CHITTENDEN. 

Unless one is absorbed by a passion for music, it very 
often occurs, that after marriage, women, at all events, 
drop it entirely. 

This is probably duein a great measure to the-little 
foxes in the shape of multitudinous cares, that appear 
in the life of a woman of moderate means, and which 

patches; She will say when remonstrated with on this 
subject, “ There is no incentive to practise. I have no 
time to practise new/things, and am tired to death.of the 
old ones.” 

^ Just here, and to the relief of this class, comes the 
music club, with its monthly, or semi-monthly recitals.* 
The incentive that competition always supplies is now 
found, and the fire in a measure returns to this tired 
soul. .V. . I 

The smaller the clnb the greater the individual benefit 
probably. There is a club composed of eight members 
only, in a small western town, which meets monthly, 

and renders highly enjoyable programmes. The mem¬ 
bers are all married, and cambered with many cares. 
The amusements and society in this town are limited, 
as they always are in small western townB. Jndge, there¬ 
fore, how like a draught of water in a weary land, is the 

monthly recital to these women. Four of the masculine 
appendages of the members sing, and are equally divided 

as to parts, therefore, many beautiful semi-choruses are 
rendered, as the eight feminine voices are equally divided 
alsointo a double quartet, admirably balanced, and from 
long practice well blended. -> 

Each member in tarn is director of the evening, and 
snpplies the clnb the month before with copies of the 

octavo choruses, quartets, trios, duets,’etc., to be given 
on her evening, and for which she is paid cost price; 
she also informs the members individually what she 
wishes done in the way of solos, etc.,.and in a manner 
blocks oat the month’s work. The members are ex¬ 
pected to furnish hits of biographical interest about the 
composer, or composers, whose works are to be con¬ 
sidered. 

Once in three months an open meeting is given to in¬ 
vited guests, when the best of the preceding quarter’s 

work is reproduced. This is also of great good, both to 
performers and listeners. 

Thus it may readily be seen, what a help is Bach a 
.club, both to married amateurs, and busy professionals— 
the,latter class sometimes falling into the mistake of 
always giving off and never taking on, and one might 
as well expect a fire to barn without a new supply of fuel, 
as for this to succeed. - • 

Pupils, as well, are greatly helped by listening and 
helping in elub programmes, for not only is it the 
greatest possible help to listen to good music, but it is 
also of inestimable benefit to be able to,sing or play with 
self-possession before others. 

The fact that music journals are increasing in number, 
in quality of content, in size, and in many cases display 
large subscription lists, is proof that a thinking public is 
back of this condition. As many teachers are sub¬ 
scribers to these journals, the answer to “why the 
demand,” is answered. Every live teacher subscribes 
for one or more journals, and in very many cases is a 
contributor to the columns of the same. The .music 
teacher who is not a patron and reader of the mnsic 
journal iB degenerating, and each month finds the gap 
between herself and the well-informed widening;.,. One 
cause of the unfriendliness existing oftentimes between 
teachers in the same community, grows out of the want 
of information on the part ibf the second party. It is 
the ignorant, self-satisfied, arrayed against the intelli¬ 
gent, well-informed. Methods in music are undergoing 
changes for the better, in other branches of instruc¬ 
tion, and the-teacher who reads the mnsic journal keepB 
in line with advancing thought, accepting or rejecting 
such ideas as are presented. The mnsical journal is to 
her “ a mirror of the times and a pointer of the way.”— 
The Echo. ■ „ 

•The Cecilian Society of Duluth, Minnesota, has just issued their 

prospectus for the season of It contains the outline constitu¬ 

tion,.etc. Mrs, 8. M. Stoe&er Is secretary, ‘ • Ed. ^ 
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a) To execute the bass easily neatly and evenly is jjpt easy; roll the hand by 
hold the wrist exceedingly free. # 
fe) Although the piece is sempre jpj* the melody must have prominence. 

the aid of the wrist 
t •; - 

t 
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NQ10O2 muEoresKe, 7 

In order to carry out the composers intention this piece requires a variety of touch and ex¬ 
pression besides artistic phrasing and careful ise of the pedals. . ■' 

Grieg calls it a Humoresque and while it possesses all the essentials to a humorous piece as 
piqtiancy, grace abandon, it is entirely free from being boisterous, which we associate with 

' Carnival figures like Harlequin and Panialon. 
Here we only see Columbine, dainty and pretty^.attired in exquisite colors and radiant ip beauty, 

vivacious and brilliant yet rekervea and thoughtful. 
A vivid imagination'could draw many pictures into this short tone poem, which as all of 

Griegs Compositions has its “formal* shortcoming but nev^r the less is full .of character aiming 
after an ideal. 

. The left hand must be played nqn legato in,^niea^qres 1.2.3.4._9. 10.11. 12_27.28. 29. _ 
3i. 32.33. strongly accenting the first and third notes.. This very accentuation, produces an 
Effective accompaniment to the melody of the right hand- ** 

. Measures 5.«.—13.14. require: a heavy legato finger touch, as if to imitate, brass instruments of 
an orchestra. ^ In measures 7.8.—15.16.the half notes are Well accentuated,both pedals are then 
held down, which changes the quality of tone and forms , a charming contrast to the preceding 
forte. Con fuoso at the beginning of the second part means that the octaves should be play¬ 
ed with the assistance of the arm, without however accellerating the passage. 

The second pedal may be held down throughout the measures 34 35 36 37 and 42,until the 
end. 

Edited by T. von Westerhhagen. 

Allegretto coigrazia. 
2 * 

Edvard Grieg, Op.6.No.3. 

l/l V\ 

IA M l^i is\ 

M V\ 
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Notice the cadence at end of 1st. period, measure 8; it is brisk and decided; compare it with 
cadence at measure 15, which is of a pleading tender character, and the l^t |ew notes should 
be lingered over. Phrases in bars 16 and 17 like question and answer $ linger over last three 
notes of each. In bar 32 the shake should take a subordinate part with slight cresc in mid¬ 
dle of bar* and bass should be brought out. 

The turns shouldbecoaxed out,•■hot’ all played in strict time. At repetition of the story on 
page 4, bar 2 the grace notes must not be hurried, but gently treated. Make the chorda felt 

in the bass of last 2 bars but one, and the last bar appear as a tender farewell. 

Edited by R Booth 
JKA. Mozart. 1766 —1791 
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The Slumber Song of Heller does not offer so many peculiarities of execution as some of the pieces; 
which have preceded. But it requires a full and song-like tone in the melody, and a v£ry delicate 
performance of the left hand part, and a proper rise and fall of intensity in the piece as a whole 
These necessities will probably occupy considerable of the student’s time, and fully disabuse him of 
his first impression th'at the piece is too easy for its place. - ‘H? 

Every thing turns upon a simple and song-like delivery, which must come from the heart. The 
pedal has to be used almost constantly, but never while two different chords are played. Hence if 
is taken once or twice in every measure, and occasionally three times, but always just as the new 
chord begins, and never in such a way as to interfere with the tone-continuity between successive 
chords. " 

lj@ll.tiO. & “ 100 I R.S.under 
STEPHEN HELUER Op.8l,No.l5 
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This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte 
technique* and to provide students with the means of 
attacking and overcoming the different special difficul¬ 
ties which have to be encountered. (With this view, the 
Studies have been arranged in gronps, those in each 
group being placed in progressive' order and having 
reference to some one particular difficulty.) The greater 
part of the Studies themselves have been selected 
from the standard works of the most eminent 
Study-writers, and. with these are included numerous 
others which, though of equally great practical utility, 
have hitherto been less generally accessible. 
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The Pines* Dec. 18, 1863. 
My Dear Countess'—You write that you"are anxious 

to hear the remainder of -my experience at the Duffy’s. 
I believe in my last epistle I left “ Peter and Betsy” 

standing, and about to leave the room so as I could “ fin¬ 
ish np the lesson.” “ Before we go,” said Mrs. Duffy, 
“I would like to ask if it will meet with your coincidence 
(‘ approbation ’ seems to have been suddenly dropped 
from Mrs. D’a. vocabulary) to give ns your company to 
tea this afternoon ?” ^ 

I replied that it wonld be impossible, as I had to give 

Miss. W. a lesson, and must go as Boon as I was through 

with RooBhies. 

“ For goodness sake yon don’t mean to say that old 
Miss W. is a learning music on the piano? Well, if 
that don’t beat all I ever heard of. Why Peter! who 
knows but what I could learn, too ; I’ve a great notion 
to try,” and down sat Mrs. Duffy to have a good laugh 
at the thought of her taking lessons. 

Peter gave a, “ ha! ha I ” in a very high tenor key at 
intervals of half a minute, and finally Rooshie and I 
joined in from pare sympathy. 

“ Well I well! Come on Peter, I’ve laughed ’till I’ve 
cried just a thinking how old Miss W. and I would look 
a-Bitting at the piano and learning to play tunes.” 

Peter looked in his hat once more and said, “ Betsy, 
I'd kinder like to hear Rooshie’s teacher play a tone or 
two.” 

■ I had been dreading this invitation to play, for I did 
not well know how to refuse the good conple that were 
bo “ powerful fond of music.” I was wondering what 
piece wonld “fit” the five octaves, when I saw—I pre¬ 
sume yon will say it was all imagination—one of the 
piano feet give a vicious little kick towards me. I sank 
back in my chair with a palpitating heart, and in a 
tremalous.voice begged Mr. Daffy to excuse me until I 
had more time. 

“ Certainly, he’ll wait till next time,’’said Mrs. Duffy, 
“ since yon are in a harry. Mebbe Miss W. is watching 
for yon just like I waB,” and they agann hegah^their' 
laughing duet as they left the room. 

Rooshie was repeating the names of-the notes for the 
last time, when in walked Mr. Daffy with a salver con¬ 
taining doughnuts, cheese, cider, mince pie and apples. 

“ Be sure and say with Miss Daffy’s compliments and 
coincidence,” I heard Mrs. D. whisper, as the door 
opened. Peter obeyed, and this time did not linger. 

It was time now to explain the keyboard. I sat down 
about three feet from it, and reaching over said as I 
struck the key, 

“ This, Rooshie, is middle C I” 
“ Do-o-o-o-o-o-out ” was the response from C. 
I felt a creepy sensation moving down my spinal col¬ 

umn, but continued, “ and this is G.” — 
“ St-op-op-op-op-op-op-stop! ” shrieked G. 

, My hair seemed trying to go through the top of my 
hat ? I looked at Rooshie to see if she were frightened. 
No! she merely looked interested. 

As this was probably the only piano she had ever 
‘heard, she was not aware that this was rather an 
unusual and uncivil tone for G to produce. ' 

“ Ah-o-ah-o-ah-o-ah-o ah, ” wailed A. 
I felt as guilty, my dear Countess, as though I were 

sticking pins in some helpless little baby, but I kept on 
fra,hticSly striking the keys one after another, and giv¬ 
ing their names. 

Mrs. Daffy did not exaggerate when she said “the 
piano fairly talked.” 

~ ■ Suchunearthly tones as came from those, strings, you' 
never heard. 

By the time I had finished, my teeth were chattering 
as though P had the agne, and telling Rooshie I would 
like to have her take her next lesBon on my piano as it 
wonld be more convenient for me* I put op^ my wraps 
more quickly than I ever did anything in my life, and 
hurried from the house. 

“ Good by! Miss. Phillips, hope you’ll stay to tea next 
time you come,” I heard Mrs. Daffy Baying as I made a 
mis-step and tumbled face downward in a snow bank! 

“Peter! Rooshie! run quick as ever you can and 
help Mi8S;PhillipB up, Bhe’s went down! ” - 

I did not wait for help, but scrambling" up, ran every, 
step of the way home and did not pause; until I stood, 
before the mirror. I expected to find my hair snowy 
white from the fright I had received, and am certain it 
would have been had I remained much longer in the 
vicinity of the Duffy piano. 

: ins endeth the first lesson of pnpii number two. 
If it were not for being laughed at,' I would never give 

another mnsic lesson. Yours sincerely. 
Nellie. 

THE TEACHER’S CATECHISM. 

BY J. 0. FILLMORE. 

In my last talk with yon, you insisted very strongly on 
the necessity of teaching tonality, i. e., the relation of 
toneB to a key-note. How do you think this is best 
done, by using the scale ? 

I would use the scale, yes; but I wonld begin with the 
Tonic chord. The scale is nothing more than the Tonic 
chord with the gaps between its tones filled in with tones 
belonging to the Dominant and Subdominant chords. 

Since I talked with yon, a friend has shown Mr. 
Klauser’s “ Septonate;” do you not think that is a more 
rational method of teaching tone relations than the scale ? 
_No, I can’t say that I do. ■ The “Septonate” is no 
more the ultimate fact in mnsic than the scale. It is 
simply a new way of grouping the tones of the system 5 
and it has the disadvantage of reversing the established 
meanings of the terms Dominant and Subdominant, 
without sufficient reason, as it seems to me. 

But that conception seems to me very ingenious and 
very thoroughly wrought out. 

So it is. But it all depends upon this statement: “ If 
the ear can be trusted, every Tonic is central.” This I 
do not believe. I think that, if the ear can be trusted, 
every Tonic is not central, but fundamental. 

But does, not the fourth of the scale natnrally point 
ddwKS^theTonrcandtoefifthuptoit? 

Yes, that is true enough, but we have to look deeper 
than that, when one pro6eedB to teach the relation of 
tones to a given key-note or tonic, the natural way 
would be first to teach the tones which stand in nearest 
relation to it, would it not ? 

I should think so. Well, the tones most nearly related 
to any Tonic are the tones of its chord. “ If the ear can 
be trnsted,” those are the tones which natnrally prepon¬ 
derate in musical perception. Look at the folk-songs 
of primitive peoples; it will not fake yon long to discover 
that tones belonging to the Tonic chord greatly prepon¬ 
derate in almost every folk-song. Snch progressions as 
from the fourth <|own to the Tonic, and from the fifth up 
to the Tonic, are a later development. Besides, when 
they occur, they do not usually occur grouped about a 
central Tonic, bat with a Tonic and itB octave, as in the 
scale. 

Would yon, then, take savages for your model ? 
Hardly. Bat men who have no theory of muBic fol¬ 

low the line of least resistance, as a matter of coarse, 
because they cannot Aelp it. When we get off that line, 
it is because we have formulated Borne imperfect theory 
not folly in accordance with the facts. We shall not go 
far astray if we take hints as to what is natural wherever 
we can get them. Nature makes no mistakes; human 
ttf&orists make, have made, and will make, a great 

' many. * * Don’t you forget to rememberlhat. ’ ’ 

—Do away with the commercial screw-seated ” 
mnsic stool and pat a chair in.its place. Pnpils persist 
in turning the stool as high is il will go thi makes 
them punch a pound instead < giving a good tonch then 
too h< t ittering nnsteadih m make •. them sit stiff ai i 
unb« iding to prevent falling iff. Have he elbows 
no iigh r than th< lev the keys ai 4 it on t com¬ 
mon chair, sitting easily, not too straight, and ‘ never 
stiffly. 
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I wonder if any of our readers have ever viewed their ’ 

work (I refer to teachers of piano more particularly) 

from the standpoint of a physician. 
There is, a similarity which, if investigated, may 

become quite pronounced. 
Both professions require special training and the use 

of peculiarly cultivated faculties, and both the physician 
and 'piano teacher find it necessary to diagnose and 
prescribe remedies for cases-of physical or pianiBtic 

disease which may come under their care. 
Without entering into a comparison of the details of 

mental fitness <as regards acnteneBa of perception, 
breadth of view, ability to form logical deductions, as 
well as the various requisites of mechanical skill, needed 
by hoik physician and piano teacher, let us proceed to 
illustrate our analogy by diagnosing a few pianistic 
patients. 

Of course, as healthy people need not a physician, so 
too properly begun beginners do not need a pianistic 
doctor. They require simply a physical director, so to 
speak. 

So we will confine our attention to those who have 

fallen musically ill. 
Case No. 1.—Patient, a young lady of intelligence, 

but without a well-defined purpose in her piano study, 
with a tendency to exaggerate evils and to sink into the 
slough of despond, with, untrained musical ideas, having 
no notion of the finer shades of musical expression, . 
either of interpretation Or mechanical skill, but with a 
teachable, thoughtful and impressionable disposition, 
some knowledge of proper position, etc., well-shaped 
hands, bnt by reason of the above mentioned tendencies, 
having lost all interest and become settled in a con¬ 
viction that it is of no use to make an effort to ad¬ 

vance. s 
This is the diagnosis of a case which has been brought 

to oar notice by a music-loving parent with untrained 
but thoroughly good ideas, and who iB anxious to have 

the patient cured. We have brought out these facts by 
a dint of questioning and logical deductions. 

Now we are confronted by the question as to what 
remedies are to be used. - . ; 

“Tt is Teffevident thaTlhger, wrist and arm dexterity 
must, be developed, and that this development will 
require Etudes, technical studies, gymnastics, 'etc., but 
the patient has already had an overdose of these, result¬ 

ing in her present condition. Yet these remedies can¬ 
not be withdrawn. 

We will look further and see if there may not be 
required a preliminary treatment, or, at least, an auxil¬ 
iary treatment which will tone up this depressed 
condition. 

The seat of the trouble is evidently mental, and we 
must apply our treatment here. We must, then, study 
the disposition, habits of thought, and tendencies of the 
patient, and, as far as possible, become imbned with her 
personality. When this is done we are able to call to 
our aid influences, soothing or exciting, restraining or 
inspiring, as the need may be, and by constantly rub¬ 
bing against these tendencies, without, however, calling 

an undue amount of attention upon the part of the 
patient, to her weaknesses, we will eventually restore a 

healthy mental condition, when the will-power will ^ 
resume its sway and the natural intelligence will do itay 
perfect work. 

Case No. 2.—-Patient, a young miss of fifteen or six¬ 

teen, with a naturally good quality of tone, but very bad 
habits of position, touch, time, reading, in short, in 
every particular. 

This patient, has naturally excellent ability, but it is 
completely overshadowed t(by lightness, shallowness and# 
flightiness (possibly increased by home treatment), until 
it is like a moss-Covered oak. There is a little inclina¬ 
tion to pride herBelf in her “ dislike for music” and her 
inability to stick to it, yet there are qualities which j>re- 

vent a refusal to undertake the case, as one would be 
tempted to do. Now, here again our diagnosis shows 

mental trouble, bnt of an entirely different class. 

We mast again strike at the root of the disease, and 

in this case, as in the other, we will be compelled to enter 
into the personality of the student. 

But onr course of treatment will, of necessity, be 
vastly different. Restraint will be needed, firmness 
must be used; bnt the hand must not be velvet that im¬ 
poses the restraint, and the remedies mast instil elements' 
of a higher self-respect, and inculcate true ideas of . 
womanhood and power. The varying phases of each 
case will need to be met with especial treatment which 
will make demands upon the 'practitioner’s skill and 
ingenuity. 

Case No. 3.—Patient, a student with Borne talent, but 
slow of perception and of indifferent memory. With 
all these troubles, however, there is intense earnestness, 
patience and perseverance, bnt much difficulty in grasp¬ 
ing the various essentials of technique. 

What shall be the remedy used in this case ? Still 
another mental trouble requiring careful treatment, for 
oftentimes the most unpromising subjects result in the 
grandest successes, and very frequently in spite of bad 
rather than because of proper treatment. So it will be 
well for the physician in this case to diagnose his 
patient very carefully and select and apply his remedies 
with mnch discrimination. 

Apt- illustration, terse explanation, and a keen per¬ 
ception upon the teacher’s part of lines of thought which 
most impress the student, are some of the ingredients 
necessary. 

Here are three cases essentially different, althongh 
the troubles spring from the same source, illustrating 
the varied demands upon the skill, knowledge and 
patience of the pianistic physician. They teach ns that 
the attributes which make a successful physician will 
make a snccessful musician when trained to that end, 

and, in fact, we find onrselves concluding that to be a 
'successful musician we mast possess and call into active 

service the same niceties of judgment and discrimina¬ 
tion, common sense, and tact, that characterize suc¬ 
cessful practitioners in other departments of life-work. 

MUSICAL ABUSES. 

PUPILS SHOULD PAY FOR THE LESSONS MISSED BY THEIR 

FAULT OR MISFORTUNE. 

One other abase in music teaching I wish tb speak of. 
That is the “ missed lesson.” 

The pupil-purchases from the teacher a perishable 
commodity, and the contract calls for delivery in install¬ 
ments at regular and distinctly specified intervals. The 
time comes for the delivery of one installment, and the 
teacher awaits the pupil in his studio or goes to the 
pnpil’s home, .whichever may have been agreed upon. 
But the pupil has the headache, or has company, or 
hasn’t practiced, or has gone to a picnic, or-, or-, 
or one of a hundred other things. The teacher cannot 
use that time to give any other lesson, for lessons mast 
be arranged beforehand. Yet in many cases the parent 
(again the parent) refuses to pay for -the time that by 
previous agreement belonged to the pupil, and time that 
the teacher was ready and willing to so deliver. It 
would be just as honest to relieve the teacher’s pocket- 
book 6f the value of that lesson. 

If a person bay a lot of fruit of his grocer with the 
understanding that it is to be delivered at a certain time, 
and when the time comes, for some whimsical-reason, 
refuses to take it, and the fruit becomes a deed loss on 
the dealer’s hands, that does not relieve the purchaser 

jof the obligation of paying for it. If there were sick- 
'n 338 in the purchaser’s family, that was hardly the dealer’s 
ifault, and ne would not so regard it, bnt would require 
compensation for- his loss, as he had kept his contract. 

Just so with the music lesson. Pay for the time, yes 
have agreed to take, and don’t try £o sneak out of it. It 
is not the teacher’s fault yon or some one in your family 
is sick. It iB your misfortune, and should be yonr Jobs. 

Don’t try and shoulder it off on some one else. 
On the other hand, most teaehbrA generally agree not 

to charge for a lesson when notice is given two or three 
days .beforehand that it cannot be taken. This warping 
gives the teacher a chance to make some nse of hiB time, 
even though it is generally in such cases & dead loss to 
him as far as teaching goes. 

To sum up the ideas I have tried to express, they 
might be given in a few words, thus:— 

Buy education, not time only. f . 
Thabest is in the end-tbe cheapest. 
Require quality rather than quantity. 
Get all you honorably can out of your teacher. 
And pay for what you have agreed to take. 

W. F. Gates, 



NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

THE PEDALS OF THE PIANOFORTE. By Hans 

Schmitt. Translated by F. S. Law. T. Presser, 

Pniladelphia. Price, $1.00. 
Hans Schmitt’s “ Das Pedal des Klavieres ” has at 

last appeared in English. No work can be more wel¬ 
come to the earnest piano Student, treating, as it does, 
in .the dearest and most intelligible manner the vations 
problems presented by this little understood but moBt 
important adjunct to th^ modern pianoforte. The re¬ 
viewer has known it in its original form for many years, 
and it has long been a cause of surprise to him that it 
has not long before been translated. 

It consists of four lectures originally delivered in the 
Vienna Conservatory of Music, and was first published 
in 1875. Three years later a second edition appeared ; 
this being exhausted, it remained out of print for a long 
time. Schmitt, though constantly urged to prepare a 
third edition, feeling that he could not spare the time 
for the necessary revision, put it off until, as he relates 
in the preface to the last'edition, he was impelled to 
take it in hand through an anonymous letter which 
strongly reproached him for depriving the musical world 
of 9p useful a work. The novelty oTa eulogistic anony¬ 
mous letter struck him so forcibly that it availed where 
other persuasions had failed. Accordingly, the third 
edition appeared in 1892. 

In the meantime several other works on the same 
subject have been brought out, but careful examination 
and comparison show that his work surpasses-! them all 
in comprehensiveness of treatment and in clearness of 
detail. Kohler, in' his “ Der Klavierpedalzug, seine 
Natur und Kiinstlensche Anwendung,” published in 
1882, follows closely in Schmitt’s footsteps, co.olly ap¬ 
propriating his ideas without even mentioning his name. 
His treatise also lacks the wealth of original pedal effects 
which Schmitt has illustrated so clearly and intelligibly. 
Quidant, in his “ L’ame du Piano,” treats the question 
in a scanty., unsatisfactory manner, and does not seem 

__ to be aware of his contemporaries in the same field ; he 
remarks that outside of his own brochure one will search 
in vain for any work devoted to the pedal. The latest 
work on the pedal is Albert Venino’s “ Pedal Method 
for the Piano,” published in 1893 by Schuberth. 
Though modern in spirit and trqptment, it must yield 
the palm for comprehensiveness of detail to the first 
comer in the field. Even this author says in his pre¬ 
face: “Some pianists have pedaled by instinct, others 
have'analyzed and illustrated its use to a favored few of 
their followers; but no one has left us the legacy of a 
printed analysis and an adequate system for our 
guidance.” .... 

The pedal is to modern ears the salvation of the piano. 
No other instrument save the harp, which is, strictly 
speaking, a naked piano, has anything which bears the 
slightest analogy to the apparatus of the damper pedal, 
or* as it is eommonlybut incorrectly termed, the loud 
pedal of the piano. It adds grace and poetry to the 
single tone; to the player it affords an invaluable means 
of working up to a climax, which would be impossible 
without its cumulative and sustaining power. It is even 
safe to say that, if it were not for its pedal, the piano, 
in the present state of musical taste and progress, 
would be & partly obsolete instrument. Ears accus¬ 
tomed to the tone-color and fulness of the modern or¬ 
chestra, to the mighty effects of modern dramatic music, 
would find the unaided tones of the piano painfully thin 
and lacking in expression. Such a manner Of playing 
suited the contrapuntal style which was in vogue during 
the last century. The music of this century , however, 
is on *a harmonic basiB; great tone masses and complex 
modulation distinguish it from that by Bach and Handel. 
Schmitt, indeed, ascribes this change directly to the 
development of the piano as an instrument, which may 
seem to some .to substitute the effect for the cause. He 
claims that since most composers begin their careers as 
pianists, the style of composition in general has changed 
with the manner of writing for the piano—that as the 
instrument became more powerful in tone and the pedal 
used to secure climax and force, so orchestral compo¬ 
sitions have broadened in color and form. As examples, 
of pedal effects transferred to the orchestra, he instances 
the finale of the overture to Tannhauser, the magic fire 
scene and ride of the Valkyries from “Die Walkiire,” 
which he intimateB are indirectly due to the invention 
of such effects on the piano by Thalberg and Liszt. 

It is singular that such an important feature of modern 
piano playing should have received such scant attention 
from a pedagogical point of view; it seems, as Schmitt 
remarks, hardly to have gone beyond the standpoint of 
instinctive feeling on the part of the player. As this 
instinct is not always trustworthy, sad confusion is wont 
to occur in the Btndent’s use of the pedal. In the eyes 
of many it has fallen into a certain discredit, and this is 
increased by the numerous unreliable and absurd signs 
for its use which disfigure so many compositions. There 
is a feeling among pupils of being blamed for its use, and 
yet of not being able to do withont its aid; and the con¬ 
sequent uncertainty is by no means conducive to repose 
or correctness of playing. I once heard a pupil sigh: 
‘* Oh, if I only knew what to do with the pedal 1 There 
mast be Borne way of using it rightly if I could only day 
hold of it.” 

In his study Schmitt has aimed to demonstrate the 
importance of the pedal from an artistic point of view, 
and to discover the causes which impel the artist to his 
various uses of it. . It can be seen that he has the true 
German talent for investigation, and one still more rare 
—the ability to state results clearly and intelligibly'from 
a teacher’s standpoint. 

Starting with the most common and easily understood 
effect of the pedal—its power of sustaining tone withont 
the action of the fingera—he gives a clear reason for the 
almost invariable necessity of taking the pedalafter the 
tone, adding several simple bat effective exercises for 
acquiring the so-called Syncopated pedal; i. e., the fall¬ 
ing of the pedal a beat, or a fraction of a beat, after the 
fingers, which is the foundation of correct pedaling. 
His plan of indicating the duration of the pedal by 
means of notes and rests on a special line is most in¬ 
genious. It is a great Iobs to exactness of notation that 
it has not come into general use. —, 

The second chapter takes up the question of acoustics; 
the compound nature of musical tone is explained; also,, 
the action of the pedal in enriching and beautifying the 
tone by utilizing the law of sympathetic* vibration. 
Mkhy novel and interesting effect? are given, particu¬ 
larly those which result from the sympathetic sounding 
of related strings upon an isolated fundamental. 

The third chapter treats of more daring effects pro¬ 
duced by a mingling of unrelated tones; their proper 
application, as limited on the one"hand by execution 
and strengtn in the. player, on the other by the mech&n 
ism of the instrument. Effects originated by the great¬ 
est virtuosi of modern times, such as Thalberg, Liszt, 
Rubinstein, are quoted and analyzed; the two systems 
of tuning, after the natural and equal temperament, with 
their respective advantages and disadvantages are dis¬ 
cussed; the soft pedal—una corda—and the Bostennto 
pedal receive mention. 

The last chapter is devoted to the question of & proper 
notation for the pedal, the defects of the present method, 
and ends with a concise recapitulation in the form of ruleB 
covering the subject matter of the preceding chapters. 
- - Modern technic as regards strength and volubility of 
finger seems to have about reached its utmost limit. 
Fresh fields there are to conquer in the development Qof 
tone-color and contrast of tone-masses as conditioned by 
the skilful use of the pedal. Schmitt relates that in a con¬ 
versation with Rubinstein the latter expressed himself 
as follows: “ I consider the art of properly using the 
pedal as the most difficult problem of higher piano 
playing; and, if we have not as yet heard the instrument 
at its best, the fault possibly lies in the fact that it has 
not been fully understood how to exhaust the capabili¬ 
ties of the pedal.” , 

Among recent artists, Joseffy, de Pachmann, and 
Paderewski have shown what wonders can be wrought 
by skilful pedaling. The modus operandi of paany of 
their most beantifnl and apparently inexplicable effects 
wiirKe' revealed fry a study of thiirwork, which is moBt 
heartily recommended to all those interested in modern 
piano playing. 

HEALTH TALKS WITH SINGERS AND SPEAK¬ 
ERS. By Whitfield Ward, a. m., m. d. 

These Health Talks are couched in language plain, 
practical, and free .from technicalities. The author ad¬ 
vocates a knowledge, upon the part of the vocal teacher, 
of vocal anatomy. He says, “ I cannot understand how 
snch an individual can build a voice without having some 
idea of the fundamental structure-of the vocal apparatus, 
any more than an engineer can construct a bridge with¬ 
out a knowledge of the laws of mechanics.” 

After outlining vocal anatomy, the author proceeds to 
take up in turn laryngoscopy, taking cold, longevity of 
the voice, vocal development, hoarseness, its cause and 
cure, singer’s catarrh, vocal fatigue, and other phases 
of the subject in handi A chapter is devoted to chest 
development by means of combined breathing and phy¬ 
sical exercise. In view of the many theories of voice 
training held lay voice teachers (and they are as numerous 
as the teachers), this work is a valuable one because of 
its sound sense and practicalness. It does not come in 
conflict with any one’s ideas, but does afford foundation 
for solid work. • —— ' - ■ 5 
“ELEMENTARY THEORY OF MUSIC,” £nd 

“ THE TREATMENT OF CHORDS.” By Richard 
Wurkst,-translated by Maynard Butler. 
The value of theory to the student of any instrument 

is fully conceded; and if proof of the fact were needed, it 
may be found in the multiplicity "of works, small and 
great, published upon this subject. The difficulty-eeAis 
to be in the finding of a work which will give, m a can? 
cise, clear manner, enough theory to give a gooff under-" 
standing of theory and the treatment of chords. To do 
this harmony mnst be tanght to some extent. The book 
under review gives a clear, terse treatment of the essen¬ 
tials of Theory, and in its treatment of chords dispenses 
with all BuperfluonB explanations. It can be need to ad¬ 
vantage in connection with piano or other instrumental 
study. It is durably bound and is attractive in appear¬ 
ance, and is not bulky enough to frighten! the average 
Btudent. It can be procured through the publisher of 
Thx Etudx. A. L. Manchester. 

.Of great importance to choir-masters and conductors 
of choral societies iB.the procuring of suitable mnsic for 
their choirs or societies! and it becomes difficult to keep.. 
a repertoire stocked with a sufficiently large and varied 
supply of useful pieces. 

Novello, Ewer & Co. are constantly issuing part mnsic, 
both sacred and secular, which helps to meet this want. 

We have before us anthems of varied'difficulty but 
commendable excellence. Of especial interest will be 
found, “ O Worship the King,” by Rev, E. V. Hall; “ O 
God, Who is Like Unto Yhee,”' a harvest anthem by 

■ Myles B. Foster"V'“;Man..,'Goeth-. Forth to His Work,’’, 
also a harvest anthem, by Arthur Carnall; “ Make Me ' 
a Clean Heart,” by A. Wellesley Batson ; “ Show Me 
Thy Ways, O Lord,” by J. Yarley Robert:;; and a 
Christmas anthem, “ The Prince of Peace,” by Edwyn 
A. Clare. Si 

Among the part songs are trios for S. S. A., two and 
four-part choruses for female voices, and two very excel¬ 
lent four-part songs for S. A. T B., ‘‘ It Was a Lover,” 
by Charles Wood, and “ Two Cupids,” by A. Wellesley 
Batson. 

We have also received from the same publishers the 
following cantatas: “A Sea Dream,” by Battison 
Haynes; “ Village Scenes,” by F. H. Cowen ; “ Young 
Lochinvar,” by A. D. Arnott y and “ Early Spring,” 
by Vyoyan Wallis Popbam. 

“ Songs for Little Ones,” by W. W. Pearson, call for 
special notice, ab they give to the little folks familiar 
rhymes set to singable and good melodies. They will 
prove interesting. 

An excellent pupil’s record is the “Music Students’ 
Register,” arranged by King Hall. There are spaces 
for noting the amount of practice per day upon each 
item of the lesson, with room for written directions by 
the teacher. It makes a good, permanent record. 

FROM A TEACHER’S NOTE BOOK. 

BY 0. W. FULLWOOD. 

In earlier teaching days I had qnite some difficulty in 
teaching from a treble staff, i. e., “ two hands in jtreble,” 
until I adopted the plan of using fonr-hand mnsic almost 
from the beginning_of the course; for then the pupils 
see the necessity of reading the left hand part the same 
as that for the right. Then when a lesson came for solo 
treble work Ieimply said, “Read and play same as in 

(primo) duett.” At once they catch the idea and there 
is no more trouble. 

In teaching young pupilsthe full staccato touch I use a 
simple but useful method. I tell the pupil to imagine the 
keyboard to be a hot Btove and to touch the keys withont 
burning the fingers. The spirit of the game is entered 
into with gusto, and.at once a good, crisp, staccato tonch 
is produced. Indeed, yon can accomplish many desired 
results by working upon a pupil’s'imaginative powers. 
They become interested, and the lesson hour is made 

pleasant for both teacher and pupil. 
Do not fail to praise a pnpil for a good lesson, or when 

an unusually difficult passage has been conquered. It 
will spur them to renewed efforts, and will strengthen 
the tie of sympathy between teacher and pupil. 

Commend.—If there is anything about the perform¬ 
ance of the lesson that can be commended, do it. Pupils 
need encouragement qnite as much as criticism. In 
fact, they should always go together. If one has worked 
hard and faithfully upon a lesson, even though a part of 
it may have been practised wrong, there should at least 
be commendation for the work done, at the saqae time 
that the error is pointed1 out, and enough repetition of 
that part to insure a correct rendering afterwards. En¬ 
thusiasm on the part of the1 teacher, and mnsic Baited to 
the needs and taste of the pnpil, are the two things most 
essential to interest and hold pupils.—W. S. Lsland. 

■> ...i \ .' - 

“ If a person is not musical,” writes H. R. Hawes, 
with a great deal of truth, “pianoforte instruction efter 
a certain point is only a waste of time.” It maybe said: 
“ Suppose thereis latent tadent ?’ ’ To this we reply that,' 
as a general rule, musical falent develops early or not 
at au. It sometimes, though very, seldom, happens 
that a musical organization exists with a naturally im¬ 
perfect ear. In this case it may beworth wi le to 
cultivate the ear. . But when the ear is bad, and there is 
no natural taste for music, we may conclnde v th® 
■oil iB sterile and will not repay cultivation. ■ 



1 SOME TYPES OF PIAUO TEAOHEBS; AS 
VIEWED BY A PUPIL. 

A young' lady writes to the Musical Times, London, 
her experience with the typical (in her opinion) music 
teacher. She begins by pointing to a class of dissatisfied 
plodders, which are found in all callings, who deplore 
their fate, and think themselves doomed to everlasting 
toil, and thus make themselves eternally miserable. She 
says:— 

“ I think much of the disheartening toil and failure of 
which some music teachers complain is their own fault, 
and arises from their misunderstanding or ignoring what 
is required of them. There are certain'enthusiasts who, 
because they happen to have had a Conservatorium edu¬ 
cation, fancy that they have a mission to try and make 
all their pupils into virtuosi, when all that these poor 
sufferers demand is to be enabled to respond to the eter¬ 
nal appeal of the drawing room, ‘ Do play us something, 
Miss Smith 1 ’ I myself, thank heaven, do not quail now 
before that dread demand; but what have I not gone 
through to attain that state! ” 

After her mother had taught her the notes she was 
sent to a boarding-school at the age of thirteen, and there 
came in contact with, she goes on, “ a governess, who 
gave some five and twenty of us half an hour’s lesson 
twice a week, and with all that raw material to experi¬ 
ment upon she must certainly have found the best mode 
of grounding beginners. She was, however, ratherlist- 
less and apathetic in her manner, and I fear her heart 
was not in her work. I did not stay under her very 
long, for my health was too delicate for boarding school.” 
Her next experience was with governesses in her own 
home. She describes one as being “a stout, elderly 
lady, whose great recommendation was that she had 
known Chopin. Her enemies said that he had lodged 
for a week in a boarding-house which she kept. I never 
heard her play—I do not know any one who did—but 
she was very good-tempered and-used to praise my play¬ 
ing very much. But she always used to be taken * fainty,’ 
as she called it, at the end of the lesson, and had to be 
restored with two glasses of sherry and a sandwich. 
This was submitted to for some time,_but at_lastuhe got 
to require three glasses, and then mamma thought a 
change of teachers would be desirable.” 

Another one she had at this time was “ a young lady 
from the Royal Academy, who was rather nice, but she 
was always getting up a concert or a recital, and worry¬ 
ing us to take tickets, besides wanting to rehearse her 
pieces before me. Mamma said that she thought too 
much of herself and too little of her pupils, and so we 
changed again.” 

She now meets with an educated teacher from Leipzig, 
whose standard greatly conflicts with her own. Here is 
her opinion in full: * Mr. N. was certainly a beautiful, 

Iplayer and a most painstakingteacher, but he had cer¬ 
tain drawbacks. First, he was nervous and shy in his 
manner, which is most objectionable in a master. Then 

—he .was too”exacting and~over critical,'"nWef“seemin^^ 
satisfied with anything that I did. If I played ever so 
correctly he would complain that some note was not held 
down Tong' enough (as if that mattered, so long as it 
sounded rightly), or that I played in too level a tone, or 
used the pedal wrongly, or fingered improperly, or 
something, until I got quite impatient and longed to cry, 
‘ What does it matter so long as the piece goes smoothly ?’ 
Then, too, his pieces were always so dreadfully classical 
and ineffective. If he ever gave me any modern music 
at all it was by some' German composer with an unpro¬ 
nounceable name, and so bristling with accidentals that 
when once learned it never would keep learned, but got 
fresh mistakes in it every time one played it. But the 

. worst was his persuading me to play studies. He wanted 
me to practice scales and finger-exerciBes, but there I 
flatly rebelled. I had done with the nursery, thank you ! 
He declared that he played them every day himself, but 
I took the liberty of quietly disbelieving him. Still, the 
studies were bad enough. Mr. N. assured me that they 
would improve my touch and execution ; I never found 
that they did, and they certainly. did n^t improve my 
temper. To think of the time I wasted over those 
dreadful things, when I might just as well have been 
practicing something that I could play to people. Six 
mortal times a day did I wade through that tangle of 
notes,.and by next lesson it was as full of wrong notes 
and things as ever. As I could only spare an hour a 
day. for practice, I thought it too bad to waste my time 
thus, and should at last have demanded a release from 
my toils; but after six months we again changed our 
place of; residence, and I my master. Still, I fancy I 
did make progress with Mr. N., and should have liked 
him-very much had it not been for the above-mentioned 
drawbacks, and also a way he had of seeming uncomfort¬ 
able all the time of the lesson, shrinking or wincing 
when I played a wrong note. This, if not an affectation, 
was an unpleasant mannerism, besides showing inferior 
breeding.” 

She is now placed under a.certain Mr. R., whom she 
describes as ‘‘an energeticandrather hot-tempered man. 
He used to walk up and down the room or stand away 
againBt the mantelpiece while I played, and shout out 
when anything went wrong; but he would never correct 
me, however long it took me to find out mv mistake. I 
think this was a very good plan. When I was stupid, 

you, madam, and to tell you the naked truth, unpleasant 
though it may be. Your daughter has simply wasted the 
most valuable, seven years of her life, and will never play 
so as to give herself or others pleasure. She has neither 
knowledge, technique, nor talent—the monster!—and 
for me to give her lessons would be robbing you, wast¬ 
ing her time, and making myself unhappy.’ 

41 ‘But, Herr Blitz,’ gasped .mamma, almost staggering 
under this outrageous speech, ‘I assure you she plays 
very nicely, indeed. You have not heard her yet. If you 
only would. Of course, I don’t mean she plays like a 
professional, but her playing has been greatly admired 
by all our friends,’ regaining qourage to stand np forme 
as she went on. 

“ ‘ Then in that case I will withdraw my opinion to the 
contrary,’ replied the hateful man, grinning; ‘and I 
should advise you to, as you Bay in English, let well 
alone.’ 

“ ‘ But I thought if you would give her a little finish,’ 
began poor mamma (as if I would have taken a lesson 
of him after such rudeness). 

“ ‘I should have to give her a little beginning first, 
he answered, ringing for the servant to show us out; 
and I regret to be obliged to decline.’ 

‘“I think there is, perhaps, some misunderstanding,’ 
I ventured to put in, wishing to give a little sting in re¬ 
turn before leaving; ‘ Herr Blitz”is not to suppose that 
I wish to qualify for a mere music teacher.’ .f 

“ Quite unmoved, he bowed us out with, the reply : 
‘ Every lady should be able to teach two things to her 
children—the-Lord’s Prayer and the'elements of music.’ 

“ I need not pursue my experiences'; they have always 
been the same. I have, however, found the proper 
course to pursue, now that l am old enough to think and 
act for myself. Every year I collect a few pieces which 
have struck me on hearing them, and then I take half a 
dozen lessons of anybody who will undertake to teach 
me those and nothing else. So I get what I want, and 
at least avoid being imposed upon. I play dear mamma 
to sleep every evening, and most of the girls, I know, 
are jealous of my playing, so it cannot be very bad. I 
have even played at two fancy fairs and a working¬ 
men’s temperance concert. I find mj piano a great 
solace and pastime for the winter evenings, so I do give 
pleasure both to myself and others, whatever Herr Blitz 
may say.” 

which happens occasionally to every otae, I suppose, he 
did not scruple to call me names, even 5 Stupid head5 
and ‘ Wooden fingers;’ but I am not easily made nervous, 
l am glad to say. His chief fault was that he gave his 
pupils scarcely anything but his own compositions. 
They were nice drawing-room pieces enough, but one 
doeB like a change.” 

After this she has a short career trith a Sigbor A. , whom 
she describes, sis,a delightful man ;” her mother, how¬ 
ever, was ofia different opinion. In all this changing and 
interruption the natural unfolding of the musical nature 
must have been seriously interfered with. ATwarfed 
musician could only be the result of a course like this, 
at best. The Signor is thus disposed of by her. T 

“He was not at all one’s idea of an Italian, being 
tall, Blender, and fair, with a full EfTard like floss silk, 
and, oh I the most heavenly pair of blue eyes. He 
taught some of his own compositions; too, but they were 
soft and dreamy as himself—-15 Baiser d’amonr,f ‘ Bat- 
tements du coeur,’ ‘Les soupirs,’ and the like. He 
would sit down to the piano and play one of these pieces 
so tenderly, with his eyes upturned toward me all the - 
time, with a pathetic, beseeching look that reminded me 
exactly of my darling Skye terrier, Nellie, who died the 
year before. Somehow mamma took a strong dislike 
to Signor A., and after I had had six lessons made 
some excuse for discontinuing.” 

Then comes a dreadful story of a Teutonic individual 
of doubtful character. She says : “He was one of the 
thundering, smashing players, andusedtogivemeleBsons 
far too difficult, all octaves and big chords, such as he 
loved to play himself. He persuaded mamma to pay 
him for the twelve lessons half-way through the term, as 
his wife lay on a bed of sickness. Then at the next les¬ 
son he came in tears, and related how he had become 
security for a friend, who had run away and left him lia¬ 
ble. Unless he could raise ten pounds by next Thursday 
he would be thrown into a debtor’s prison. Mamma 
never can resist a person who weeps, bo she gave him 
the ten pounds, and-we never saw him again, nor Uncle 
Henry’8 overcoat and umbrella, either, which were 
hanging in the hall, and which, in his distress, Herr Z. 
must have mistaken for his own.” 

Her experience at the “ College of Music,” with class, 
lessons, is, perhaps, the most .disastrous of all. She 
says: “ The pupils were promised two lessons per week 
In piano or singing, besides an hour’s class harmony and 
a lecture, all for two guineas a quarter. This was not a 
success, for, after all, one hardly got one’s money’s worth. ---- 
The piano lessons were only fifteen minutes in length, 
and one was expected to sit out the lessons of two other 
girls, as if that could do any good. So I had the tedium 
of gazing at two dreadful, ill-dressed objects of girls for A Ride on the Piano.—“ I was loafing around the 
half an hour while they stumbled through their pieces, streetslast night,” said Jim Nelson, one of the old loco- 
and then of being disturbed during my own playing by aiotiv’e engineers running into New Orleans. “As I hadV 
their whispering and tittering, as they doubtless ex- nothing to do I dropped into a concert, and heard a sick- 
changed ill-natured, remarks upon my appearance and looking Frenchman play a piano in a way that made me 
performance. The weekly lecture was usually a dull feel all over in spots..... As soon as he pat down on the 
and nnfnterdsting'aiSir^-atleast,T^only went once, for stool I knew by the way he handled himself that he un¬ 

derstood the machine he was running. He tapped the 
keys way .up one end, just as if they were gauges, and he 
wanted to see if he had water enough. Then he looked 
up, as if he wanted to know how much sfeam h° was 
carrying, and the next moment he pulled open the throt¬ 
tle, and sailed on to the main line as if he was half an 
hour late. 

* “You could hear her thunder over culverts and 
bridges, and getting faster and faster, until the fellow 
rocked about in hij seat like a cradle. Somehow I 
thought it was old ‘ 36 ’ pulling a passenger train and 
getting put of the way of a ‘special.’ . The fellow worked 
the keys on the middle division like lightning, and. then 
he flew along the north end of the line until the drivers 
went around like a buzz saw, and I got excited. About 
the time I was fixing to tell him to cut her off a little, 
he,kicked the dampers under the machine wide open, 
pulled the throttle way back, in the tender, and, Jeru¬ 
salem! how he did run. I couldn’t stand it any longer, 

the room was so stuffy and crowded that it gave me a 
headache. - But the harmony class was really too ridicu¬ 
lous for anything. We learned first a quantity of hard 
names for the notes, such as ‘supertonic’ and ‘sub¬ 
mediant,’ as if A, B, and C were not far more conveni¬ 
ent and easy to remember. Then there were mysterious 
figures which represented chords, how or why I do not ,r 
know, nor what was the good of them when they were 
done. I only remember one thing distinctly of it all, 
partly because it was so frequently repeated, and partly 
because it seemed so utterly incomprehensible and mean¬ 
ingless as to have the effect on my mind of a spell or 
prophecy in a foreign language. This was, ‘A chord ot 
five-three becomes in the first inversion a chord of six- 
three.’ At laBt I summoned courage to ask the profes- 
spr, one day, after he had given up as hopeless the cor¬ 
rection of my exercises, what influence all this could 
have upon my playing, or what benefit I was likely to 
derive from it. He replied (in a moment of irritation, 
I admit), ‘Not the slightest.’ And, as I shared his 
opinion, I left the College at the end of the term.” 

The last of the sad record was a “dozen finishing 
lessons from Herr Blitz, the great Icelandic pianist.” 
He is thus described :— 

“ He was one of those regular foreigners whose clothes 
seem all creases and faces all hair; he had a pair of very 
staring, light-gray eyes, made more staring by spectacles. 
His manner was an odd mixture of almost childish good- 
humor and ill bred brusquerie. Instead of asking me to 
play, he took my music ease from me, and, after rapidly 
fluttering over the leaves of the half-dozen pieces it con¬ 
tained, uttered some exclamation—in Icelandic, I pre¬ 
sume—which sounded like clearing his throat, assuming 
at the same time a strange, half-despairing expression of 
countenance. He then asked me to play him thescaleof 
G minor, of all things in the world, first in single Votes 
and then in octaves ; and, after I had complied to the 
best of my ability, he asked me several questions about 
keys and time, and things of that sort, which, I confess, 
I. never did or shall understand. Having done this, he 
arose, and without hearing me play, remember, delivered 
himself of the following verdict to mamma, in the odious 
broken English which I will not attempt to repro¬ 
duce:-— 

*“ My artistic position enables me to be frank with 

and yelled to him that he was pounding on the left side, 
and if he wasn’t careful he’d drop his ash pan. 

“But he didn’t hear. No 
thing was flying and whizzing. 

One heard me. Every- 
w Telegraph poles on the 

side of the track looked like a row of cornstalks, the 
trees appeared to be a mud bank, and all the time the 
exhaust of the old machine sounded like the hum of a 
bumble-bee. ' I tried to yell out, but my tongue wouldn’t 
move. He went around curves like a bullet, slipped 
an eccentric, blew out his soft plug, Went down grades 
fifty feet to the mile, and not a confounded brake set. 
She went by the meeting point at a mile and a half a 
minute, and calling for more steam. .My hair' stood up 
like a cat’s tail, because! knew the game was up. 

“Sure enough, d^ad ahead of us was the headlight of 
a ‘ spscial.’ In a daze I heard the crash as they struck, 
and I saw cars shivered into atoms, people maBhed and 
mangled and bleeding, and gasping for water. I heard 
another crash asthe French professor struck the deep 
keys away down on the lower end of the Southern Divi¬ 
sion, and then I cam* to my senses. There he was at a 
dead standstill, with the door of the Are box of the 
machine open, wiping the perspiration off his face, and 
bowing to. the people before him. If_ I live to be a 
thousand years old I’ll never forget the ride that French- 
mansgave me on a piano.” 



E ETUDE 

CPUipUrp MCI Vfl [For The Etude.] -4 A papil who has been thus trained to give an interpre 
O. Olm lfimC.il, ntSr I liniV, ON PIANO PLAYING IN PUBLIC. tetion of a piece in the class-room, will not fail when 

HAVE PUBLISHED : • put before an audience in the concert hall, bat will be 

C. F. WEiTZMANN, by amy fat. . perfectly sure of himself and clear in .his mind, and will, : 
& ii- * , n. . . r,i. • j o* _■- if anything, do better than he does a/home. 
A History of Pianoforte-Playing and Pianoforte m . ... , . ,.. , ? 

1 Literature ° ' To young pianists about to appear in public for the •—_ 
" first time, a word of advice from one “ who has been _________ 

■With. Mlusical Appendioesnn& a Supplement contain- ^ere»? may not prove unacceptable. The greatest ob- SELECTION OP PIECES. 
ing the History of the Pianoforte according to the ° —■ . ... . 
latest researches, and suitably illustrated. With a sU-cle m the way of public j erformance (grantinjg that As regards the selection of pieces, teachers tbo often v 
Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes by the aspiring artist has talent and the education neces- make the mistake of choosing those too difficult for 
Otto Lessmann. Translated from the Second Aug- sary to entitle him to appear before an audience) is ner- their phpils, They forget that a simple melody well 
mented mid Kevised German Edition by Dr. Th. TOa8ne8g> It ig impossible to go upon the stage and be P^ed is preferable at all times to an ambitiouamorceatt, 
Baker. Cloth, net, $2.50. F _ B ^ . s whosedifficulties cause the performer to halt and stumble. : 

T . . ,, . .... . . ,. confronted with hundreds of eyes staring at you, know- An examination of the musical portfolio of our average : 
which feature deserves the greatest admiiation,—the critical tfiat presently hundreds ot e&rB will mark yonr young ladies by one uninitiated would lead 1m to, sup-. ■ . 
the compr-hensive learning, or the faculty f-r patient and laborious1 fauit T>laviDg. and not be abashed bv it. P08e them performers of the highest calibre. Liszt, 
research to which each single r«»ge abundantly testifies. The under- 6 . * 3 *’ . „ 3 RnhinRtpin Ruff and in fnnt prerv (farr. r-.na #»nnoort 
taking presented no ordinary difficulty; for the plan of the book in- Now how is the young artist to resist the sickly and par- „„ ’ r ! , ’ .. °®^ concert 
eluded a concise history of keyboard instruments, with a description of s . C0mp08er, Will be IOUnd represented, While the Owner 
their several “actions;” the peculiarities in their technical treatment alyzed feeling tfiat creeps over him at each a critical thereof, most likely, will be unable to play even one bar 
SSJKer^^^ moment? How is he to keep his blood circulating, and of their compositions correctly. The ^Strauss waltz 
haustive critical survey of pianoforte literature; including not only the have his hands feel warm and natural ? mania that swept over this country soafg-ygafs ago 
compositions written for the pianoforte and its immediate precursors t A c . i 1 , , r , , . , ,. mast be held responsible for the checking of mailV 
(the spinet,harpsichord, and clavichord), but also a detailed examine- In the first place, he must be fresh and in good COndl- nromisimr student’s Advancement These walt7es 
tion of methods, “tndies, and technical works. The labor of gathering t:n_ He shhnld nnt exhaust himself nrsetieimr nn the PfonUSipg SinaeniB advancement. Xiiese WabzeS, 
these diaerse materials, and of presenting them Tn a form npt merely uon- 116 8nouia not e^fiaust nimselt practicing on tfie never originally intended for the piano, contain dlfficul- 
instructive, but readable and interesting both in style and logical day of the concert. Either he ought not to practice at ties beyond the grasp of ordinary performers. Written 

SeA^ ^praAicafwrk^of^fe-e^nce^this History presents unrivaled ad- all, or if be cannot keep away from the piano j for very £or orchestra, their arrangement in piano form could not 
vantages to either the student or instructor. Tbeearliercompositions for annrphpnsinn last ha should fail (as is moat lihalv'i ha 06 OU-erwise than impracticable, 80 far as the aiding OfrA 
harpsichord and clavichord are arranged under the headings of the apprenens on lest ne auoma an (as is most likely), ne correct style of playing is concerned, and also nnthank- 

^whTcf^fl WeAaS*heDion^ ^“ia^amies fhould *"*?*<* and and without the fol as regards result*; for an average valse decoficert, 
gronpei according to their periods, a description of the character und least emotional excitement. Let him use the soft pedal written tor tfie instrument, though apparently, from a 

and not tire his ear and hi8 head. Above all, let him cn™of7 g]ance- f much higher grader-will, on close 
conc"“”HrThrp0artofy the mlrfdos^with C.^E. Bach, his im- not commit the folly of playing the piece over just be- T *° 
mediate predecessors and contemporaries, and a review of the Earlier * . . ® ^ parably more bnlliant and effective. To those whOBe 
Dance forms, showing their connection with the higher modern form^ of fore the concert to see if it goes all right. ij so style is not yet formed, and who are anxions to obtain a 
‘pUyTng-thl ofNthWe Sforto and itemei^nre? The^e^f doing he will expend all his magnetism-and brain force, perfect technique, we would say, avoid all arrangements 
modern technique and style is -followed into its minutest details in the an(j fialf an honr later, when actually on the stave, he *or orchestral scores, or adaptations originally written 
sketches of the lives and works of all noteworthy pianists and com- ... ,, , . . ’ .. , ' , .... for Other instruments. This, of Course, does not apply 
posers; and the whole is rendered attractive by sparkling criticisms, Will find tfiat hlS fingers are tired and reiQ8e to Obey him. tronBf.r5ntiftfi'a made hv eminent writers The indi 
picturesque analogies, a gathering together ofthe loose materials with a „ . u , l? transcriptions maae Dy eminent Writers. XU© JUdl- 
firm and comprehensive grasp, and a jndicial summing up of the traits, •d® Cannot im&glD6 then Wily it 18 that passages he has C10U8 Selection of pieces, studies, etc,, IS of tbe Utmost 
influence, and comparative merits of the various personalities in a truly executed with ease a little while ago are now hurried importance, not alone as applying to the welfare of the 
masterful fashion. Throughout the work, and forming one of its most ,—- , , , , ... f onriil hnt also mrmldimr the matprial snenean nf th« 
valuable features, are provided lists,of all notable compositions, appended and blurred, and are nearly inaudible. The. public per- pupil, dui also moutaing ine nate..a. success oi tne 
to the biographies, not in the dry form of a catalogue, but with running , _ , . . . , - . ,. , f ,, -, . . teacher. It 18 well for both parties II a happy medium 
commentHries of a character at once animated and profound, and ren- former must husband his strength before all things, and, j8 here adopted Many go to the mostopposite extremes. 

iSSStlSSS£ ,ke besl *>**** of » 00;sert » «• Here i. one, for instance who rite the clssacal hobby, 
thai, d’Aibert, etc. There is likewiae, in the valuable supplement on take a good nap, if he cun ; and if he be tpjcrnervons to and in consequence thinks himselt the equal, nay, the 
piano construction, a good description of the Janko keyboard A por- , , , . . , . ,. Rt.,, j v„ nnipt in his rnnm Superior, of those masters whom heforces on his unwil- 
traitof the authorand a complete index must also be mentioned Sleep, let mm at iea8t lie Still anc D6 quiet m Q18 room. . . Not hv irpntla nrenaration does ha form 

This is a worthy companion-volume to Dr. Adolf Kullak’s “ .Esthetics T.pthinivet bis wits together iir^tliP solitndfs of his J, ? ScnomrS. P^Ot Dy gentle preparation does ne torm 
of Pianoforte-playing. ljet um ni8 wlls wgeu.er in tne solitude oi U1S their taste; on the contrary, Frvs.Voget oder Sterbl is 

—-   chamber,, and not exhaust himself with conversation, or his motto, and the dryer the selection the more does it 
p w* \/AM II/CDCD with having people aboutinm. This arduous practicing flatter his vanity. Such teachers have, as a rule, but 
V1 V VVLDLn. must be done long,before the day of the concert. A Ktt|e.genuine musical love or knowledge. What they 

ROMPOSiTIflNS-lffll? UU1I11 UkUliUllG 1 U1L 111 LI 1 lilliUi UlllXi* |ast comesthe moment to pluckit. There is liib more and Handel,-—the first one, however, the favbrite—they 
edited, REVISED, and FINGERED timeior it then to beg for “ a little more sunshine.” look with horror on all leaser lights, yet "often wonder at 

”— DRr WIttfAM MAS0N.-mth~the-arti«:~-^^^ 

Op. 7. Seven Variations on the Air ((Vien qua polishes his pieces. At last comes the moment when To the child, who is just learning to read, we do not 
Dorlha Bella ”..„..$1 00 they must be played, and he can no longer linger in his offer Shakespeare; neither does the father, when he de- 

ttio WAm«ntA (knrlMilMA SO studio.-He should then fling his sail boldly to^ie winds sires, to ^ve. his son some'relantion from .his school-. 
14. «om s ocapncciose.*.^. • ,, vr . .. . books, select one of George Eliot’s works. This would 

“ 21. Grande Poldnaise.. .. 75 aac launch out on ae ocean of pnbuc life, trusting to only weary his young mind, and instead of stimulating 
** 37. Yarlations on a Russian Air, i6Schone an<^ Pa8t preparation to carry him safely over serve to check whatever is luxuriant there. The same 

Minka” . ' 't . 90 the waters. If he has not mastered his task before the .rules apply to music. To appreciate what is noble in 
« Rondo Brilliant La Gaieto) 76 day °f the concert, he need not expect to do it by a few this art a gradual cultivation is necessa^; no sudden 

oat jionuo sniuani- txaieiej..   40 , love of Bach can be instilled in the pupil by simply plac- 
“ 65. Anffordernng zum Tanz (Invitation to more aoura of practice, an - he will only tire himself out ing one Qf ma8ter’s compositions before him. No; 

the Dance).;. 75 before the fatal moment arrives, by applying himself the ground must first be worked slowly but steadily by 
“72 Polacca Brillante. 76 <die11, the good teacher, constantly studying the tastes and 
h,170 rnnnort 1 fift Teachers ought to train their pupilB in the art of play- capabilities of his eleve, he brings him nearer to the 

“ 81. Les Adieus... 75 inK bffore people, and this is a part of musical training h}8 8electing aught 8ave that most highest in his art. 
that iB almost entirely neglected. Yet it is one of the Yet the means to arrive at such an end muBt be most 

The preparation of the present edition was entrusted to the hands of , , . , . A. ,, , . j x, .11 . . _j j ! 
the veteran pianist and editor, Dr. William Mason, whope life-long expe- most important ones. Of all the distinguished men varied. It wili^not do tp pursue a cut-anci-dneu coursej 
rience and special training render him peculiarly fitted for carrying out -il T ntiidipH nnn Avar t/mlr tho trmiElo to applied to all, irrespective of difference in character Or ; ■ 
a. un,ag.nftask"requiring exceptional powers of anaty- witn wfiom i. tea, not one evey took tfie trouble to ^ Q ^ ^ led. another stimulated; this one 

ssl prepare to;pl,,m®.“pu/, ^ me v•«« wu * * *** 
of the masic aDd careful marking of the flngering’the editor descends piece over and over again after I bad learned it, to-make ent, yet all brought nearer to perfection by wayB seem- • 

anre that I knew it perfectly. None of m, teacher.,« iagly oppeaite. Perhap. nothing mU nere contentae 
he taken by the right or lbft hand, which frequently occurs throughout ever the least moral support to me in public playing, pnpu afid urge him to strong exertions t t wiirfU; area 
these pieces. , .. T ,v , , , , ,, , and discouraged by the study of a sonata, the teacher 

Weber the pianist has of late been overshadowed by Weber the and ifl was nervous they did not fiefp me at all, but let m-Aoents him with one of the salon pieces of the day. 
roe he neraona. . ., " ’ lor the moarent it .iU be hailed » a relief; bet i£ bee 

romantic type, to overlook these works, in which (to quote from Weitz- Now this is not the way to teach, and I never permit musical feeling is there, its emptiness will soon tare, the 
mann) “ the combination of dramatic animation with brilliant effect in , . . , . - mtontinns artificial difficulties will evoke SCOrn, and 
the pianoforte style” is “so powerfully employed.” The Oonceruiuric he my scholars to be nervous. To develop fine playing you pretention8, aranaai anncuiues w it «vu « 
terms “the most effective and transporting composition of its class f ^ rinnil ho™ nnnfiitonna in liimanif Tf a discriminating remarks of the kind master now rail 
which had appeared np to that time”—high praise, indeed, and well must make a pupil have confidence in himself. Ii a 0n a rich Boil.—Musical World.. 
deserved. But these pieces are pf value not only in the concert hall, pupil BayB in a discouraged tone, “I Can’t play this,” it 
where their aepearance would now have all the charm of novelty: they . r .... . , ,/ _. , , _ 
are models of a taste and technical finish in which no flavor of anti- IfLmy principle to Say to them, • Oh, yea yon can, ’ and . - 

anKmg^nfdructi^vi^ecMVo^p^m^Btudei^ No^eane? Authority than the yery consciousness they have that I feel confidence —Young people are so constituted as to require recre- 
Sir Julius Benedict says of Weber’s Op. 7 (the seven variations on the air fo them inspires them, and they do play^ welL J;he very ation. The piarent that ignores this lact in the treatment 
Vien qua Dorina bella). that “its chief distinctions are an originality of o Uvni oa if Iia no. 
treatment, an elegance and variety which make it stand prominent, thing they Bald they ^COnld not. After ft teacher h^l mft-chlldren does them as p 8 , ,, 
even now, amongst the standard works of com pose re for the pianoforte.’* ^ ■ »|* j m » -• -i ^ ^ uii iLk « glected to feed and clothe them. Ihl8 recreation snouia 
We may add, that from the standpoint of technique and expression they thoroughly anllea a pupil on all the technicalities ot a furnished them in their own homes. Here comes in 

took for a revival of interest in these piece, he shopld then put him on exhibition, as it were, the value of the piano ,or organ as * household neces-; , 
• classical masterpieces upon the appearance of the present edition. by sitting at the opposite end of the room and hearing sity» Furthermore, children need the renning innu- .; 

t? o I- ur~• ,i n<r n . him play it as if he were the audience. As Dieppe used ences of home music. Lastly, the young maxi who,can 
For Sale by all Music Dealers. U TT, ^ play or sing well has a passport to good society, and a, 

to say, tie should teach the pupil to serve himselt “ warrant ” that he will not go astray when he leaves his 
The Monthly^Bulletins issued, by G. Bohlrmer are upon a beautiful dish, and present himself to the com- home for a life of bumness in some distant city.—i 

Invaluable to all interested in Music. Will be sent free ,, Tn. . Ar r ' j .. 
to any address. ^ pany. * OAafles W. JLandon• • 
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CUSSIt CIS FIIF0111IDS. 
A Splendid Collection of Piano Duets. 

In the preparation of a book of this character It is desirable to have 

not only works of a standard grade. and attractive style, but, also, com¬ 

positions in which the difficulties are'equally shared by the performers 

and the interest maintained by both. This, we think, has been accom¬ 

plished. A glance at the list of composers will "satisfy the musician as 
to its musical merits; The contents hafe beea chosen with a view of 

having the greatest variety possible in such a volume, and an effort 

made to harmoniously contrast the selections, thus making the collec¬ 

tion applicab! e to all tastes. It has been our aim 'to avoid compositions 

of extremely difficult nature, yet to sustain a standard worthy the at¬ 

tention of players of average ability.' - 

As each plate contained in Classic Gems for Four. Hands has been 

specially engraved for the book, there Is a uniformity about its appear¬ 
ance that is not to be found in any other work of the same character. 

It is printed on a fine quality of toned musio paper and bound in two 

styles. We ask a critical examination-—a comparison with similar pub¬ 

lications. We are satisfied that such examination and comparison will 

make hosts of friends for our book. We print the 

COSTTS^SS. 

Alrdu Danse.........Ftlbaa 
Andante and Rondo—from Second Sonata............Bohm 
Anitra’s Dance (“Peer Gynt”). Op. 46, No. 3.......Grieg 

-31isgful Dream—Intermezzo.. Op. 95.Meyer-Helmund 
Bride’s Song—Wedding Music. Op. 45...Jensen 
Canzonetta. Op. 35.................Godard 
Dance of the Bayaderes (“Faramors”)....RubipMein 
Gavotte from “Mignon”......:......Thomas 
Gipsey Dance. Op. 320, No. 2.....Kirahnei' 
Hungary. Op. 23, No. 6 ......Moszkovsski 
Marcia Fantastica. Op. 31........Bargiei 
Menuett, from “ Mozart’s Symphony in Eb ”..........Bckulhoff 
Pas Redouble. Op. 86.........Sain^Saln* 
Polonaise. Op. 11, No. 1.MomkowsH 
Prelude. Op»19, No. 1;........Hofmann 
Serenade. Op. 15..........Moszkowski 
Tannhauser March (Wagner). Op. 94.........Spindier 
Toreador et Andalonse (Bai Costnmfi). Op. 103, No. 7..........Rubinstein 
Valse Impromptu,............D'Oureills 

Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 

HABITS OF PRACTICE. 

BT FANNIE EDGAR THOMAS. 

SONGS AND MUDS 
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS. 

LOW VOICE. VOL. I. 

GEMS FOR ALTOS AND BARITONES. 

All that we have said in our announcements of the companion books . 

of songs for low voice—a continuation of the series. In a volume of 

popular songs, such as is here presented, it is interesting to note the 

.varied characteristics-of the compositions,embracing-songa-of battle- 

on. land and sea; gongs of love; songs of the forge and mine; songs of 

town and country; gongs of devotional or sacred character; gongs of 

daring and heroic deeds. The fame of the composers is world-wide; 

they stand as the greatest exponents of ballad writing. As this collec¬ 

tion is intended, principally, for the use of Altos and Baritones, the 

songs do not extend above E, while several are especially adapted for 

very low Bass voices. The selections are unsurpassed, and for use in 

concert hall or parlor this volume is invaluable. 

Popular English Songs and Ballads for Low Voice, Yol 1, contains 

162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work, 

on fine toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed 

portrait of Stephen Adams. Musicians will appreciate the fine paper, 

excellent printing, and substantial binding (two styles—paper and half 

cloth) of this book. 

COKTE^TTS. 

Bells (The) of-St. Mary’s ....Rodney 
Beside Me -...........Mallei 
Brave (The) Light..:..........Roeckd 
Gherette.'.......Haeckel(_ 
Chief (TJie) Mate’s Story............Ponlet 
Clang (The) of the Hammer....’..I.Bonheur 
Deep in the Mine........Jude 
Down in the Depths of the Sea ......Moir 
Fiddle and L.  Goodeve 
For a Dream’s Sake...... Gowen- 
Forge (The)... Watson 
Gars (The) of Heaven....Tours 
Golden Harvest...  Moir 
I Told YpuSo.    Mora 
Kingdom (The) of Love...... .Jr....Rodney 
Loyal Death ...  Blaines- 
Mighty (The) Deep.    ..Jude 
Mona..      Adams 
Our Last Waltz.......  Molioy 
Out on the Deep.........LOhr 
Outpost (The).'•......Rinsuti 
Over the Harbor Bar..  ....Marks 
Promise (The) of Tears,.Rodney 
Soldier’s (The) Dream,.....Rodney 
Song (A) from Heaven...,.....-...Cowm, 
They All Love Jack.....'..Adame 
Thy King...........    Rodney 
Toreador, I la!...;.    .Trotbre 
When Daylight Fades.   Moir 
When the Lights are Low.........Lane 
Wonders (The) of the Deep....1.Jude 
Your Haim in Mine   ....'.....Boeekel 

Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 

The average girl works with the easy portions of a 
piece of music. I say “ work ; ” there is , in reality no 
work about it. Sfye simply passes again and again over 
the easy spots, always neglecting the difficult ones, till 
weariness sets in and the whole piece is dropped in its 
unfinished condition. One does not waste time passing 
the iron over and over the smooth spots in a piece of 
linen, but leaves them to press . 6nt the wrinkles. Why 
not concentrate upon and master the difficult parts first? 

The rest will fall into place and , the result will be satis¬ 
factory. One way to accomplish this with a piece that 
grows more difficult toward the end is to practice it back¬ 
ward, page by page ; first,, one alone, then two together, 
then three, etc. In this manner the harden* of repetition 
falls upon the heaviest portions; and on the final plac¬ 
ing, through from the first wonderful results will have 
been found to have been accomplished Without any of 
that repulsion which the mind feelB toward ponderous 
difficulty. _ 

To one who is both a vocal and instrumental musician 
the difficulty of keeping up two such rich and distinct 
lines of action is especially great. _ 

Still there are many ways of uniting the two so as to 
keep both up with comparatively small expenditure of 
time. Finger exercise may be made vocal exercise as 
well. With care and attention both fioger and throat 
muscles may be drilled at once without doing harm to 
either. Best may be had from heavy instrumental work 
by a vocal exercise, and vice versa, and by separating 
difficulties those of each department may be nnited for 
the good of the two. 

In placing one’s own accompaniment, for example, 
there is much time and vitality waBted by playing and 
singing together at sight before the technical difficulties 
of either are overcome, or any idea of the meaning ofthe 
composition is in the mind. 

Time, words, and accompaniment should be learned 
independently and made individually perfect before being 
united. First, study the air alone with a view to pure 
tone production and correct melody. When this is 
assured without an instrument, memorize, or at least 
become thoroughly familiar with the words. They are 
never difficnlt; most of them come without effort. Next, 
unite to them their proper dramatic action. They are 
for the most part a senseless blur or mechanical recita¬ 
tion for lack of proper attention. Next learn the ac¬ 
companiment thoroughly—which means thoroughly 1 In 
uniting do not attempt allatonce.Play the accom¬ 
paniment, reading the melody; next speak the words in 
AAmnantion nrifL tlio nlo win n> * nnwt Cttwv flin o*nll nLl q 
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connection with the playing; next sing the syllable “la’ 
withtheaccompaniment;~iaatly;umteaccompamment, 
words and song. The result will be astonishing to the 
most indifferent, It makes a travesty on a song to rnsh " 
into it unpreparedr It is as if one shoald_run through 
a strange house at midnight hitting chairs and doors, 
knees and elbows, and stepping upon tacks. 

Reading part songs separately is excellent practice in 
uniting melody and accompaniment, and giving a com¬ 
prehensiveness of grasp that is invaluable. Here a 
knowledge of chords and keys is again found of most 
value. 

One great source of musical unimpressiveness, with 
girls especially, is a lack of standard. This, in seven 
cases ont of ten, iB governed by associates, conditions 
and surroundings; chiefly by gentlemen friends. One 
could count the love affairs of many a girl musician by 
the musical sandwiches upon her piano top. There are 
the flippant, classic, sentimental and sacred types, each 
one representing a swing of temperament disastrous to 
musical fidelity and harmful to the best musical future. 

Of course an “ artist”- is capable of interpreting 
these several distinct classes of thought, but a student 
is not yet an artist. If temporarily swung aside in the 
former case the undercurrent of standard is not affected. 
Nor iB the one dropped for the other, as is the case with 
the emotional, untrained amateur. The best way is to 
choose and keep as a style that which is most consistent 
with temperament, physique and powers. When thejre 
is no leading instinct, adopt one type and adhere to (it. 
This means till that type has been mastered. Above ail 
things keep up what has been acquired. 

Very many miss making an impression through poor 
judgment in choosing a masterpiece. An element of 
the dramatic mast enter into the composition that shall 
appeal to a mixed andience. One mast not, in such a 
case, sing or play something that sounds lika^section out 
of an instruction book.. There iB nothing gained, and 
much may be lost by the idiotic indiscretion of musicians 
in singing or playing the wrong thing at the right time. 
Inferior music need not be chosen ; that must be which 
has a stirring, fetching, dramatic, quality. There is 
sufficient good music that is attractive and appealing, 
and such is well worth finding. Eccentricity-and con¬ 
quered difficulty may appeal to the student, professor 
and connoisseur; it does not create a favorable impres¬ 
sion for a beginner.—The Courier. 

HINTS AND HELPS- 

Educated theorists and fine players are not 
necessarily good teachers. Many people who pos¬ 
sess & large amount of knowledge are lacking In 
the power of imparting that knowledge to others. 

Get a' good teacher from the start and do not 
continually Change. Money and time are fruit¬ 
lessly spent by constantly changing teachers, the 
result being that no method is fully understood 
or mastered, and failure is the consequence. 

The attempt to give expression,' although crude 
and excessive, is an evidence that the germ of the 
musician is in the soul and that the mind only 
needs culture; then the heart will respond truth¬ 
fully to the genuine sentiment of the composition. 

Let the easy and the difficult go hand in hand, 
the one to recreate and the other to emulate; then 
shall your instruction succeed. 

Blame is much more useful to the artist than 
praise; the musician who goes to destruction be¬ 
cause he is faulted" deserves destruction.—Wagner. 

Experience, is gained only by blundering, or 
success is the child of failuip. 

The greatest triumph of a teacher does not con¬ 
sist in transforming his pupil into a likeness of 
himself, but in showing him the path to become 
his own individual self.—Elhert. 

Never attempt to degrade another with a view 
to exalt yourself; this is not uncommon, but it is 
uncommonly sinful and base. 

Natural gift may produce a poet, but it does 
not make a musician. The highest perfection is 
reached only by untiring practice and almost 
ceaseless work.—F. Brendd. 

When a great orator in Athens received the wild 
applause of the audience he turned to a friend, 
remarking, “ Is impossible that I said something 
foolish?”—JET. Ney. 

- One endowed with talent and yet unable to rise 
above mediocrity should ascribe his failure to 
himself rather than to external causes. He does 
not cultivate his gifts as he could and should, and 
generally lacks the iron will of perseverance, 
which alone can conquer obstacles in the way of 
success.—Mendelssohn. 

When phrasing correctly it is not necessary to 
dissect the music. But, nevertheless, it is abso¬ 
lutely impossible to play anything artistically 
without knowing its-(matomical structure. 

McFarren says it is the pianist’s touch which 
distinguishes him as much as the quality of voice 
distinguishes the singer. v 

- But a man into a factory as ignorant of how to 
prepare fabrics as some of our music teachers are 
to develop the youthful powers, and what havoc 
would be made of the raw materials ? 

Bach, in his extreme old age, in answer to the 
question how he came in possession of his great 
learning and the inexhaustible’storehouse of 
ideas, replied : “ Through unremitting toil have I 
obtained the preponderance for which you have 
credited me. By constant analysis, by reflection, 
and much-writing I have continually improved— 
this, and this only, is the secret ofmy knowledge. ” 

Enthusiasm is one of the most powerful engines 
of success. When you do a thing, do it with a 
will, do it with your might, put your whole soul 
into it, stamp it with your own personality. Be 
active, be energetic, be enthusiastic and faithful, 
and you will accomplish your object. _ Nothing 
great was ever achieved without enthusiasm. 

In your playing beware of that indistinctness 
and vagueness where the hearer is in doubt 
whether he is listening to an abortive piano or a 
lame forte.—Dr. Karl Fuch. 

Touch, in its vulga^ sense, is mechanical, teach¬ 
able, and belongs to technic; in its nobler sense, it 
is a gift, unteachable, apd belongs to talent, if not 
to enaotion. For there is a certain timbre in m- 
bo rtf "touch (as in a voice)/an indescribable some¬ 
thing, emanating, as it were, from the fibres of 
the soul, which directly indicates and appeals to 
emotion. Inborn touch has an inherent power 
which, to a certain extent, can move and charm 
the listener even without brilliant technic. 

! Whatever your studies are, play a little of Bach 
every day. It will give strength to your ground¬ 
work. 

Schopenhauer says: “Mere acquired'knowl¬ 
edge belongs , to us like a wooden leg and wax; 

"nose. Knowledge attained by means of thinking 
resembles our natural limbs, arid is the only kind 
that really belongs to us. ” 



“Questions anfl J^nswei^s. 
[Our subscribers are Invited to sendIn questions for this depart¬ 

ment Please write them on one side of the paper only, and not 
with, other things on the same sheet Is Evert Case thk 
Wbitkr’s pull Address must bb Given, or the questions will 
receive no attention.’: In no case will the writer’s name be printed 
to the questions In Thk Etude. Questions that have no general 
Interest will not receive attention.] 

J. E.—1. The rule you quote, viz., that the fingering used in the 
three positions of the chprd of C-mqJor is to be used for all triads, is 
in the main correot: The augmented triad, however. In all thrde 
positions in right hand may be comfortably fingered 1, 2/4,5; there 
are few keys only where the same is not true of the left hand. If 
in doubt, by all means use thefingering which fits the hand,'not for¬ 
getting that the fourth finger must be-sharply looked after. Play¬ 
ing the different chords in arpeggio is an entirely different matter; 
unless used as exercises pure and simple they are fingered with the 
thumb on the first white key. 

2l A few pianoforte pieces about, the grade of Beethoven’s “ Nel 
Cor Pin’’are Baff, “Fable inG;" Haydn, “Sonata in D-mgjor 
Paderewski, “ Melodie in B-major.” If you are interested in novel¬ 
ties try StojowsM’a “ Melodie in A-flat,” “ Mazurka in G-fiat,” 

H. C. M. 

F. G. H.—Your question about the treatment of a sensitive and self- 
depreciatfhg pupil is a hard one to answer without knowing the pupil 
personally. Do not give tasks that are too hard for the pupil to do 'well, 
and when they are done fairly well, give the pupil as much praise as 
the truth wilt allow, and in all of the pupil’s work point out and com¬ 
mend everything that is well done, and show that you feel apprecia¬ 
tive and pleased when the work Is good. Remember that no pupil 
will or can do good work when having no faith in himself or her¬ 
self, or When they feel a lack of musical or mental ability. 

C.W.L. 

B. G. B.—“ When is one to know that a piano Is out of tune ? ” 
By the sound. Strike a single key and listen to hear if It is a pure 
and even tone, or if it is “ wavy,” uneven, “wobbling:" Only the 
pure and even tone Is in tune. ManyBingle keys will be in tune 
when the octaves are badly out. To test this, strike the octave and 
listen to how pure and how much “ oneness ’’ there is in the sound, 
or.how separate each sounds, or how wavy, slow or rapid are the 
beatai' The rapidity of the beats show the amount that it is out of 
tune. • 

F. K. O.—How to get pupils who play unsteady and out of time 
to playing steadily is difficult. It has to be a systematic and long 
continued coarse that will correct this in most pupils who lack a 
good sense of rhythm. Accent exercises as developed in the Mason 
method are. in valuable for this work. Pieces that have a marked and 
even rhythm, and that are not too abstruse and obscure of content, 
must be giv@n.,_. Bril]ittnt pieces, and a large amount of four-hand 
music, is good. Fieces that have in the one hand or the other a con¬ 
stantly recurring note length, such as as accompaniment of eighth 
notes, this to heipteesaure the rioteg of various leugtbsagainst.- Above- 
all, such pupils must be made to play for the inner rhythmic feeling, 
and tocount from within, feeling the rhythm, and saying the count 

v«out aloud;-guidingitseven'recumihce"by this'innerfeeling~of"timer 
Do not forget that time, rhythm, is as real as tone, and above all, 
that it is a matter of inner feeling of rhythm rather than outside 
counting or metronome beating. C. W. L. 

sary that it should be so difficult 7”. There are-sjferal good text¬ 
books on this subject that make the work easy forrhe pupil. One 
thing is particularly essential in the use of all methods, which is; 
frequent reviewing, and never leaving a subject until the pnpil has 
a working knowledge of it, and “ working knowledge,” means a 
complete knowledge so far as to make working out the exercises on 
the given subject easy and correct.' Every step in harmony rests 
upon and is bnilt np from the preceding. C. W. L. 

, F. G. H.—Yes, when the fingering is printed in the piece, it is 
necessary to mark it: But do not mark it too fall, only at places 
where figures will be helpful. Too many finger marks are confusing. 
The passing points of thumb and fingers over the thumb, and any 
unusual succession of the fingers should be marked. When a finger¬ 
ing has once been settled upon, the pupil muBt follow it exactly, for 
the fingen mast acquire the habit of correct and uniform succession 
in playing the passages. ' , 

' '‘r- ::.r. •.---1 . . . ■ 
C. F. H.—When the printed fingering in a piece seems awkward, 

it is more seeming than real, for there are many things considered 
In marking the correct fingering. If in a run, it has to be fingered . 
according to its seal® or arpeggio, and if it is a. mixed run, or a- 
sequence of motives, it is to be fingered in a way to make the 
motives clearly evident by separation. Clear phrasing sometimes 
demands a fingering that will ensure in its different measure both 
a good legato and a manifest separation. 19 

G. A. B.—1. You will.find the recent standard and best fingering of 
scales in thirds in Mason’si! Technics,” Yol. IL We cannot well give 
it here, for it needs an example In notes for each hand. 

2. Tastes and opinions differ as to which of Schubert’s pianoforte 
pieces is best. If a1 vote were taken through Thk Etude, doubtless 
every one of his pieces would receive votes. You know the old 
story: “ It is a good thing everybody does not think alike or they 
would all have wanted my wife.” “ Yes,” said his neighbor, “ it is 
a good thing, for no one would have wanted her.” 

P. C. B,—“ What do you think of parents who uphold their sons in 
taking one half-hour lesson a week, and requiring but a half-hour 
practice a day ?” I think that those parents need to be “ labored 
with.” Perhaps by some means you can get the boys more interested 
in their music so that they will give it more time. Have them work 
up four-hand music, and get pieces ready for a musicale. Show them 
the great advantages that musical skill and knowledge will give them 
as young men in society and church affairs. : C. W. L. 

B. G. P.—Nobody can select entirely suitable music for another; 
especially is this- true when the player is not personally known. 

.. Somewhat depends on the instrument on which it is to be played. 
Then there Is the personal taste of the player, and the player’s 
grade of musical skill and knowledge to be considered. About all 
that can be done Is.to try several different pieces or books. You can 
also give the names of pieces that you play, and state what use you 
wish to make of those sent, and give such information as you can 
as a guide, This would help the selector to come somewhat near 
your wants and needs, ' C. W..L. 

B. J. B.—“ What shall one call the room where the music teaching 
is done 7” Studio, of course. If you will turn to Webster you can 
read—Studio: “The work shop of an artist. Study, school.” But 
do not call it an “office.” Webster says of this word: “Office: 
Place In which public officers and others transact business; apart¬ 
ments in which domestics discharge the service of a house.” 

E. H. K.—“ How can one learn phrasing 7” By studying the best 
' annotated editions, by reading W. Si B, Mathew’s “ How to Under¬ 

stand Music,” Yol. L, the first few chapters, playing the programmes 
of classic but easy pieces given at the end of each chapter. By play¬ 
ing the same author’s books, “ Introduction to Phrasing; Phrasing,” 
Yol I. and Vol. IL, and MacdougalPs “Studies in Melody Playing,” 
Yols. L and II. All but “ Phrasing,” Yol. IL, are easy. C. W. L. 

T. L. B.—There are no five-finger excises In Landon’s “Piano¬ 
forte Method,” as you say. This is because the Mason “ Two-finger 
Exercises” are given. There can be no question which are the 
better for the pupil, and which are the more Interesting, and you 
know that interest goes hand in hand with advancement. 

C. T. S.—The fractions that you write about as finding in the 
“Music Writing Book,” are solved as follows: ^ is equal to Adotted 
eighth note, and calls on the pupil to make that note .on the blank 
staff; j represents a dotted whole note; A a dotted sixteenth note; 
ft a quarter note with two dots; { a whole note with two dots. 

C. W. L. 
* 

S. W. Y.—Every teacher has (to meet that question many times 
over. “Why will parents object to having their pupils have sheet 
music, or a good and new piano method?” 'Because they are 
“ Penny wise and pound foolish.” A teacher’s reputation with any 
pupil is worth more than the price of a good method, or the post of 
sufficient music for the pupil’s best advancement It is a good way 
to own one or more methods on purpose to lend pupils of each 
parents, rather than to use some obsolete method that would kill out. 
every spark of lore for music in the child. For sheet music, you can 
take out the music pages of your music journals, and before long you 
will have quite a collection to select from, and thns yon will be able 
to select and give each pieces as will meet the pupll’sexact needs. 

M. K. T.—“Why la the study of harmony so.bard, and is it necea- 

- r—~—-- _ , 

Y. G. W.—Your pupil who comes to the recitation with exercises 
all wrong, parts of the lesson entirely neglected, with excuses as to 

-other-fulhor partial-shorteomingsi-needs-to-know what-is the pupil’s- 
part in taking a lesson. At once teach such a pupil their part of the 
hour’s work. You will find these pupils always jump at conclusions, 
that they never hear your explanations through, that they have but 
a half knowledge, and they always have a great opinion of their 
own capabilities. During the lesson hour see that every part of the 
lesson is done perfectly, however slowly. If there seems a doubt of 
a clear understanding of an j part, question them and make them 
try again, giving suck information as is needed further. Never let 
them strike in with a half-formed idea, interrupting you in your 
explanations and illustrations to do it. Show them that we have 
two ears, so that we can get a knowledge of both sides of a question, 
and not for what yon say to go in at one ear and out of the other, 
and that we have the gift of silence for the purpose of meditation, 
to give ub a chance to pnt an idea away in memory for futurs use. 

C. G. G.—Your inability to read at sight any piano mnsic more 
difficult than hymn.tunes is certainly very discouraging; but your 
ease is by no means an exceptional one; every piano teacher has such 
among his pnpilB. If yod had told ub your age, and had also stated 
whether you were able to play the allegro movements you mention 
up to time, we Bhouid have a better understanding of yonr difficulty. 
You must not forget that there is a talent for reading music, just as 
there la a talent for executing music. A celebrated pianist of the 
very first mnk is said to be a poor reader. - Mcflchel.es jn his “Letters” 
speaks of Dreyachock’s exceedingly poor reading, yet his execution 
was enormous. You say the dullest can read a newspaper at sight, 

B. 8, O.—“l am a teacher in a seminary which is located at a 
diatan 9 from i talc l - ntrez What vouM you dvise egaitd 
ing the study of opera arrangements, such as those of Leybach, 
> ,11 t Smith and a:f< < oi n at.frem her .* np serai Having 
them , d b fore the f-s rapils, t hems >f>, for the , irp< t 

‘ ing then acquainted ith h operas,I taink lha I rould 
give infohnntloo regarding the melodies, what great siDgers havw J 
sung 'them, the plot, and something li ; the composers.” 
Ass. In a large city your coarse would be almost a waste of time for 
your pupils. But being remote from musical centres, as yon say, 
and if manyofyqor pupito are from country towns and farms, it 
would be a good Idea to work out, but not too much of it. Perhaps 
three or four of your regular musicales *-o« *d be devilled to these 
compositions. Oho purpose to serve is to srewd out the natural 
longing for common and semi-trashy music, found in pupils of this: 
class, and. these operatic ’arrangements can be made,take iheplace of : 
light music,; and when they are learned, the parents of the pupils 
will enjoy them, especially if the'pupil can.give something of a 
description of them before playing. Music schools and the musical 
departments of seminariescannot live if they do not 'have,sufficient1 
patrons, and to get the patronage parents have to be considered. 
Not every family'is prepared for a full coarse In the classics. 

G. K. E.—“ How can I get pupils to play the short note following 
the dotted notes short enough?” Ans Show the pnpil e piece 
where'the dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth has an accom¬ 
paniment of sixteenth notes. These earn be.found in Landon’s 
“Organ and Piano Methods,” and in many other pieces of mnsic. 
Or, write out such an example on a piece of blank, music paper. Or, 
show that the dotted note has the length of three of the four six¬ 
teenth notes, having the pupil count four sixteenth notes to the 
quarter, doing these things until he sees through and understands 
It. By the way, in brilliant music, have the short note played as if 
it belonged to the next note, as a grace note to the next note even;'. 
It is in good taste to make them even shorter than their true time- 
length really demands. Some composers write them as thirty-seconds, 
following two dots. 

“ Subscriber,” St. Ann’s Academy.—The accurate pitch of a tuning' 

fork is given to it by filing and polishing. There are several standards 

of pitch; I do not know precisely, how many, for the pitch of the or¬ 

chestra has risen gradually from the time of Bach and Handel until 

it has got a semitone or more above their concert pitch. Determined 
efforts have been made in behalf of singers to iower the pitch to near 

its former standard, and they seem likely to he successful. The lead- 

s ing piano makers of this country are now tuning to French pitch: 

435 Vibrations for A. I am surprised to hear that you have a fork 

marked A .which gives F. I had not supposed that bo great a dis¬ 

crepancy existed. * 

Tschaikgwsky is pronounced Tshi-koff-skl. Chopin was a Pole by 

birth, education, and sympathy; but his father was a French pro¬ 

fessor, settled in Warsaw, who married a Polish lady. This is why 

the name is pronounced French fashion. Besides, all the mature life 

of the composer was spent in Paris. 

D. M., Denver, Col.—Try the mazurkas of Chopin, Op. 6 and 7, 

then Op. 24. Of the wtftzes, use one or two of the Op. 64 and Op. 

84, whichever takes yonr fancy; then the opus posthome. 
' & 

—LrF: C.—In my day the pupils of the Leipzig Conservatory wer 

taught in class** exclusively; and I have no doubt the same practice 

still prevails. Each pupil had his individual lesson, and the others 

sat by and listened. 

K. S., Nevada, Mo.—Dr. Wm. Mason still teaches advanced pupils, 

more or less. His address is Steinway Hall, New York City. 

One would hardly call the mnsic of Dreyschock classical. 
J. C. F. 

O. L. :c., Turner, III.—The pronunciations you ask for are as 
follows: Chopin, S'ho-pang (approximately); Liszt,List; Beethoven, 
B'ftt-ho-vSn; Sappho, S'ap-fo; Lichner, Lu'kh-nSr (German guttural 
for eh, no Buch souqd in English); Diabeili, De-a-b'gl-le; Wilhelmj, 
Wn-h'61-ml ^Crescendo, Crgs-ch'Sn-dfi; Arpeggio, Ar-'pgd-jl-o. “ Les 
Dames de Seville” (L&y Dam dg [obscure, like the before a conso¬ 
nant] SfiMlle) means “The Ladies of Seville.” ’• Nacht-lager in ’ 
Granada” (Nakht-laghSr In Gran'ada) means “The Night-camp in 
Granada.” 

MbA H. R. C., Lodi, III.—The terms Harmony and Thorough¬ 
bass are commonly used interchangeably; but Btrictly, the latter 
term ought to mean nothing more than the figured bass notation. 
It is, I think, going but of use. 

Chamber music is any music too delicate for a large theatre or 
music hall, and fitted to produce the best affect in a small or moderate- 
sized room. The term is commonly applied to string quartets and 
similar works. Ensemble playing means “playing together.” 

and you do not understand why you cannot read ordinary music at 
Sight. It is safe to say that when you have read as much music as 
you have read literature, and spent as much.time at the piano as in 
the easy chair with a book, you will read music far better than you 
do now. We are sorry we can give you no more brilliant advice 
than practice I 

C. K.—I have a pupil v^ho delights in the praetice of studies.. He 
has been through a number, of Heller's, Loeschhorn’s, Czerny’s, and 
Clementi’s “Gradus.” Whdk, shall I give him ne^t 7 ” Answer. 
Some of the sonatas of Haydn, Mozart, and BeetWfe As studies, 
Bach’s “Inventions,” or “Light Pieces," and eventually Bach’s 
“ Well-Tempered Clavichord.” , With these give him some pieces 
from Schubert, Schumann, and of the best modern composers, pieces 

• with a striking content, like the Berlloz-Liszt; “Rakoczy March;” 
Godard's “Marcel;” Raff’s “Cachoucha;”.Grieg’s “Wedding Pro¬ 
cession,” etc., etc. He needs to have his taste for melody developed, 
and also his taste for harmonic coloring.- The study of Schubert and ’ 
Schumann will be especially valuable to him. C. W. L. 

P. C. B., Windsor, N. Y.—A “t^io” In a sonata is usually a short 
{ piece used to alternate with a minuet or scherzo.- I know n© 

reason for the name, unless It be that, since the minuet or schereo is 
repeated, the “ trio ” makes a third piece. It may also be that three 
instruments usually play only in this part, hence the name. v ' 

Nobody can give a fixed 'rule for the amount of practice a school 
pupil Bhquld do. Most schools intend to take up.the whole strength 
of young pupils, so that it is doubtful whether they can safel r prao- 
tice at alL Teachers and parents have to use their best judgment 
in each case. Perhaps we shall become civilized enough by and 
by to treat each pupil as an individual mind instead of subjoiMing 
all chUdren alike to the rembreelen. grind of the school-mill. It Is 
easy to make a routine and a system; pedantic superintendents and 
school boards do it, and the mill probably "harms more children 
than it helps. But we cannot help it, and have to do the heaj wo 
can,-and remember that health is worth more than learning. ,,. 

B. S., Sheldon, Mo.—Pronounce Kammenoi Ostrow, KfimmSnoi 
O'strdff. J. C. F.- 



PAPERS' ABOUT MA1FOS 

By W. H. H. SMITH. 
Forsoprano, with violintod iibilttm. A very effective boIo, not 

difficult or of wide range.. Hailed to any addrew on receipt of the 

price {a *afa» by tin publisher 

j IGN. FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio. 

By W. M.’ TmoAR, 80I0 $1.00; Duet, $1.50; Chorus, 26 cento; 
Whistle, 35 cents: Sand Pads; 25 cents. A new piano piece, rep* 
resenting a daj's journey oh : a train. Synopsis : Train TVhisties. 
Bell Rings. All Aboard. The Start. Twenty Minutes for Dinner. 
Gong. The Menu. Dinner over they again start on.their Journey, 
passing through. Fields and Meadows, until they reach “Borneo 
Street Home/* It ia a great exhibition piece. Send $1 for the Solo, 
ciid receive gratis a Whistle, Sand PadB and Chorus part. Mention 
this Joubiul. TRELOAB MUSIC CO., Mexico, Mo. 

Ra?ij gumbepi of Jphe Etude 
Unbound Volumes for 1886, - $1.60, Pos 

II “ 1887, - ' ' 1.60, 
II II “ 1888, - 1.50, 
II II "1889, - 1.60, 

Bound II “ 1886, - 2.50, 
ii II " 1887, - 2.60, 
ii II “ 1888, - 2.60, 
II - II " 1888, 2.50, 
ii II “ 1880, - 2.60, 
II II “ 1891, . - 2.50, 

Thaw volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth ot musle in 

eaehyear. The various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It 1b a peculiarity of The SStufa that Its 

articles are of substantial and luting worth. Address the Publisher, 

fHEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

. AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE. 

MUSICAL AUTHORS. 
A GAME FOR EVERT MUSIC STUDENT. 

PRICE SB GTS., POSTPAID. 

The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game iB to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 

Address Publisher, 

THEODORE PRESSES, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER. 

'mm m 

PRICE $1.00. 

Quality, Quantity 'and' Equality of 
.. . . Tone..-.. 

BY FANNY M0RKI8 SMITH. 

ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER. 

There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
pieces. 

A long time ago the Editor of The Etude was talk¬ 
ing to the writer about the difference between fine 

pianos and poor-ones.. A piano is not a chattel; like a 
pair of brass fire-irons. It has a character^* constitu¬ 
tion, a temper, and a voice. It is a friend—the choice 
friend of the home. Its owner Iovcb it, has made sac¬ 
rifices to obtain it, spends money to take care of it, and 
tells it his secrets. And yet after years of preparation, 
of patient saving, and of anticipation when the moment 

of choice comes, he is helpless, doeB not know howto 
recognize the qualities he covets, and is, perhapB, vic¬ 
timized. 

The Editor of The Etude, filled with compassion for 
the public of piano buyers, invited the author to pre¬ 
pare a paper on how to select and recognize a good 
piano. Bat as the matter increased in importance, on 

consideration it seemed wiser to cast the material in a 
larger mold, and thereby obtain greater freedom of dis¬ 

cussion. , 
Musicians are many, hut pianists are few. The teach¬ 

er concentrates all his attention on the pupil, and leaves 
the piano itself out of consideration, The pupil divides 
his thoughts between his fingers and his notes ; he also 
forgets to listen to the piano. The public, when its 
turn comes, avenges the instrument, and declines to hear 
the. player. But pianists like Gottschalk, Thalberg, 
JoseSy, and Paderewski, who not only study their 
pieces, but also the piano on which these pieces are 
played, have always captured the public ear. The ma¬ 
jority of concert-goers desire to hear, But not necessa¬ 
rily to understand and criticize, the literature of muBic. 

The artist who is able to make the most and best of his 
piano is therefore the one who most pleases this pnblic. 
As Frederick Wieck said long ago: “ The greatest 

artist is he who is best able to conceal his own defects 
tS . - V; 

and those of his instrument.” 
The aim of the present series of papers will be to di¬ 

rect attention to those properties of the piano, and those 
peculiarities of itsrconstruction thaT have active part in 

artistic playing. 
—The-Fmr- Gardinal ~Points~of a iFine‘~J^no7^Tli&~" 

judges at the Centennial Exposition grouped the impor- 
, taut points of a good piano under four heads. Three of 
these belong directly, and the fourth indirectly, to tone, 
viz., quantity, equality, quality, and touch. The Inter¬ 
national Exposition of London, ’62, enumerates 

“ strength, depth, sonority, brilliancy, facility of touch, 
and excellence of construction,” as the attributes of a 

fine instrument. Of these, “ strength, depth, and sono¬ 
rity,” may be considered nnder “quantity,” and “ bril¬ 

liancy,” under “ quality.” 
Quantity.—Quantity of tone does not mean loudness. 

A loud tone consisting of a coarse mixture of impure 
and heterogeneous vibrations may degenerate into noise 
in exact proportion as it increases in amount. * Quan¬ 

tity refers to musical vibration in sustained tones—in 
musical parlance not only to sforzando, but to sostenuto 
injibriissvmo. The difference between loudness and 

quantity of tone is the difference between the snap of a 
firecracker and the reverberation of a fine church bell. 

Goethe complained that “ the world was a cracked bell 
that would clap but not ring.’’ The coveted “ ringa^was 
quantity as distinguished from noise ; it was force, firm¬ 

ness and fhlneBB of vibration. 
All nations seek quantity and equality of tone, but 

not in the same degree, National taste diverges most 
in quality and in touch, which closely depends on qual¬ 
ity. If I were to specify the three traits which com¬ 
bine to distinguish the American temperament from all 
others, I woufthpame depth, elasticity, and balance. ^JJo 
such,passionate craving for power ever before co-existed 
with the same inherent self-restraint. As a result, our 
finest American piano far exceeds any other whatever 

in the majestic depth and sonority of its tone. Even 
onr average American piano admits no rivalry from 
European competition in this particular. 

Quality.—The second point, “ equality, ”t resolves 

into, two subjects of consideration: Equality of power,, 
viz., quantity, and equality of tone-color, viz. ^quality. 

Let us oonsider “ quality ” first. 

The tone of a piano may be resolved’ into three differ¬ 
ent constituents. These all appear together and pro¬ 
duce one impression njion the ear. An expert analyzes 
the combined sound, and hpars each by itself. 

Purity.—The noise made by the.stroke of the finger 
on the key, and that caused by the piano-action, reaches 
the ear first. The former being the property of the 
player, need not be considered, bat it frilly amounts to 
the sound made by dramming with the finger on the 
table. The rustle and thud of the levers of the action 
iB a defect in the piano. In a good instrument it is 
scarcely perceptible. 

When the irregular vibrations; set up by mechanical 
motions within the instrument are audible; or when, on 
account of faulty stringing,, notes in tune with each 
other in their fundamentals are not in tune* i partial 
tones; when hammers are defective; when the damp¬ 
ing is bad; or when other unmusical vibrations of vari¬ 
ous parts of the instrument make themselves heard, the 
tone of the piano is said to be impure. The impurities 
of the tone die away sooner than the musical vibrations. 
Many pianos which seem very load to the player do not 
display any tone at a short distance; while on the other 
hand, certain pianos will fill immense halls without diffi¬ 
culty, even in pianissimo. This is because the bulk of 
the tone of the former consists of impure vibrations 
which mutually extinguish each other, while the regular 
vibrations of the latter reinforce and propel each other 
onward. 

The Surface-Tone.—Of the tone proper, first appears 
the snrfaee-tone, i, e., the sound of the string when 

struck by the hammer reflected by the Bound board, 
with little alteration of quality. Its elaboration to’the 
neglect of the singing-tone is characteristic of the 
French and Austrian school as opposed to the Ameri¬ 
can. It is the tone which arises in light staccato, in leg- 
giero, in brilliant passage playing, and which is indis¬ 

pensable to delicate ornamentation like the Chopin em¬ 
bellishment. De Packmans iB an example of an artiBt 
who uses it exclusively, and it is the tone on which 
Joseffy originally made his repatation.-^ _ 

ThA cHaracteristics of a good surface tone are first, 
that it should Bpring out quickly and freely; be volatile 
like“a ”peffnme. A snrface-tone which seems to fall 

sullenly, and creeps along the ground as smoke 
before 'a rain, falls and hangs, refusing to unfold, 
is bad. It should have the elastic expansion that 
one sees in locomotive Bmoke in fair weather; sec¬ 
ond, it shoald be clear and bright; third, it Bhonld 
have no rasping edge or hard metallic clang; it 
shoald be round and firm. A loud Burface-tone 

easily obtained; bat a timbre at the Bame time is easily odtainea; one a 
energetic, free, pure, and elastic, is very rare indeed. 
Makers of cheap pianoB are usually careful that their 
tone should be loud, hard and incisive enough to pass for 
power. Such a tone, the very qdintescence of vulgarity, 

sells many a well-advertised piano. A fine surface-tone 
may be compared to the difference in favor of a sapphire 
over a turquoise, or an emerald over a malachite. Such 
music -as Chopin’s Cradle Songs, his 6tude in sextulets 
(Op. 10, No. 1), the embellishments of Liszt’s Venezia e 
Napoli (No. 1), Henselt’s Si Oiseau j 'etais, occur to 
me as specially fine examples of its use., On the other 
hand, Beethoven demands, and as a matter of fact cre¬ 

ated the ideal of the singing-tone. 
The Singing-Torn.-r-The moment the vibration waves 

extended through the sounding parts of the piano a 

vibration is set up in which the peculiar timbre of every 
different medium makes itself felt. In a really noble 
piano, after one has placed some moments, every part 
joins in elastic vibration so fall and responsive that the 

instrument seems alive. 
The snrface-tone dies almoet at once; but the singing- 

tone grows in power and beauty for some seconds after 
the string is struck. A fine Stein way easily yields a 
singing-toneof forty-five seconds duration. Paderewski 
is able to obtain from snch a concert grand a ttfne very 
much larger and longer, and firm enough to receives 

play of color from his pedal. 

(lb be dominoed.) 
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MUSICAL MOSAICS 
By W. F« GATES* 

PKIOB 81.60 

Dur pupils should be musicians as well as playerB. 
One of the best means toward bringing this about is to 
interest them in reading works on music, especially 
biography of the great musicians and composers. When 
these are read then the pupil begins to read a good history 
of music. But, really, the history should be read first 

by those pupils who can find interest in the more solid 
kinds of literature. The teacher can do much to make 
this reading interesting by telling some of the more im¬ 
portant points before the book is read, and as the pupil 
is reading the work, converse about it at each lesson, 
and get the pupil to give an outline of what he has 
learned from his reading. There is a list of the best 
works on music published in this issue at moderate 
prices. 

- ***** 
There are but few towns nowadays that do not possess 

teachers who are competent to give fine musical in¬ 
struction. It is unaccountable how parents can thought¬ 
lessly engage a music teacher. The choice seems to be 
made from all sorts of reasons, rather than that of com¬ 
petence and ability. A child takes lessons of a certain 
teacher because some friend does, or because that 
teacher is so pleasant and makes himself so agreeable, 
or because he plays finely, forgetting that his actual 
worth as a teacher should be the turning point in decid¬ 
ing who should instruct the child. By taking pains to 
learn the actual ineritsof the teachers in your own towns, 
doubtless a teacher can be found who is equal or supe¬ 
rior to some popular teacher at a distance, jpf whom an 
exclusive few go to a great and unnecessary expense in 
taking lessons. 

■***»* 

. Passages occur frequently that have an obscure Con¬ 
tent. If the piece is by a good composer, there is noth¬ 
ing in the piece that is not worth playing, therefore the 

lack of clearness in musical effect must be the fault of the 
player, rather than that of the composer. A little well- 
directed effort will clear up the content and enable the 
pupil to play the passages effectively. First, without try¬ 

ing to make it expressive, play very Slowly but perfectly 
correeVobserving every detail of the notatioa accurately, 

giving each note its own true time-value, and playing the 
—given-fingeringas-uniformlyas yon do-the-writteunotes.. 

When it is no longer technically difficult, bring out in an 

.over-marked manner the accents as called, for by the 
time signature, then heavily accent as called for by the 

slurB, beginnings of motives and phrases, and especially 
make extra loud the longest notes of the passage, for 
emphasis is often in proportion to the comparative 

. length of the notes. Meantime, listen to the effect of 

yonr accents. With all of this, the kind of tonch best 
fitted to the sentiment of the phrase should be used. 
At the first, attempts with expression overdo all of these 

so as to make as marked as possible, whatever content 
the passage may contain. Further practice will allow 
the pupil tp finish and modify the expression and perfect 
the phrases, and make them fully effective.. 

BT E. E. ATRES. 

Evert public man has odd requests. One of the cor¬ 
respondents of The Etude has- just been asked to write 
a Bong for a wedding. He knows neither of the con¬ 
tracting parties, and he does not know how they have 
ever heard of him. He wonders whether the song shall 
be tender or brave, or whether he had not better send 
something already written, like “ Hail the Conquering 
Hero Comes.” 

".t: 
* * 

* * * 

* * * * * 

The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 

170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS. 
. Every teacher—every student—should own Musloat 

Hos&los. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasd- 

a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 

An almost universal cause of failure is the want of ex¬ 

actness in practice. In this matter, teacherB are at 

fault as well as pupils. No practice is productive of 
good or even desirable results unless it is all brought up 

to the most perfect ideal that the teacher can getjthe 
pupil to conceive.. Therefore, the pupil should, before 
beginning an exercise, 6tnde, or piece, stop and think 
out his ideal, and how to best bring his work np to it in 

detail. There is altogether too mnch thoughtless and 
brainless practice. The Mason system of technique is 
invaluable in this connection, because it demands 

close and fruitful thinking on the part of the pupil. To 
repeat, the phpil must stop and think out a concise and 

Perfect image r ideal, then think how best to work^tja" 
this ideal, the correct tbach, time, fingering, condition of 
hands, wrists and armiB; find what is difficult in the pas¬ 
sage, and conquer it by brain rather than by muscular 

effort. Good practice constantly builds up towards 
artistic perfection, careless and imperfect, brainless 
practice, but confirms faulty and fruitless playing; Suc¬ 
cess 1b a matter of brains and not of inaBdes. 

* *., 

It is well for a mnsician to interest himself in physical 

cnlture. One of the daily papers mentions the fact that 
Prof. F. R. Webb, who is well known to readers of The 
Etude, is president of the bicycle club of Staunton, Va. 
Nothing iB more confining than piano practice ; nothing 
is more trying to the nerves; no one has greater need of 
out-door exercise than the pianist. It is a well-known 
fact that masician8 of all men aije most morbid. Many a 
music teacher has left his studio and found a little walk 
in the streets to change his mood from gloom into cheer¬ 
fulness. Doubtless many a pupil has wished that his 
teacher would take more out-door exercise. It would 
reduce the number of sareastic remarks. 

it * 
& * * 

Let it never be forgotten that singing is the founda¬ 
tion of all musical education. The pianist who sings is 
more likely to be an expressive player. It will be easier 
for him to transpose; it will be easier for him to read; 
it will be easier for him to comprehend the mysteries of 
harmony ; and unless he is a singer, at least in hig im¬ 
agination, counterpoint will forever be an insoluble 
mystery. What interest is there in a fugue for one who 
does not in his imagination hear the voices singing in 
parts ? Bat it is inspiring and sublime when one is play¬ 
ing a fugue, Bach, or Handel, to imagine hundreds of 
voices singing the parts. For the want Of this power, 

Schumann is not appreciated. His piano, music is all 
vocal. A certain musician who often plays Schumann, 
remarks that he at times is almost enable to use hiB voice 
after playing Schumann for half an hoar. In his imag¬ 
ination he ts singirig "a8 maDy of ffi^ 

and while he is not uttering a sound, the muscles of his 
throataresoengagedthalrheactuallybecomeshoarBer 

Other composers are considered more beautiful be¬ 
cause they carry not so many melodies ; but Schumann 
marches a grand procession of voices, not in stately 
rhythm, a la Bach, but in passionate assertion of indi¬ 

viduality ; each is aristocratic. There is always a king 
and a court in the music of Baeh; hut Schumann is 
democratic; In every characteristic composition of 
Schumann we hear voices of the people, and they are 
controlled by one sentiment; bat conflicting voices do 
we hear; voices selfish and unselfish, jarring in eternal 
dissonance ; voices benevolent and self-seeking; voices 
true and false; not a medley, not an artificial product, 

but a true chorus with life for its theme. 
Oh young pianist, study Schumann i It was Schumann 

who entered more than any other musician, save Wag¬ 

ner, into the spirit of the age. 

Bishop Bsttkredge is the author of the remark, “ I 

never speak of a man’s virturea before his face nor of 
faults behind his backbut is it not well sometimes for 
a teacher to reward the faithful student with a word of 
commendation. The World is full of disheartened stu¬ 
dents. There are girls who are struggling in the world 
and trying hard to educate themselves; a word of en¬ 
couragement sometimes meanB everything to them. It 

iB sometimes a question Vhether they shall continue to- 
spend time and money in the study of music. They 
have a right to their teacher’s judgement, and that opin¬ 
ion should be cordially given. It is an unfortunate 
teacher who has nothing but compliments - for his pnpils ; 
but the teacher is also unfortunate who has nothing but 
severe criticism; His business is not to-exalt himself, 

but to help an aspiring pupil, and when one h&s been 
faithful not g ' 8Ips 1 !--n encoxx - ,«meat. S s times 
^ is like inspiration itself to hear - wise teacher say, 

“ You have done well to-day.” 
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2:50 1.90 
1.50 1.25 
1.50 1.10 
2.00 1.60 
1.50 1.00 
1.25 1.00 
1.25 1.00 
2.00 1.50 

5.00 4.00 
Mo 4.75 
1.25 1.00 
1.00 _.75_ 
1.50 1.25 
2.50 2.00 
1.50 1.25 
1.00 .80 

.75 .40 
1.50 1.15 
1.00 .80 
1.00 .80 
1.25 1.00 
1.00 .75 
1.50 1.20 
1.50 .90 
2.65 1.90 
1.50 1.25 
1.00 .75 
1.00 .75 
1.00 .75 
1:50 1.00 
1.25 1.00 
1.75 1.17 
1.75 1.45 
1.50 1.20 
1.60 1.00 
2.00 1.50 
1.50 1.00 
1.25 .90 
1.25 .90 
1.50 1;25 
2.25 1.75 
1.00 .80 

.50 .34 
1.25 1.00 
1.00 .80 
1.00 .65 
8.00 2.25 ^ 
1.25 1.00 
2.00 1.40 
1.25 1.00 



will be filled at"these prices after January i, 1894 
FOR SALE,—A Teacher’s Technicon in excellent con- 

dition for $10 00. . Used bat a short time. Ad¬ 
dress Mbs. E. D. Richmond, Lacon, HI. 

To Mbssbs. Mason A Hahlin: 

I thank yon very much for showing me your excellent 
instruments. I nave experienced great pleasure in 
playing your Organs; the instrument (Liszt:Organ).,: 
with too manuals and pedals, is of beautiful tone, and 
will be very useful to persons wishing to learn to play 
the Oreat Organ. Accept my hearty congratulations, 
and allow me to express my best sentiments. 

: Very sincerely yours, 
- • AlKXANDRS GunjCANT. ,V 

rjlHE EXPRESS DUPLICATOR is used by many MS. 
JL writers of music and ordinary writing. It produces 
a very large number of copies from every original. 
Bknsingbb Duplicator Co., New York. Send for in¬ 
formation. 

TYURING the Christmas Holidays, Mrs. A. L. Pal- 
1 ; mei 'j* tress ©i tt 3oI beck Cc leg® of M s 

will hold at Omaha, Nebraska, a Teachers’ Normal. 
Mrs. Palmer has been conducting these Normals 
fc r th< j i si fh . years, an - ba i a et * i 1 marl e "5 success 
M '•* ach <n> have taken 5Ji court ■> -» sect nd time In 
these lessons a good general idea of modern technic and 
modern teaching are given. For fail particulars, address 
Goldbkci Cqllbqz 8088 Pine Street St. Louis, Mo. 

THE "CROWN. 

The busy days srere ffcst, . 
When, through the town* and citiss, passed - 
A dndish drummer, trim and nice. 
Whose goods all bore t^e Munedevlce:—“ The Crown I 

“ Beware the dog-in vender yard I . ■ 
Bewsre that house, the man kicks hard!” 
Thussaid each drummer he did: meet: ; 
A Voice replied, Sir up the street.The Grown 1 ” 

“No Instrument we wish,w folks cried: 
“ I sell Bent’s ‘ Crowns, ’ ’’ he quick replied. 
“ Oh .1 then c*me in, give us a call.” s■, ■ . 
H< ¥ '> ss n I mutant' * i‘< “T eGrevr % 

“Oh I •*?»*»/• the maiden sa d * and n 1st 
All know Ben ,’s ‘Crowns arelhrthe beat * 
“Icant,” he said “soman < uy 
I have no time to cease mj cry The 3 own! " 

And when the mors Inn dawned, they found 
lustllng round. . , 

At every house a “Crown" by Bent • 
He.sold, and left them all content The Grown 1 *’ 

1HE SWEETEST LITTLE.LULLABY,"“.BABY persons of the German capital. The.piece is in the 
Pink and White.’” Music by Lblia Francks, k 'jS'' s degreekexhilarating, and may pe comjmred to 

a >os r 'it - Swe t of All the Year. ’ P ice sparkling champs ns. I' is publish d by Musical 
e nts. Published b| Lyon Is Hbalt, .Chicago, ana Publishing Co., 8188 Pin* Street, St. Loins Mo 

utaib, San Francisco. __^_TYTILL EXCHANGE valuable Town Lots in South- 

IOR SALE.—A Teachers’ Technicon in excellent ern Pines, N. C., the new winter health resort 
condition Lillian Gbat Shith,-Lafayette h 1 -h * is so highly rec amended by re medical profession 

—— —— :- —— — - — — — as the most desirable location in the United States far 
|R. GOLDBECK expects to return to Berlin in those Buffering with throat and lung troubles, for Piano 
* January, where important concert engagements or Organ, New or Second-hand. Instrument mnst be in 
ait him. He is at present at the Goldbeck College, good order. Lots to be rated at cash selling prices; 
Lohis, Mo ' ° . Jno T. Patrick, Southern Pines, N.C. 

Our 
Pub- Special 

■ . ■■■ ■.■■Haher,«i:-;".:\1?P!rlc«i,:-Vv' 
Price. Poetpaid. 

Principles of Expression in Pianoforte Playing. 
- Christiani...............$8.00 $2.25 

Purcell, Biography of. Cummings... 1.00 .80 
Purity in Musics A. F. Thibaut... 1.25 1.00 
Queens of Song'. Clayton............ 8.00 2.25 
Realm of Music. Louis Elson....;..... 1.50 1.25 
Recent Musicand Musicians. Moschelbs.... 2.00 1.55 
Roman Singer. Novel. Crawford....;..... 1.00 .80' 
Rossini, Life of. Edwards..........;......... 1.50 1.25 

“ and the Modern Italian School. Edwards. 1.00 .80 
Rubinstein, Autobiography. Delano.....; 1.00 .80 
Schumann, Life of. Yon Wasielwski.... 1.25 1.00 

“ Biography of. Fuller—Maitland.”. 1.00 .80 
*(■- a Frost. 1.00 .80 

Sonatina Album. Presser............... 1.00 .67 
Sound and Music. Sedley Taylor... 2.50 . 2.00 

-'•« « Zahm... 3.50 2.75 
Sound. John Tindale...........2.00 1.50 
Standard Cantatas. Upton....   1.50 1.15 

u Operas. “ . 1.50 1.15 
“ Oratorios “ . 1.50 1.15 
u Symphonies “ .  1.50 1.15 

Stories of the Operas. F. R. Chesney.... ..50 .40 
Story of Music. Henderson.............. 1.25 1.00 

u “ and Musicians. Lillie......... 1.00 .80 
Student and Singer. Reminiscences of ChaB. Santley.. 2.25 1.75 
Student’s Helmholtz, band-book. Broadhonse.. 3.00 2.20 
Studies iu Worship Music. Curwin. 1st Series. 2.75 2.15 

« “ “ “ 2d '« .. 1.25 1.00 
“ from the Wagnerian Drama. Krehbiel. 1.25 1.00 
“ in Modern Music. Hadow.  2.25 1.80 

Tennyson’s Songs, with Portrait. Ed. by Cousins.. 5.00 4.00 
The Musician. - Prentice. 6 vols., each.................. .75 .50 
The Soprano. Kingsford. Musical Novel.....  1.00 .80 
Theory of Music. Elson.     1.50 1.25 

“ of Sound in its Relation to Music. Blaserna..... 1.50 1.20 
Tone Masters. Barnard.,1. 1.50 1.30 
Wagner and his Works. Henry Finck. 2 vols., each 2.00 1.60 

“ as I Knew Him. Praeger,^.. 1.50 1.25 
u Biography of. Hneffer..  1.00 .80 
“ Correspondence between Liszt and. Translated 

by HuefFer.......... 5.00 4.00 
“ Life of. Nohl......       1.00 .75 

^ _-Richard, Life and Works. Gustav Kobhe. - 
2 vols., each...     1.50 1.25 

-a--Art-Life-and-Theories-of.—Burlingame.....^...2T00-1-.60 
Weber, Biography of. Benedict.   1.00 .80 
Woman in Music. Upton.........    1.00 .75 
Wood Notes,JWild (Notations of Bird Musio). Cheney 2.00 1.60 
Young People’s History of Music. Macy....... ........ 1.60 .80 

SfANDARD PIANO AND VOICE COLLECTIONS. 
Finely Bound in Half Cloth. 

. ■ ■ ■ ■ . Our 
”:' Pub- Special 

«r . liahetf* Price, 
Price. .. Postpaid. 

Classic Piano Solo. Yol. I.......... ......  1.25 $0.95 
“ u u for Young People.......... ...... 1.25 .95 
“ Gems for Four Hands ..    1.25 .95 

Popular English Sbhgs and Ballads High Voice. Yol. I 1.25 .95 
u “ “ “ ‘1, “ “ II 1.25 .95 
“ « “ “ Low « « 11.25 .95 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS. 

Beethoven, Chopin, Handel, Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, 
Mozart, Schubert, Wagner, each... 1.00 

' CABINET-SIZE PHOTOCRAPHS. 

Aht, Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Flotow, Gluck, Handel, 
Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer, Mozart, 
Offenbach, Paderewski, Schubert, Schumann, 
Yerdi, Wagner, Weber, each......25 

Allegrando, Music Game.  50 
Art Souvenir, containing 6 Photographs—Mozart, 

Beethoven, Schubert,’Mendelssohn, Wagner, and 
Haydn. Enclosed in an ornamental cover, tied 
with silk ribbon. Price. 1.50 

Metronome, without Bell.   5.00 
“ with Bell. 7.00 

Music Stands, Japanned... 2.50 
Musical Authors, Game.35 

a Dominoes. Grimm (new)...... . :75 

1.00 
2.90 
4.00 
1.50 

.20 

.45 

FAVORITE FOLK BALLADS. 
A Collection of Nine Volumes, each Volume Containing an Old Favorite 

Song, with Words and Hnsio Complete, Beantifnliy Illustrated Throughout, 
and Handsomely Bound in Venetian Hep. 

Old Folks at Home, I Wish I was in Dixie Land, Old 
Uncle Ned, Darling Nellie Gray, Sally in Our 

Lack-Eyed Susan, Shandoh Bells, Blue_ 
Bells of Scotland, Watch on the Rhine, each.. 1.00 

IuskkEoIIs and Folios of all Styles and Prices, 
Illustrated Catalogue with prioes can be obtained on application. 

Positively no ©refers 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 

Notice for this column iE;<arted at 3 oents t. word for cue insertion, 

payable in advance.. Copy'must be received by the 20th of the 

previous month to insure publication in the next number. 

A VALUABLE HELP TO TEACHERS AND 
STUDENTS.—Hermann’s Handbook of Mnsic 

and Musicians, containing 3000 musical terms, and con¬ 
cise biographies of more than 1500 prominent compos¬ 
ers (over 160 American authors). An excellent work to 
use m making up biographical programmes. 

The Philadelphia Ledger says: “ While for exhaustive 
information an encyclopaedia like Grove must still take 
precedence, the new Handbook will fill a less import¬ 
ant mission with equal success.” 

Mathews’ Music (Chicago) writes: 1 ‘The strength of 
the little book is the presence of a number of recent 
nameB, which, having come to prominence very lately, 
are not found in older works.” 

Hermann’s Handbook of Music, price $1.00 (usual 
discount to teachers), can he ordered of any dealer, or 
of Th. Pbbssbb. ) 

Y:--* ‘ ' -i 
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PUBLISHER'S ROTES. 

Many teachers are using with their pupils some method 

of keeping a record of the time given each day to prac¬ 
tice. By those records a better quality of work, is se¬ 
cured, and the pupils prove to be inclined to have their 
standing satisfactory, where they, would be much more 

careless without such a daily record. We have devised 
a plan which is printed on a card, containing space for a 

term of lessons, on which each day’s work can be re¬ 
corded, and the per cent, of success given at each lesson 
on nine different divisions of the lesson, as Finger 
Exercises, Scales, Arpeggios, Etudes, Pieces, Memoriz¬ 
ing, etc. At the foot of each column the standing for 
the lesson can be given.' There is also iines-for special 
directions, or the recording of the pieces furnished dur¬ 
ing the term. These Practice Cards sell at 26 cents a 
package.of 26. By their use parents can see the stand¬ 
ing of the pupil at any time, and heeded help can many 
times be secured from the parent in more regular and 

. better practice. 

This is the time of the year when teachers are search¬ 
ing in the many catalogues of musical literature for the 
best and most desirable in that line. To aid our patrons 

in this search as much-as we possibly can, we have com¬ 
piled a complete list of the best musical literature, such 
as Books of Reference, History, Biography, and Musical 
Novels, and have published same in catalogue form. 
We will be glad to send a copy of it, postpaid, to any 

one who may write to us for it. Every teacher should 
have a copy of this catalogue as it not only aids in 
selecting suitable liooks for gifts, but also suggests the 

best works that can be used in daily work. 

;b 

Nearly every teacher has one or more pupils who can 
scarcely afford to take music lessons, and in doing so 
find the buying of sheets music a hard burden. Such 

pupils can supply themselves with an abundance of 

music by canvassing for The Etude among the teacher’s 
own pupils and his own personal friends. By securing 
four subscribers and sending six dollars he can have a 
copy of The Etude one year gratis. Or there are’ 
several music premiums to select from. Or he can take, 
the cash premiums and withJiis commission buyaheet- 
music. But the monthly visits of The Etude will fur- 

:_nishalmostanypupil.with-all-the-sheet”mnHic-that~he 

wants. 

Get your puj. ;s interested in music as an art, and you 
have pupils who will continue their lessons for years, 
because their ideas of music have become elevated. 
There is nothing like good musical literature to create 
this’interest, and The Etude furnishes the most of it 
for the money. Get your pupils to subscribe for and 
read The Etude. 

... • * * * » 

Particular attention will be given to furnishing in¬ 
structive articles for pupils during the coming.year in The 

Etude. Teachers will especially consult their own in-, 
threats when they induce their pupils to subscribe for 
The Etude. : Special rates to' clubs, which see in an¬ 

other column. Doubtless you have one or more pupils 
who will be glad to secure subscribers among your 

Bfrierids and pupils. 
' V... ' 

Why not get your local music dealer or newsdealer 
; to secure subscribers to The Etude ? We have blanks 

and a large show card especially for this. If you can 
arrange this you can then send your pupils to the agent 
Or store, and so do much for the advancement of music 
in your community. It is the musical communities that 

give the most and best pupils, and if the town is musi¬ 
cal or not depends almost entirely, on the efforts of its 
music teachers, 

Sehd.ub a list of your musical friends who would like 
to,., see ia>- copy; of .The Etude, and we will, mail each a 
sample cff; - ■ - - / ' '• 
’’ - It; ,'.***** 

Do you want to read: the best teachers’ music maga¬ 
zine in the world? Then take The Etude. . 

Do you not know of music teachers residing in some Take the leisure time of the holidays to read up some 

other town who would be benefited by reading /The work on music that you have been wanting to look into. 
Etude? Send us the addresses of such and we, will Send for our list of musical bpokB and literature, 
mail sample copies. * * 
-B.B-V.B'. BBjBBBB; . . ■ # BJfBv ;7BB: : = Bi-V ->B — * • • • • * -J. • • •• • ** -B B'- ' :'*B - ' 

Do you want new and fresh music for your pupils ? Do ?on want to do better teachillg? Take The Ettob- 
Take The Etude for its music pages, and have your • ***** 

pupils take it also. This will setde the perplexing sheet- Three hundred of the best musicians and teacherB in 

music question that troubles you and some of your the world are giving their best thought, ways of working, 

patrons. * and all of the help that they can to the readers of The 
• * * * Etude. 

Books of musical literature make an appropriate gift —. . 
for one’s musical friends. Send for our list and prices. 

***** TESTIMONIALS. 
Get yourself a Christmas present of a fine metronome. ——— 

***** .1 have been a reader of your valuable musical journal, 
There have been some exceptionally valuable and The Etude, for the past two years, and do not reel that 

interesting works on music issued the past year. Stend me^fo^nddrii^011^ ^ItbTl M^HudIey.'0 
for some of them. • _ , m - -r, „ , 

> ***** I regard I he Etude as-one of the very best periodi- 
_ , • . , , . , , . tt, . cals for either the professional or amateur musician. 
We have in stock every musical work m the English (Mies M. F. Rkdington 

language that has practical worth to teachers, pupils or The THrd grade of Mathewa, Stadie8 came last 

musical people. Our prices are especially low for the night. I have' never seen theni before and am very 
holiday offer. much; pleased with them; Think them an immense 

***** i help to young teachers. B. MaoHorton. 

Did you know that any of the classics found in the Volumes VI and YII of Mathews’ graded Course for 
Peters’ Catalogue can be had iu an elegant cloth and pianoforte are in ray possession and I fully appreciate 

gold binding? These make acceptable presents. The theirJa,ufe/ f 1 bave fe!t tbe ne®d °f sach a “d 
?. ® ' , ; vv , . ., . am sure that all conscientious instructors will readily 
binding is especially tasteful and durable, and is sold at see its merit and give to its author the highest praise 
less prices than local binders mil bind the volumes for; and respect. 
and, too, there is no comparison as to beauty and style Send one copy each of volumes previous to No. 6. 
of work and material. _ , Mrs. E D. Richmond. 

***** I am delighted with the work—Landon Writing Book 

‘‘ Musical Mosaics,” a book of musical quotations, T"and wou^d ^ke two more\.1 enclose one dollar 

is a beautifully bound presentation volume. It is par- , , 
ticolarly appropriate for the center-table of a drawing- I am delighted with Mathews’Standard Studies and 

■■■»- , 6 find my pupils enjoy practicing them much better than 
room, and for the studio waiting room of teachers. other studies. . Minnie M. Light 

* * * 

. * * I have received the copy of HanSiSchmitt’s “ Pedals 
Some of your pupils may wish to earn money for of the Piano Forte,” and find them a perfect revelation. 

Christmas gifts by canvassiiig for subscribers to The Every teacher should make;an effort to secure a copy. 
Etude. See cash prizes and commissions in another Miss L. Hughes. 
column. I am especially pleased with the book on “ Pedals.” 

**'*#’* ( It is a treasure worth almost any other half dozen books 
. J... e AT J 1 1. > U a -nr-.t. • . in the library of a pianist'and teacherr. 

Our editions of Mendelssohn’s ‘‘ Songs Without 4Terksa Vanderburgh. 
JWords,— Schnmannls—i‘~Album-for the ^oune^’-and--5—ii- •' r4" " .. , T „ . 
_ . ’ ,, . 6' .. Never m all my experience m teaching have I found 
Sonatina album, are. appropriate for- ChriBtmas gifts, anything, ei piecea__or studies, that-pupils^are as 
They are the best editions on the marketr imuc . interested in or prepare so well as their lessons in 

***** the Mathews’ “Graded ConrBepf Piano Studies.” 
_ ' _ , . . , . „ . Anna M. Harper.” 
We have a fine stock of music rolla_at all prices, 

which we are selling—by the hundreds to our customers I use lathews’ ‘ Gracled Siudies ” in my class of 
in all parts of the country. We can send them by mail ^ wiJ. excellent results. J^cousider it the 

% . ‘ * best work for artistic piano-playing I.have ever seen, 
at small cost. Send xor prices, or see another column. . They are written so nicely that, they unconsciously lead 

***** ’ \ the pupil, from the first to the last grade, developing 

Mr teaching i. an advancing.,*. Subacribc ta . 

The Etude it you want the beat recent improvements F. J, McDonough, 

and ways of doing in teaching. I am delighted with “ Landon’s Piano Method ” and 
***** “W'riting Book,” and -“The Pedals of the Piano,” by 

Do you want wide-awake pupils, pupils who Me Hans ScTimitt. Mrs. S. L. Stiver. 

anxious to learn, intelligent pnpils, pupils who enjoy I am charmed with the “Landon Writing Book.” I 
„ •, t. . s ... think it surpasses anything of the kind I have seeU, and 

the study of good music, pupils who will study with you > congider /indispensable* and . take pleasure- in thus 
a long time, pupils who are enough interested in their expressing myself, as. you desired, should I find it so. 
work to ask questions, pupils who think that music is . Mrs. W. W. Franklin. 

something more than an accomplishment, pupils who I havejust received the seventh grade of “ Mathews’ 
will be a credit to you, pupils who can give a reason Graded Piano Studies,” and am delighted with it as I 
why, pupils who take pains to increase the class of their have been with all the grades so far. They are, I think, 
. „ ... .. j ,. c a. . • • a most mvalnable set of Btndies. Progressive and se- 

. teacher, patr ons who second aU of your efforts, , petrous iected as they are, from the standard writers they cannot 
who recommend you as the right teacher-for the children fail to cultivate to the Jieat advantage not Only the pupils 
of their friends, patrons:who make their children prac- technique, but also the musical taste. They are all in- 
tice, patrons who see to it that- their children take Cresting m well as instructive Emily B Pratt. 

lessons regularly, patrons who make musicians of their I.am delighted.with “ Landon’s Writing Book,” and 
children, patrons who lend you aid and sympathy in a a:grqat improvement on; all other books of that 
___ .. 3. . , ™ J! / * kind I have ever used in teaching. Fannie B. Williams. 
score of waya, then get mem to take The Etude, • 

* # “ Musical Dominoes *' is not only an interesting game, 
v * * » hut very instructive as well. A genuine sugar-coated 

Do yoiKwantto improve the taste of your pnpils and “ musical pill ” which the pupils will take with, a relish, 
patrons? ^!hen get them to take The JItudb. r- 1 am flUre they can acquire a perfect knowledge of note 

# ^ values more easily m a few evenings play ot thiB game 
* * * than in many weeks of lessons. Onna N. Morrison. 

Do you want to know what is being done in the art of From what I have seen of the, life-size portraits of 
music teaching ? Take The Etude. celebrated mnsicians they are5 the best thingd of their 

'■'*****"' -' nature that I have seen, either in Europe or this country, 
. . , . . , .2, „ , , . . . regardless of price. If the others-are as good as those 

Do you want to be m touch with the best musicians m I have thns far seen, yonrs is a good collection. , 
the world ? Take The Etude. Henry C. Post. 


